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ABSTRACT
The purpose tf '.hie study was: (w) to validate a set. of
criteria which was concerned with tcic ir.-cervlee education of teacn- 
ers, and (2) to apply these validated criteria to selected senoois 
in Louisiana.
lr. the selection o the national Jury to Is need ir. the vali­
dation of the prop osod crit er la nominations .- ire sought Iron, key 
persons in the field of education in each etafe in the union and the 
District of Coiuuibis . Or.e hundred specia-.is s* vtrc selected and sent 
questionnaires containing tne one hundred eighty-seven proposed 
criteria. The jury was to consider each criterion to be: (i) very
important, (d) important, (3) average importance, (b) of little 
importance, or (j) not important. Fifty-one of the jurors returned 
properly completed questionnaires ur.d these were used in this study.
One hundred seventy-two of the proposed criteria were considered 
to he valid an was determined Ly the number of responses of tne jurors. 
A criterion was considered to be sufficiently valid vuen seventy- 
five per cent or more of the jurors indicated it to be of average 
or better in importance.
The validated criteria were assembled into a questionnaire and 
sent to selected school principals in Louisiana. They were requested 
to determine if these criteria vrere: (l) excellently observed, (2)
well observed, (3) moderately observed, (b) poorly observed, or 
(5) not observed in their in-service programs. Thirty-eight of the
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forty-three Louisiana school principals returned their questionnaires 
properly completed, and these questionnaires were used in this study.
The five areas of in-service education as were used in this 
study are: (l) puri'oee ana philosophy, (b) planning, (3) administra­
tion, (4) procedures, and {‘j) evaluation. Ir. determining the degree 
to ’which these criteria applied to the in-service programs of the 
schools uscu in this study, the uara were presented in the following 
manner: (») The rank order of ' r.i critcriu in each area, as determin­
ed by the responses of the Louisiana c iucators was compared vit.u the 
rank order of t he same criteria * y the national Jury. (■-) The rank
placement of certain criteria by the Louisiana educators was compared 
witn the rank placement of the same criteria by the national Jury.
(3) The rating categories receiving tin greatest number of responses 
by the Louisiana educators were explained and shown in tables. (1)
The criteria considered to be observed adequately and inadequately 
were pointed out.
The following conclusions were made as a resul; of the findings 
of this study:
1. The criteria validated in this study provide an appropriate 
frame of reference for the evaluation of a program of in-service 
education for professional personnel in elementary and secondary 
schools.
2. Since the Jury validating the criteria was selected from all 
sections of the United States these criteria are applicable to pro­
grams of in-service education in schools of other states.
3- According to the degree to which the criteria in each area
ix
were observed by the Louisiana educators in the schools applying 
them, it is apparent that various phases of the in-service programs 
in these schools need re-evaluation. Some of the criteria in each 
area were observed by the Louisiana educators to a lesser degree than 
the relative degree of importance accorded them by the jurors. Several 
criteria in Area Three, Administration, were observed inadequately by 
the principals in the schools applying these criteria.
k. In light of the methods and techniques of the study it is 
evident that similar studies could be made of in-Bervice education 
for the non-professional personnel of the elementary and secondary 
schools of Louisiana.
x
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In-service education of teachers apparently has become an in­
creasingly pressing problem during the past few years. There has 
been a growing awareness on the part of school administrators that 
a graduate of a teacher education curriculum is not a finished pro­
duct. Beginning teachers need much guidance and careful assistance 
if they are to avoid many of the practices that result in mediocre 
performance. Many professional educators have become convinced 
that experienced teachers and administrators also should give a 
certain amount of time to activities designed to stimulate their 
personal and professional growth. Just aB the preparation of 
courses of study is never completed, so is the education of teachers 
never finished. This is particularly true when technological de­
velopments rapidly bring new concepts, processes, and products into 
our daily living which result in basic social, political, and economic 
changes.
As the major currents of society change, it is important to ex­
amine the functions of education as related to society. Many educa­
tors believe that education should help people to live better lives 
and to build better societies, and that the program of the schools 
should be derived from an analysis of the society and of the personal- 
social needs of students as these are related to broader social prob- 
lems and conditions.
2The expanded role of the school In accepting these obligations 
has added new functions to the Job of the teacher. Formerly, the 
total responsibility of the teacher seemed to oe tha.' of teaching a 
narrow and specific kind and amount of subject matter. As long as 
children could grasp enough of tne learning experiences outside of 
the school that afforded them the means for integrating into tne 
society, this role was, to a degree, adequate. A second lavel of 
teacher responsibility, influenced oy psychologists, philosophers, 
and others, centered around children and regarded them as individuals. 
The stage which seems to be emerging currently has its roots in the 
community school concept, in which the citizen shares in the responsi­
bility formerly allocated to the school. The teacher under the latter 
concept teaches not only the subject matter, which may or may not be 
child-centered, but teaches toward the improvement of living for all 
in the community.^-
A presentation of the necessity for in-service education was 
made by Margaret Mead, in the Inglis Lecture for 1950 Harvard 
University; in her statements:
A kind of nightmare reversal has been introduced into life, 
like an escalator which insists on running backwards; age and ex­
perience become not orienting factors but disorienting ones, so that 
the teacher of twenty years' experience may face her class less con­
fidently than the teacher with only two.
This is, of course, no more than the normal accompaniment of the
^-"Conditions Compelling Change," Action for Curriculum Improve­
ment. Chapter VI, Yearbook of the ASCD. Washington, D. C.: ASCD,
1959, PP* 19-3^
^Margaret Mead, The School in American Culture. Cambridge: 
Harvard Press, 1951, PP* 32-33*
3fantastic rate of change of the world In which we live, where child­
ren of five have already incorporated into their everyday thinking 
ideas that moat of the elders will never fully assimilate. Within 
the lifetime of ten-year-olds the world has entered a new age, and 
already, before they enter the sixth grade, the atomic age has been 
followed by the age of the hydrogen bomb, differentiated from the 
atomic age in that many of those who failed to understand the dan­
gers of the atom bomb are painfully beginning to take in the signifi­
cance of the hydrogen bomb. Teachers who never heard a radio until 
they were grown up have to cope with children who have never known 
a world without television.
Today the challenge to continue the education of teachers be­
yond the pre-service level is becoming more and more widely accept­
ed. It is recognized that pre-service and in-service teacher educa­
tion are descriptive of the positional status of the teacher, rather 
than characterizing distinct and separate undertakings.
Departments of education at the college and university level 
seem to be examining the opportunities offered to teachers to grow 
professionally through tne graduate programs they offer. Formerly, 
this did not appear to be true, as the main emphasis of the in-ser­
vice education of teachers was the bringing up to standard those 
persons who had been employed with what was considered to be in­
adequate preparation. This usually involved working toward higher 
grade and life teaching credentials, and tended to classify teacher 
education as preparation that had definable limits. Little responsi­
bility was assumed for this supplementary preparation by the local 
school system. The emphasis today, however, has veered from reach­
ing a standard to one that holds self-improvements to be continu­
ously possible and should be pursued by all educators.
Recognition of the diversity in experience and training of 
teachers has made necessary the development of various devices and
korganized activities to meet in-service education needs. Adminis­
trators probably have found that a group of teachers may include:
(l) beginning teachers, (a) teachers returning to the profession 
after varying intervale of absence and with dis-simiiar amounts of 
training, (3) teachers recruited from other states, (1) teachers 
who have been transferred from elementary school to secondary school 
assignments, (5) teachers whose professional interests, experiences, 
and contributions are constantly a source of stimulation and en­
couragement to their colleagues, and (6) teachers within the system 
who need to broaden their training, re-evaluate their philosophy, 
and improve their teaching competencies.
In the past, it appears that some of the most common devices 
and activities utilized by administrators and supervisors to care 
for the needs of teachers who differ in experience and training 
have been: (l) publishing informative handbooks or regular super­
visory bulletins, (2) providing supervision by the staff in general 
and special areas, (3) printing courses of study. (1) conducting 
extension courses, (5) holding institutes, (b) giving demonstra­
tion lessons, (7) arranging inter-classroom visitation, (8) assem­
bling educational exhibits, (y) offering salary increases based on 
years of service and training, and (10) requiring a certain demon­
strated standard of professional competency as a prerequisite to 
tenure.
Today, alert school administrators and supervisors seem to be 
making use of the many devices and activities formerly provided. 
Hovever, the significance and effectiveness of these techniques have
been increased for all participants through the cooperative efforts 
of the teachers and staff in their planning and implementation.
Newer methods of enlisting and utilizing the teacher's potential 
abilities have dome to the forefront in the organization for in- 
service education. This has resui fed in a wirier variety of experi­
ences now being considered valuable in professional growth programs.
Teachers and educational leaaerc in all fields ana at all levels 
of activity have desired to be known as a professional group. They 
have shared in research ana study for their owe: improvement. They 
have worked toward formula!ing and securing legislation that has re­
sulted in advances in education. The public, generally, appears to 
have shown a faith in educational leadership ana has demonstrated 
this support by an acceptance of increased taxation to provide 
better educational programs.
To maintain and increase this recognition, all members of the 
profession must possess a superior competence in educational science 
and practice that is recognized by the lay world. Unless profess­
ional growth, continues through an entire career of education it is 
doubtful that such a competency can be attained.
There seem to be many unsolved problems in in-service education 
programs and procedures today. Perhaps one scuh problem is that not 
all educators subscribe to the concept that continuous growth in the 
teaching profession is necessary. Criticism found administrators 
and supervisors, charging that teachers for one reason or another do 
not participate in in-service activities, points up another problem 
possible on the administrative level. Educational opportunities seem 
to have been neglected by teachers relying on tenure, tradition,
6salary, achievements, and life teaching credentials. Such attitudes 
on the part of teachers may Jeopardize the advances already made in 
present tenure legislation, retirement, sick benefits, and steady 
incomes.
Teachers are not alone in their lack of acceptance of the nec­
essity for continuous growth in the teaching profession. Administra­
tors and supervisors are criticized by teachers for their lack of lead­
ership in the recognition and solution of problems basic to providing 
optimum educational opportunities. Teachers also criticise adminis­
trators and supervisors who fail to recognize or seem to ignore their 
own professional growtn needs. Leadership situations characterized 
by such inadequacies need to be improved.
Among the recent criticisms of modern education, professional edu­
cation of teachers has appeared to have been included as a point of 
vulnerability. Well-directed in-service activities at the local level 
seem to be invaluable for all memberB of the profession if it is to 
maintain the public support on which it is dependent.
An estimate of the importance of teachers to the American way of 
life is expressed by the American Council on Education.3
The true test of teacher education, whether pre-service or in-ser­
vice, is its effectiveness in improving ability to perform the teach­
ing function....
Teaching is indispensable to the preservation and Improvement of 
any nation. Through teaching, knowledge is passed on from generation, 
and its wider diffusion and more rapid advancement made possible.
To improve teacher education is to improve teaching; to improve 
teaching is to improve the schools; to improve the schools is to 
strengthen the next generation; to strengthen the next generation is
^Teachers for Our Times. Washington, D. C.: American Council
on Education, 19^k,'pp. 100-101.
7a social duty of the first Magnitude.
It seems apparent, then, that there is a need for continuous 
programs of teacher in-service education to provide; (l) opportunity 
for the evaluation of all aspects of teaching method, (2) the en­
richment of learning experiences for boys and girls, and (3) "a 
strong vanguard of individuals who are professionally abreast of 
the times and who can help materially in the struggle to keep educa­
tional services from lessening in quality.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was: (1} to set up and validate a
list of criteria applicable to a program of in-service education 
for professional personnel in elementary and secondary schools; and 
(2) to apply the validated criteria to in-service education programs 
in selected white schools of Louisiana.
Delimitations of the Problem
This study was limited to Include only those programs of in- 
service education of professional personnel in the elementary and 
secondary schools. This does not by any maans indicate a lack of 
recognisatlon of importance of other types of in-Bervice education 
programs. Those which pertain to non-professional personnel are of 
great importance. There is also a need for the study of in-service
^Leadership Through Supervision. 19^6 Yearbook of the ASCD. 
Washington, D. C.j ASCD, 19^6, PP* ^5-50.
8education programs on the college and university level. Although 
these vere recognized as being very Important, it was felt that this 
study Bhould be limited, in order to establish a more comprehensive 
list of criteria, to include only the secondary and elementary 
school in the scope of this study.
After the criteria vere validated they were applied only to 
selected schools in the State of Louisiana. Only white elementary 
and secondary schools were selected that had an on-going in-service 
education program that were recommended by selected members of the 
Louisiana State Department of Education.
The criteria were categorized into five principal areas: (1)
purpose and philosophy, (2) planning, (3) administration, (4) pro­
cedures, and (5) evaluation. No consideration was given to any 
specific type of in-service activity. It was felt that the criteria 
were broad enough in scope to guide in the evaluation of all types of 
in-service activities of teacher education.
The five areas vere chosen in order that schools that may wish 
to use the validated criteria will have the use of criteria that 
apply to all developmental levels of a program of in-service educa­
tion. The criteria listed in Area One, "Purpose and Philosophy,H 
vere Intended to guide in the revision of, or to aid in obtaining 
an understanding of the objectives, aims, and the "reasons why" the 
in-service education of teachers is an important aspect of the 
total educational picture. Area Two, "Planning," as indicated by 
the title is a list of those guidelines of in-service education 
that should be observed when preparations are being mads for the
9installation of a new program or the revision of an old one. Area 
Three, "Administration," includes certain criteria relative to the 
administration of in-service programs. Indications are made as to 
the role of the administrator, teachers, and various other factors 
involved in the administration of the in-service education program. 
Area Four, "Procedures" lists criteria that will guide the groups 
during ln-Bervice meetings and group activities. Area Pive, "Evalu­
ation,” contains criteria to he considered when the evaluation is 
made of the in-service program.
Need for the Study
That there is a great need for better programs of in-service 
education has been rarely contested. Ha&s^ indicated that in our 
rapidly changing culture, and its implication for curriculum change, 
in-service growth of teacherB was not only extremely Important, but 
absolutely necessary. He pointed this out by saying that the con­
tinuing Increase in pupil enrollments and numbers of teachers, the 
desire for improved school leadership, the continuous additions to 
our knowledge in general and particularly our knowledge about 
children and youth and the learning process, all, In cumulation, 
mean that professional school people should work continuously to 
keep abreast of what they must know and must be able to do. Educa­
tors should help in the formation of carefully planned and creative 
programs of in-service education. It was felt that this study will
^Nelson B. Henry (ed.), In-Service Education for Teachers. 
Supervisors. and Administrators. The Fifty-Sixth Yearbook of the 
NSSE. Chicago: NSSS, 1957, pp. 13-16.
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furnish & framework in which effective in-service education pro­
grams can be developed.
The literature revealed that no other studies of this nature 
had been made. There haB been no standard, except those that 
have been perhaps established by local school units or systems, 
by which programs of in-service education may be compared or evalu­
ated. There appeared to be a great demand for such a set of 
standards.
Definition of Terms Used
In-service education. For the purpose of this study in-' 
service education was used to represent a planned and varied pro­
gram of assistance to all professional personnel with the purpose 
of improving instruction and promoting professional growth.
Organization. The meaning of this word as used in this study 
denotes the systematic administrative provisions for promoting in- 
service education.
In-service education SESKEUUL- This tera WftS used to repre­
sent the opportunities provided for professional growth of teachers.
Category. A category, as referred to in this study, is a 
rating category used by the jurors to assign a certain value to 
each criterion. For example, the questionnaire was graduated Into 
five categories, which Implied a possible selection of either of the 
five categories.wham assigning a value to a criterion. The categories 
used were: (A) very important, (B) important, (C) average importance,
(D) little importance, and (f ) not important.
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gvmiuRt.iva . The usage of this word pertains to
the characterization of the methods used in judging the value of an 
in-service education activity. In other words, what difference 
would a program of in-service education make in the opportunities 
for learning experiences of the students in the school?
Professional growth. Professional growth indicates an in­
crease in teaching skill and efficiency, and an insight into educa­
tional problems, with a concomitant Increase in success as a 
teacher.
Criterion. A criterion is a unit of measurement which is 
descriptive of the ideal, serving to Indicate a desirable practice 
and alBO as a means of evaluating actual practice.
Evalwmt.inn. Evaluation is a means of appraisal through the use 
of assigned values. An evaluation is secured by applying to actual 
practice criteria representing ideal conditions.
Standard. The term standard was used synonymously with 
criterion. The two terms were employed interchangeably.
Validity. Effectiveness or soundness is described by the 
term validity. A proposed criterion when held desirable by 
authorities was considered as possessing validity.
Validation. Denotes the process of deriving validity.
Application of the criteria. This expression as employed in 
this study denotes the process of comparing practice with Ideality 
by using the criteria as a pattern.
Area. As used in this study, this word pertains to the five 
divisions of the study which are; (1) purpose and philosophy,
(2) planning, (3) administration, (4) procedures and (5) evaluation.
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Each of these division* ere referred to «s an area of in-service 
education.
Sources of Data
Based on practices prevailing in similar studies, the criteria 
used in this study were selected entirely from statements In educa­
tional literature concerned with in-service education in the ele­
mentary and secondary school. The statements which make up the 
criteria represent a pattern of thought recurring frequently in 
the literature of in-service education and were not based on 
isolated statements of authorities in the field. A complete list 
of these references, together with miscellaneous references examin­
ed during the study, is found in the Bibliography.
Hethod of procedure. Through a survey of literature related 
to in-service education in the elementary and secondary school, 
the writer assembled a list of proposed criteria designed for use 
as a guide in setting up, revising, or evaluating programs of in- 
service education.
In the formation of the criteria the areas to be validated 
were organised under five divisions: (l) purpose and philosophy
of in-service, (2) planning the program for in-service education 
activities, (3) administering for professional growth, (4) pro­
cedures used in in-service meetings and activities, and (5) evalua­
tion of in-service education programs.
In order to validate the criteria, a questionnaire was pre­
pared and forwarded to a Jury of authorities in the field of in-
13
service education. Membership of the Jury was secured from nomina­
tions made by deans of teacher-education institutions and directors 
of teacher education from each state in the nation. All of the 
states and the District of Columbia vere represented in the select­
ed membership of the jury.
A letter, to which was attached a self-addressed, stamped card 
for convenience in submitting nominees, was addressed to those from 
whom nominations to the Jury vere Bought. The letter briefly describ­
ed the nature of the study and solicited the cooperation of the 
addressees. (See Appendices II and III for a copy of the letter and 
the card).
One hundred nominees representing the forty-nine states and 
the District of Columbia vere named. A number of the Jurors were 
educators known nationally through their writings or lectures in 
their fields of professional interest. ThoBe who assisted in 
nominating the members of the Jury specifically vere requested to 
Include in their nominations residents of their own state. Thus 
representation from all sections of the nation was secured.
A letter, a stamped self-addressed envelope, and a question­
naire was mailed to each of the nominees. (See Appendix IV for a 
copy of the letter and Appendix I for a copy of the questionnaire, 
and see Appendix VI for a list of the jurors who returned the 
questionnaire in time for inclusion In the study.)
The questionnaire contained one hundred eighty-seven criteria. 
Since practically all of the criteria vere derived from the litera­
ture in the field of in-service education, it vas expected that
lit
most of then would be considered valid by a large number of the 
respondents.
The Jurors were requested to indicate the degree of validity 
of each criterion by using a five-point scale with the following 
designations: (A) very important, (B) important, (c) average
importance, (D) little importance, and (F) not important. Jurors 
were given the opportunity to list additional criteria if they so 
desired. Several criteria were offered, but Blnce no pattern was 
evident in the suggestions of the Jurors it was assumed that the 
one hundred eighty seven criteria submitted by the writer were 
adequate. The method of obtaining the degree of validity ol each 
criterion is described in Chapter II.
The criteria held valid by the national Jury of authorities 
vere included in the questionnaire which was sent to selected 
schools in Louisiana. (See Appendix XI for a list of Louisiana 
schools participating in this study.) This questionnaire was de­
signed to show the degree to which the selected Louisiana schools 
observed the criteria in their programs of in-service education.
It should be noted that this study was designed to evaluate specific 
areas of in-service education in a group of schools and not in any 
Particular school. Questionnaires were forwarded to schools, which 
vere recommended by Thomas Landry, Baphiel Teagle, and Hubert 
Bankston of the Louisiana State Department of Education. Because 
of their position in the supervision of Louisiana schools and their 
knowledge and guidance of in-service programs in operation in the 
schools of the State of Louisiana, these educators were consulted
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and their suggestions used. These men were asked to submit a list 
of those schools that had an on-going program In operation. This 
procedure made possible responses from school principals who 
should be qualified to apply the validated criteria to Louisiana 
schools.
Accordingly, a letter (Appendix IX) inviting these Louisiana 
educators to participate in the application of the validated 
criteria was prepared and accompanied each questionnaire. (See 
Appendix VTII for a copy of the questionnaire and Appendix XI for 
a list of the Louisiana educators who returned completed question­
naires In time for inclusion in this study.)
The criteria in the questionnaire were expressed so as to 
evoke responses indicative of the extent to which they were actually 
being applied in in-service education programs in the selected schools 
of Louisiana. A five-point scale with the following designations 
was employed: (A) excellently observed, (£) well observed, (c)
moderately observed, (D) poorly observed, and (f) not observed.
The extent of the observance of the criteria in these schools 
of Louisiana was determined by a procedure described in Chapter II.
Organisation of the Remainder of the Study
In Chapter II, entitled "Validation of Proposed Criteria," 
techniques used for validating the criteria will be explained.
Chapter III, IV, V, VI, and VII deal, respectively, with the 
following topics: (l) criteria pertaining t6 the purposes and
philosophy of In-service education, (2) planning in-service educa-
16
tlon programs, (3) administering for professional growth, (4) 
procedures in in-service activities, and (5) evaluation of in- 
service programs of teacher education.
Chapter VIII contains the summary and conclusions of this 
study.
CHAPTER II
VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED CRITERIA
The Jury used, in the evaluation of the criteria was selected 
carefully and from all sections of the country. Membership to this 
Jury was composed of university professors, deans of education in ' 
selected universities, state department of education personnel, 
county superintendents and supervisors, school principals, and 
directors of field or extension services. One hundred specialists 
in this area were selected and used in this study. They were 
asked to evaluate each criterion in the light of individual ex­
periences and according to what they felt the ideal situation to 
be. The high degree of agreement on certain of the criteria was 
anticipated since all Ine criteria were taken from literature be­
lieved to represent the best thought of the day appropriate to the 
nature and scope of this study.
Determining the Validity of the Criteria
The appraisal of the one hundred eighty seven criteria by the 
national Jurors is summarized in Table I, page 22 • Jurors were 
asked to determine the relative importance of each criterion by 
Indicating whether it was: (1) very important, (2) important,
i
(3) of average Importance, (*+) of little importance, or (5) not 
important. Accordingly, an examination of each of these five 
categories in Ifeble I reveals the number and the percentage of
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Jurors' responses occuring in each category* Percentages were 
rounded off to the nearest per cent. The criteria were numbered 
in the order occuring in the first questionnaire (Appendix I, 
page 202).
The following illustration may serve to simplify the reading 
of the table. Immediately under the first column, "Criterion/1 is 
written the Arabic number one. This number represents the first 
criterion appearing on the questionnaire. The criterion reads as 
follows: "In-service education means a program by which all per­
sons engaged in education learn and grow together and not a pro­
gram for making up teacher deficiencies." Thirty-five Jurors, 
constituting sixty-nine per cent of the responses made regarding 
the criterion, indicated that the criterion was "very important." 
Four Jurors, constituting eight per cent of the responses, indicated 
that the criterion was of "average importance." One Juror, con­
stituting two per cent of the responses considered the criterion 
as being of "little importance," and two Jurors, constituting 
four per cent of the responses considered the criterion to be "not 
important."
When further examining Table I it was found that only a small 
percentage of Jurors considered any of the one hundred eighty-seven 
criteria as being of "little importance" or as "not important."
The division of opinion arose in the matter of assigning a value 
of "very important," "important," or of "average importance" to the 
respective criteria.
Since the purpose of validating the criteria was to determine,
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through the process of agreement of the Jurors, which of the pro­
posed. criteria were of varying degrees of importance, it was de­
cided that when twenty-five per cent or more of the responses to 
a certain criterion indicated that it. was of little or of no im­
portance, the criterion would be declared invalid. It; was felt 
that when seventy-five per cent or more of the adjudicators rated 
a criterion to be average or better in importance, the criterion 
was sufficiently valid. Three-fourths of a total number has 
appeared to constitute a high agreement of opinion.
Those criteria receiving twenty-five per cent or more responses 
declaring them invalid constituted fifteen criteria of the total 
list of one hundred eighty-seven. Criterion twenty-seven was checked 
by thirteen jurors, or twenty-six per cent of the tota* of fifty-one 
responding, to be "below average" in importance. Thirteen, or 
twenty-six of the fifty-one jurors responding to criterion forty-one 
indicated that this criterion also was "below average" in importance. 
Criterion forty-three was considered to be "below average" in im­
portance by seventeen or thirty-four per cent of the total of fifty 
Jurors responding to this criterion. Thirty-nine per cent of the 
jurors felt that criterion fifty-one was less than average in im­
portance; twenty-one or forty-two per cent indicated that criterion 
fifty-five was "below average" in importance. Criterion eighty-four
was checked by twenty-eight per cent of the total of fifty-one 
responding to be less than average in Importance.
Criteria eighty-five and eighty-six were also considered by 
thirty-four and fifty-two per cent, respectively, of the responses 
to be "below average" in importance. Criteria ninety-seven, one
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hundred, five, end one hundred thirteen were checked by twenty-six per 
cent of the Jurors indicating them to be leas than average in impor­
tance. Thirty-six per cent of the Jurors felt that criteria one 
hundred forty-nine was "below average" in importance, and thirty- 
two per cent indicated that criterion one hundred sixty-eight wub 
less than average in importance. The Jurors responded a total of 
twelve times in the "below average" categories of criterion one hun­
dred seventy-three. This represented twenty-five per cent of the 
total of forty-eight responding this particular criterion, (See 
Table I, page 12, columns eight "Average and Above," and nine "Below 
Average," for the percentages and number of times checked by Jurors 
as being average or above in importance and for the percentages and 
number of times checked by Jurors as being below average in impor­
tance.) Those criteria receiving twenty-five per cent or more re­
sponses declaring them below average in importance and consequently 
Invalid are shown in Appendix XII, page 250.
This study was concerned with the valid criteria; therefore 
no further mention was made of those criteria declared Invalid by 
the process previously described. The criteria declared valid were 
categorised as being "very important," "important," or of "average 
Importance."
In addition to presenting the ratings of the criteria by the 
Jurors, which included the number of times checked and percentages 
of the Invalid criteria, Table 1 also shows the total number of 
Jurors responding to each criterion as well as the total percentages. 
Fifty-one Jurors returned questionnaires, properly completed, in time
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to Include them In this study. Not *11, however, responded to each 
criterion. The smallest number of Jurors responding to * criterion 
v»s forty-eight, and as previously indicated, the greatest number 
responding to a criterion was fifty-one.
Table II, page I5, presents categorical ratings of each valid 
criterion. The ratings as shown were determined by the number of 
times the Jurors checked a certain category, thereby assigning 
varying degrees of value to each criterion. If a higher percentage 
of Jurors regardea a criterion as being "very important" rather 
than "important" or of "average importance," the criterion was 
regarded as being "very important."
For example, according to criterion number fifteen in Table I, 
page 22, thirty Jurors, representing fifty-nine per cent of the 
responses, considered it "very important;" thirteen Jurors, repre­
senting ten per cent of the responses, considered it of "average 
importance;" two Jurors, representing four per cent of the re­
sponses, considered it of "little importance;" one juror, repre­
senting two per cent of the responses, considered it "not important." 
Consequently, criterion number fifteen was categorized as being 
"very important."
Subsequently, if a higher percentage of Jurors regarded a 
certain criterion as "important," by responding a greater number 
of times in this category, the criterion was regarded as "important." 
The rating of "average Importance" was assigned certain criteria 
in the same manner as was described for categorizing the "very 
important" and "important" criteria.
TAB 12 I
MD6ER AND PERCENTAGES OF JURORS VALIDATING THE CRITERIA
Key:
CRITERION - The criteria as listed in the questionnaire (Appendix I)
§ - The number of times the jurors responded to criteria in 
each of the five rating categories 
£ - The percentage of the jurors responding to criteria in 
each of the five rating categories 
AVERAGE AND ABOVE - Percentages and number of times checked by jurors in cate*
gorles considered to be average and above in importance - 
total of the "very important," "important," and "aver­
age importance" categories 
BELOV AVERAGE - Percentages and number of times checked by jurors in 
categories considered below average in importance - 
total of the "little importance" and "not important" 
categories
SUM TOTAL - The sun total of the percentages and number of times 
checked by the jurors in each rating category
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SOM
Number f  and £ Important
1C
Important Importance Importance
NOT ’ 
Important and Above Average TOTAL
1 * 35 9 ^ 1 2 kQ 3 51
i 69 18 8 2 k 9^ 6 100
TABLE I (continued)
C R ftftflff"  CACTGCBfalL R iltlC S  TQEAL RAT DCS
Hubfcer
Very
#  and i Iaportant
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Hot
Important
Average 
and Above
Below
Average TCBAL
2 # 37 10 3 1 0 50 1 51
* 73 20 6 2 0 98 2 100
3 # *£ 8 1 0 0 51 0 51
* 82 16 2 0 0 100 0 100
4 #  32 11* 2 0 3 48 3 51
i> 63 27 1* 0 6 94 6 100
5 #  1+1 7 2 1 0 50 1 51
* 80 14 1* 2 0 98 2 100
6 #  39 9 1 0 2 49 2 51
* 76 18 2 0 4 96 4 100
7 # 27 17 7 0 0 51 0 51
56 53 33 14 0 0 100 0 100
8 # 30 14 5 1 1 49 2 51
* 59 27 10 2 2 96 4 100
9 # 29 15 6 1 1 49 2 51
i 57 29 12 2 2 96 4 100
10 # 16 26 9 0 0 51 0 51
* 31 51 18 0 0 100 0 100
TABIE I (continued)
cmfatiOH dh&KRlcAL BATHES TOTAL BATHES SUM
TOTALRinber # end £
VSery
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Hot
Important
Average 
and Above
Belov
Average
11 # 18 25 8 0 0 51 0 51
* 35 49 16 0 0 100 0 100
12 # 9 21 14 5 2 44 7 51
* 18 41 27 10 4 86 14 100
13 # 29 15 7 0 0 51 0 51
* 57 29 14 0 0 100 0 100
14 # 15 13 14 4 5 42 9 51
* 29 25 27 8 10 82 18 100
15 # 30 13 5 2 1 48 3 51
* 59 25 10 4 2 94
6 100
16 # l6 18 13 2 2 47 4 51
* 31 35 25 4 4 92
8 100
17 # 18 17 13 ? 1 48 3 51
* 35 33 25
4 2 94 6 100
18 # 14 17 13 4 3 44 7 51
* 27 33 25 8 6 86 14 100
19 # 26 14 10 0 l 50 1 51
* 51 27 20 0 2 98 2 100
TABIE I (continued)
CRITERiOB CASfcORICAL RATIOS totAl  Rtoflgd suk
Number
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average Belov 
and Above Average TOTAL
20 # 16 22 12 l 0 50 1 51
* 31 43 24 2 0 98 2 100
21 # 30 14 6 1 0 50 1 51
* 59 27 12 2 0 98 2 100
22 # 20 21 6 4 0 47 4 51
* 39 4l 12 8 0 92 8 100
23 # 28 18 5 0 0 51 0 51
* 55 35 10 0 0 100 0 100
24 # 27 16 6 1 1 49 2 51
* 53 31 12 2 2 96 4 100
25 # 27 17 6 0 1 50 1 51
i 53 33 12 0 2 98 2 100
26 # 13 22 13 2 1 48 3 51
* 25 43 25 4 2 94 6 100
27 # 14 10 16 10 3 38 13 51
* 27 20 31 20 6 74 26 100
28 # 16 21 13 1 0 50 1 51
31 4l 25 2 0 98 2 100
TABI£ I (continued)
ouimicai du&taftit RAfnfcS " T H E  M H B S " 3 0 M
TOTALffuaber ■,-f .*£* t .
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average Belov 
and Above Averaoe
29 # 12 13 20 i* 2 1*5 6 51
* 21* 25 39 8 1* 88 12 100
30 # 18 22 10 0 1 50 1 51
i 35 1*3 20 0 2 98 2 100
31 # 37 9 1* 1 0 50 1 51
* 73 18 8 2 0 98 2 100
32 # 23 17 5 3 3 1*5 6 51
* 1*5 33 10 6 6 88 12 100
33 # 2T 16 9 1 2 1*6 3 1*9
* *8 33 18 2 1* 91* 6 100
3* # 21* 21 1* 0 0 1*9 0 1*9
i 1*9 1*3 8 0 0 100 0 100
35 # 8 9 21 6 6 38 12 50
* 18 18 1*3 12 12 76 21* 100
36 # 3^ 13 3 0 0 50 0 50
* 68 26 6 0 0 100 0 100
37 # 23 18 8 1 1 1*9 2 51
* *5 35 16 2 2 96 1* 100
TABIE I (continued)
c&imdfx (xdKttxiidiL Birflfcs WffiKTBAftiflSfl
Very Average Little Hot Average Below
JVuriber i  «nd*_ Important Important Importance Importance Important and Average Average TOTAL
38 # 26 13 7 1 2 48 3 51
% 55 25 14 2 4 94 6 100
39 # 21* 16 7 1 3 47 4 51
* 47 31 14 2 6 92 8 100
4o # 13 16 15 3 4 44 7 51
% 25 31 29 6 8 86 14 100
4l # 15 10 13 3 10 38 13 51
29 20 25 6 20 74 26 100
42 # 21 18 11 0 1 50 1 51
$ 41 35 22 0 2 98 2 100
43 f 5 9 19 10 7 33 17 50
10 18 38 20 14 66 3* 100
1* # 24 17 9 1 0 50 1 51
* 47 33 18 2 0 98 2 100
*5 # 27 19 4 0 i 50 1 51
* 53 37 8 0 2 98 2 100
46 # 21 19 7 4 0 50 1 51
i 4l 37 14 8 0 98 2 100
TABIS I (continued)
CRZBRIOH CA*TKH»tCAL 'totAx  r a t u g s "  dill 
TOTALNuntoer
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Hot
Important
Average 
and Above
Below
Average
1*7 # 17 18 Ik 2 0 49 2 51
* 33 35 27 4 0 96 4 100
48 # 31* 15 2 0 0 51 0 51
$ 67 29 A 0 0 100 0 100
1*9 # 9 19 21 2 0 49 2 51
* 18 37 41 4 0 96 4 100
50 28 14 9 0 0 51 0 51
55 27 18 0 0 100 0 100
51 # 4 5 22 13 7 31 20 51
i 8 10 1*3 25 14 61 39 100
52 # ll* 18 14 3 2 46 5 51
27 35 27 6 4 90 10 100
53 # 22 12 14 2 1 48 3 51
* 1*3 2k 27 4 2 94 6 100
5* # 30 19 2 0 0 51 0 51
59 37 4 0 0 100 0 100
55 # 2 6 21 X3 8 21 50
16 4 12 42 l6 58 42 100
TABLE I (continued)
CRUSRICB CATEGORICAL BATIKS TOTAL BATIKS SUM
TOTALNumber #  and i
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Below
Average
56 # 5 17 21 2 6 ^3 8 51
* 10 33 1(1 1( 12 Ok 16 100
57 # 27 19 1 1 2 k7 3 50
* 5* 38 2 2 k 9k 6 100
58 # 30 17 3 0 0 kj 3 50
* 60 2k 6 0 0 9k 6 100
59 # 3* 16 0 0 1 50 1 51
66 31 0 0 2 98 2 100
60 # 9 15 15 7 5 39 12 51
i 18 29 29 14 10 76 2k 100
61 # 21 17 5 5 2 *0 7 50
* 1(2 3* 10 10 1( 86 li( 100
62 # 15 22 13 1 0 50 1 51
* 29 1(3 25 2 0 98 2 100
63 # 15 2lf 11 0 1 50 1 51
$ 29 27 22 0 2 98 2 100
a # 21 21 7 0 2 1(9 2 51
* 1(1 1(1 Ik 0 4 96 1( 100
TABLE I (continued)
cRhraloB CAtitoCRtCAL RAT S CS TOTAL Ri&I&i) ■— iSK
TOTALNia&er -.1
Very
Important
Average Little 
Inportant Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Below
Average
65 # 16 17 15 0 2 i*e 2 50
* 32 3* 30 0 96 1* 100
66 # 5 22 19 1* 1 1*6 5 51
* 10 hi 37 8 2 90 10 100
67 f 20 21 9 0 1 50 1 51
39 in 18 0 2 98 2 100
68 # 10 21 16 3 1 t7 1* 51
16 20 in 31 6 2 92 8 100
69 # 29 17 i* 0 1 50 1 51
It 57 33 8 0 2 98 2 100
70 # 28 18 5 0 0 51 0 51
16 55 35 10 0 0 100 0 100
71 f 21 19 8 1 2 1*8 3 51
* 1*1 37 16 2 1* 9* 6 100
72 # 30 13 5 1 2 1*8 3 51
It 59 25 10 2 It 9* 6 100
73 # 10 19 17 2 3 1*6 5 51
16 20 37 33 1+ 6 90 10 100
TAS1£ I (continued)
cRimica CA39Q0R2CAL R&TIK& TOTkL RAT DCS ~  w r
TOTALNumber 4  end i
Very
Important important
Average
Importance
Little
Importance
Hot
Important
Average Belov 
and Above Average
74 4 23 24 2 1 1 49 2 51
$ *5 *7 4 2 2 96 4 100
75 # 8 14 16 5 6 38 11 49
i 16 27 31 10 12 78 22 100
76 # 14 20 14 2 1 48 3 51
* 27 39 27 4 2 94 6 100
77 # 7 22 15 1 6 44 7 51
it Ik 43 29 2 12 86 14 100
78 # 19 20 12 0 0 51 0 51
* 37 39 24 0 0 100 0 100
. 79 # 29 15 6 0 1 50 1 51
* 57 29 12 0 2 98 2 100
00 # 16 25 8 2 0 49 2 51
* 31 49 16 4 0 96 4 100
81 # 30 17 4 0 0 51 0 51
* 59 33 8 0 0 100 0 100
82 # 10 19 16 6 0 45 6 51
* 20 37 31 12 0 86 12 100
TABIZ I (continued)
d t a H & l O l 1 rkfflte TOTAL RATUfcS stito
Buaber #  and 4
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
not
Important
Average Belov 
and Above Average TOTAL
83 #
*
25
1*9
20
39
5
10
81* # 5 6 21*
* 10 16 1*7
85 # 5 13 16
* 10 25 31
86 # 2 9 13
% 4 18 25
87 # 1*0 10 0
* 78 20 0
88 # 21* 19 8
i 1*7 37 16
89 # 17 20 12
i 33 39 2l*
90 # 23 17 8
* *5 33 16
91 # 27 18 6
* 53 35 12
0 1 50 1 51
0 2 98 2 100
10 1* 37 ll* 51
20 8 72 28 100
9 8 31* 17 51
18 16 66 31* 100
ll* 13 21* 27 51
27 25 1*8 52 100
0 1 50 1 51
0 2 98 2 100
0 0 51 0 51
0 0 100 0 100
0 2 1*9 2 51
0 k 96 1* 100
2 1 1*8 3 51
1* 2 9»* 6 100
0 0 51 0 51
0 0 100 0 100
TABUS I (continued)
gatbsoricA l  b a t h o s totAl  ratings SUM
TOTALHuriber f
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average Below 
and Above Average
92 # 22 17 11 1 0 50 1 51
* k3 33 22 2 0 98 2 100
93 # 26 20 k 1 0 50 1 51
It 51 39 8 2 0 98 2 100
91* # 15 19 15 2 0 k9 2 51
* 29 37 29 k 0 96 k 100
95 # 22 23 6 0 0 51 0 51
i k3 k5 12 0 0 100 0 100
96 # 19 19 8 1 k 46 5 51
it 37 37 16 2 8 90 10 100
97 # 11 19 8 6 7 38 13 51
it 22 37 16 12 lk 7k 26 100
98 # 19 26 6 0 0 51 0 51
* 37 51 12 0 0 100 0 100
99 # 20 15 15 0 1 50 1 51
it 39 29 29 0 2 98 2 100
100 # 17 13 13 6 2 k3 8 51
% 33 25 25 12 k 8k 16 100
TABUS I (continued)
d f f l s m ------ CAI&ORICAL BAXtiOS M a l hA ¥ M s Su n
TOTALNumber 4  end i
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average Below 
and Above Average
101 # 32 14 2 0 2 48 2 50
* 63 27 4 0 4 96 4 100
102 # 14 15 15 2 5 44 7 51
$ 27 29 29 4 10 86 14 100
103 # l4 14 12 5 6 40 11 51
* 27 27 24 10 12 78 22 100
104 # 28 17 6 0 0 51 0 51
i 55 12 12 0 0 100 0 100
105 # 10 9 19 4 9 38 13 51
i 20 18 37 8 18 74 26 100
106 # 36 11 4 0 0 51 0 51
* 71 22 8 0 0 100 0 100
107 # 23 22 6 0 0 51 0 51
* 45 43 12 0 0 100 0 100
108 # 18 18 12 2 0 48 2 50
* 36 36 24 4 0 96 4 100
109 # 14 14 , 15 5 3 43 8 51
* 27 27 29 10 6 84 l6 100
TABUS I (continued)
M & S H 9 S  “ 1 W f t d  RfirSUd " £JW
T0WXHtafeer - 4  raft <
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important importance Importance
Hot
Important
Average 
and Above
Belov
Average
110 # 1% 23 13 0 1 50 1 51
i 27 %5 25 0 2 98 2 100
i n  # 10 2% 1% 0 3 1*8 3 51
* 20 %7 27 0 6 9% 6 100
112 # 3 19 19 2 7 %l 9 50
* 6 38 38 % 1% 82 18 100
113 # % 15 19 7 6 38 13 51
* 8 29 37 1% 12 7% 26 100
11% # 22 11 12 0 6 %5 6 51
* %3 22 2% 0 12 88 12 100
115 # 28 21 2 0 0 51 0 51
55 %1 % 0 0 100 0 100
U 6  # 33 17 1 0 0 51 0 51
i 65 33 2 0 0 100 0 100
117 # 23 23 % 1 0 50 1 51
* %5 %5 8 2 0 98 2 100
118 # 30 17 3 0 0 50 0 50
* 60 3% 6 0 0 100 0 100
TABLE I (continued)
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
TOTALNuaber # and i
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Belov
Average
119 # 10 14 19 6 2 43 8 51
* 20 27 37 12 4 84 16 100
120 # 21 24 6 0 0 51 0 51
* 41 47 12 0 0 100 0 100
121 # 26 18 5 2 0 *9 2 51
* 51 35 10 4 0 96 4 100
122 # 23 17 7 1 3 47 4 51
* 45 33 14 2 6 92 8 100
123 # 29 17 5 0 0 51 0 51
* 57 33 10 0 0 100 0 100
124 # 22 11 16 1 1 49 2 51
* 43 22 31 2 2 96 4 100
125 • # 32 • 14 k 0 1 50 1 51
* 63 27 8 0 2 98 2 100
126 # 27 16 7 0 1 50 1 51
* 53 31 14 0 2 98 2 100
30 16 3 1 1 49 2 51
* 59 31 6 2 2 96 4 100
TAB OS I (continued)
1 sm ew -------------  djfflBaMEiaraBa--------------  imrm nm--------m
Very
ffuaber #  and 4 important
Average Little Hot 
important importance Importance important
Averagv
and Above
Below
Avenue TODAL
128 28 13 8 1 1 *9 2 51
55 25 16 2 2 96 1* 100
129 16 18 lA 1 2 1*8 3 51
31 35 27 2 it 9U 6 100
130 28 13 6 0 1 1*7 1 1*8
58 27 13 0 2 98 2 100
131 11 14 15 6 5 1*0 11 51
22 27 ■ 29 12 10 78 22 100
132 20 20 11 0 0 51 0 51
39 39 22 0 0 100 0 100
133 27 17 6 0 1 50 1 51
53 33 12 0 2 98 2 100
134 21 17 k 8 1 1(2 9 51
33 8 16 2 82 18 100
135 29 17 5 0 0 51 0 51
57 33 10 0 0 100 0 100
136 27 20 k 0 0 51 0 51
53 39 8 0 0 100 0 100
TABLE I (continued)
CRTTKRIOV CATEGORICAL RATIHG6 TOTAL RATINGS SUM
Humber # and i
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average Belov 
and Above Aver age TOTAL
137 # 38 9 4 0 0 51 0 51
% 75 18 8 0 0 100 0 100
138 # 39 8 3 0 0 50 0 50
$ 78 16 6 0 0 100 0 100
139 # 40 8 3 0 0 51 0 51
i 48 16 6 0 0 100 0 100
140 # 38 8 4 0 0 50 0 50
% 76 16 8 0 0 100 0 100
l4l # 39 10 2 0 0 51 0 51
i 77 20 4 0 0 100 0 100
142 # 22 14 11 1 3 47 4 51
* 43 27 22 2 6 92 8 100
1^3 # 19 17 10 2 2 46 5 51
* 37 33 20 4 6 90 10 100
144 # 23 17 7 1 3 47 4 51
* 45 33 14 2 6 92 8 100
145 i 33 15 3 0 0 51 0 51
* 85 29 6 0 0 100 0 100
TABES I (continued)
- " m m r f f l  ■ caH S M ri ca l rM H & S ...........30m '
TOTALfunber . J . S & J L
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Belov
Average
146 # 17 20 11 0 2 48 2 50
i 3* 40 22 0 4 96 4 100
147 # 12 23 12 1 2 46 3 49
$ 24 47 24 2 4 94 6 100
148 # 11 19 15 4 2 45 6 51
* 22 37 29 8 4 88 12 100
149 # 9 6 16 8 10 31 18 49
* 18 12 33 16 20 64 36 100
150 # 6 18 23 0 3 47 3 50
* 12 36 46 0 6 94 6 100
151 # 2 14 19 10 5 35 15 50
i * 26 38 20 10 75 25 100
152 # 5 17 19 5 4 4l 9 50
* 10 34 38 10 8 82 18 100
153 # 5 14 19 7 5 38 12 50
10 28 38 14 10 76 24 100
15* # 9 23 12 1 4 44 5 49
it 18 47 24 2 8 90 10 100
TABUS I (continued)
CRCTBIC* CATEGORICAL R A T I N G S T O T A L  RATINGS Sim
Very Average Little Not Average Belov
Nuaber f and Important Important Importance Iaportance Important and Above Average______TOTAL
155 # 13 21 12 0 4 46 4 50
* 26 42 24 0 8 92 8 100
156 # 3 15 22 3 7 40 10 50
* 6 30 44 6 14 80 20 100
157 # 4 20 22 2 2 46 4 50
$ 8 AO 44 4 4 92 8 100
158 # 22 23 4 0 2 *+9 2 51
% 43 A5 8 0 4 96 4 100
159 # 17 19 14 0 1 50 1 51
i 35 37 27 0 2 98 2 100
160 f 21 19 10 0 1 50 1 51
i 4l 37 20 0 2 98 2 100
161 # 30 18 2 0 1 50 1 51
i 59 35 4 0 2 98 2 100
162 # 27 20 3 0 1 50 1 51
* 53 40 6 0 2 96 2 100
163 # 33 14 4 0 0 51 0 51
i 65 27 8 0 0 100 0 100
TABUS I (continued)
CRITEftlGil CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
TOTALNumber
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Below
Average
164 i 2k 19 7 1 0 50 1 51
i kl 37 14 2 0 96 2 100
165 * 30 15 6 0 0 51 0 51
i 59 29 12 0 0 100 0 100
166 i 23 19 8 0 1 50 1 51
45 37 16 0 2 98 2 100
167 * 18 21 11 0 0 50 0 50
* 36 42 22 0 0 100 0 100
168 i 6 8 20 10 6 34 16 50
i 12 16 40 20 12 68 32 100
169 9 15 17 4 3 41 7 48
$ 19 31 35 8 6 86 14 100
170 # 13 22 10 3 1 45 4 49
* 27 45 20 6 2 92 8 100
171 # 8 9 22 4 6 39 10 49
i 16 18 45 8 12 80 20 100
172 * 7 15 16 8 3 38 11 49
i 14 31 33 16 6 78 22 100
TABLE I (continued)
CRXXBRIQff CAUfcORICAL BATHOS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
TOTAL*e*er # and i
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Belov
Average
173 # 6 1* 16 7 5 36 12 *8
* 13 29 33 15 10 75 25 100
17* # 33 17 0 0 0 50 0 50
* 66 3* 0 0 0 100 0 100
175 # 15 23 8 3 0 U6 3 *9
i 31 *7 16 6 0 9* 6 100
176 # 23 17 9 0 0 *9 0 *9
* *7 35 18 0 0 100 0 100
177 # 30 16 k 0 0 50 0 50
it 60 32 8 0 0 100 0 100
178 # 30 1* k 2 0 k8 2 50
t 60 28 8 * 0 96 k 100
179 # 31 12 2 3 2 *5 5 50
* 62 2* h 6 k 90 10 100
180 # 18 17 1* 0 1 *9 1 50
* 3 6 3* 28 0 2 98 2 100
181 # 29 18 3 0 0 50 0 50
* 58 36 6 0 0 100 0 100
TABLE I (concluded)
CBITEBIOH CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATIHGS SUM
TOTALHumber # and %
Very
Important
Average Little 
Important Importance Importance
Not
Important
Average 
and Above
Below
Average
182 # 7 17 16 2 7 10 r'-y 19
* 11 35 33 1 11 82 18 100
183 # 17 17 11 1 2 13 3 51
* 33 33 27 2 1 91 6 100
18U # 30 17 2 0 2 19 2 51
% 59 33 1 0 4 96 1 100
185 # 36 12 1 0 1 19 1 50
* 72 21 2 0 2 98 2 100
186 # 31 11 1 0 1 is 1 50
* 62 28 8 0 2 98 2 100
187 # 13 13 15 4 5 41
r-.
y 50
* 26 26 30 3 10 82 18 100
-rUJ
1+U
For example, criterion number ten was considered by fifty-one 
per cent of the Jurors to be "Important." The Jurors Indicated 
criterion number twenty-nine to be of "average Importance," as 
shown by thirty-nine per cent of the respondents checking this 
category (Table II, page i+5 ). This represented the highest per 
cent alloted to any rating category pertaining to this criterion.
The fifteen criteria declared invalid by the Jurors were list­
ed In Table II, but since they were considered to be of little or 
no importance, they were not ranked in the average and above in 
Importance categories. They were listed only to account for each 
criterion listed in the original questionnaire.
The five areas of in-service education as presented in this 
study are: (1} purpose and philosophy, (2) planning, (3) adminis­
tration, (4) procedures, and (5) evaluation. Information concern­
ed with the validity of the criteria listed in each of these areas 
is found in Table III, page 56 , Table IV, page 53 , Table V, page 
60 , Table VI, page 62 t *nd Table VII, page 65 , respectively.
These tables present the rank order of the criteria in each 
of the five divisions of the questionnaire* They vere ranked 
according to the percentage of acceptance which was alloted them 
by the national Jurors, as previously described and shown in Table 
II, page . For example, In Area One, "Purpose and Philosophy," 
criterion nuaber three, as it appeared in the original question­
naire (Appendix I), was ranked highest in the "very Important" 
category, Inasmuch as the largest number of Jurors accorded it a 
percentage of eighty-two in this particular category. Criterion
^5
TABLE II
RATING CATEGORIES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST 
PERCENTAGES AS INDICATED BY THE NATIONAL 
JURORS IN RATING THE CRITERIA
Key:
CRITERION - Criteria listed, in Appendix I 
A - Criteria considered "very 
important" by the Jurors.
B - Criteria considered "impor­
tant" by the Jurors.
C - Criteria considered to be 
of "average importance” by 
the Jurors.
PERCENTAGES - This percentage represents 
the ranking category of
each criterion receiving
the highest percent of the 
Juror's responses.
CRITERION
A
RATINGS
B C
PERCENTAGES
1 X 6y
2 X 73
3 X 82
k X 63
5 X 80
6 X 76
7 X 53
8 X 59
9 X 57
10 X 51
46
TABLE II (continued)
CRITERION
A
m w t ~
B c
PEBCEirtAOkS
11 X 49
12 X 41
13 X 57
14 X 29
15 X 59
16 X 35
17 X 35
16 X 33
19 X 51
20 X 43
21 X 59
22 X 41
23 X 55
2k X 53
25 X 53
26 X *3
27 (not valid)
28 X 4i
29 X 39
30 X ^3
31 X 73
32 X *♦5
TABLE II (continued)
CRITERION RATINGS PERCENTAGES
A I C
33 X 43
34 X 49
35 X 43
36 X 68
37 X 45
38 X 55
39 X 47
40 X 31
41 (not valid)
42 X 41
43 (not valid)
44 X 47
45 X 53
46 X 4l
4? X 35
48 X 67
49 X 41
50 X 55
51 (not valid)
52 X 35
53 X 43
54 X 59
TABLR II (continued)
CRITERION
A
RATINGS
B c
PERCENTAGES
55 (not valid)
56 X 41
57 X 54
58 X 60
59 X 66
60 X X 29*
61 X 42
62 X 43
6 j X 29
X X 41*
65 X 34
66 X 43
67 X 41
66 X 41
69 X 57
70 X 55
71 X 41
72 X 59
73 X 37
71* X 47
75 X 31
76 X 39
TABL£ II (continued)
CRITERION La t i n o s fS&hmtjkQ
A b c
77 X
78 X 39
79 X 57
80 X 49
81 X 59
82 X 37
83 X 49
84 (not valid)
85 (not valid)
86 (not valid)
87 X 78
88 X 47
89 X 39
90 X 45
91 X 53
92 X 43
93 X 51
94 X 37
95 X 45
96 X X 37*
97 (not valid)
98 X 51
50
TABLE II (continued)
CRITERION
A
RATINGS
B c
PERCENTAGES
99 X 39
100 X 33
101 X 63
102 X X 29*
103 X X 27*
104 X 55
105 (not v a l id )
106 X 71
107 X 45
108 X X 36*
109 X 29
110 X **■5
111 X 47
112 X X 38*
113 (not v a l id )
114 X **3
115 X 55
116 X 65
117 X X 45*
118 X 60
119 X 37
120 X ^7
121
122
123
124
125
126
12?
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
51
TABLE II (continued)
RATINGS PERCENTAGES
A_______________ B_______________ C___________________
x 51
x 45
X 57
x 43
x 63
x 53
x 59
x 55
x 35
x 58
x 29
X X 39*
x 53
x 4l
x 57
x 53
x 75
x 78
x 78
x 76
x 77
x 43
52
TABLE II (continued)
CRITERION
A
RATINGS
B c
PERCENTAGES
143 X 37
144 X 45
145 X 65
146 X 40
147 X 47
148 X 37
149 (not valid)
150 X 46
151 (not valid)
152 X 38
153 X 38
154 X 47
155 X 42
156 X 44
157 X 44
158 X 45
159 X 37
160 X 41
161 X 59
162 X 53
163 X 65
164 X 47
53
TABLE II (continued)
CRITERION RATINGS p erc e n t a ge s
A B C
165 X 59
166 X 1*5
167 X 42
168 (not valid)
169 X 35
170 X 1*5
171 X 1*5
172 X 33
173 (not valid)
17k X 66
175 X 1*7
176 X 1*7
177 X 60
178 X 60
179 X 62
180 X 36
181 X 58
1S2 X 35
183 X X 33*
18k X 59
185 X 72
186 X 62
TABLE II (concluded)
CRITERION RATINGS PERCENTAGES
A B C
187 X 30
TOTALS 107 5* 20
•C a te g o r ie s  r e c e iv in g  e q u a l p e r ce n ta g es
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number fourteen was ranked at the bottom of this group, Inasmuch as 
the Jurors accorded it a percentage of twenty-nine in the "very 
important1* category, which was the largest number of responses to 
this criterion. The largest number of Jurors, fifty-one per cent,. . 
considered criterion number ten as being important, and it headed 
the list of criteria in the "important" category. The largest number 
of Jurors, thirty-nine per cent, considered criterion number twenty- 
nine to be of average Importance and it, therefore, was placed in 
the category of "average importance."
In keeping with this procedure, the placement of the criteria 
in the other four areas of in-service education was devised in the 
same manner. The higher the percentage assigned to each criterion, 
the greater Is the degree of its acceptance or validity within its 
category, whether that category be "very important," "important," or 
of "average importance."
The following criteria were ranked and listed under each of the 
five divisions used in this study. They were ranked according to 
their respective placement In certain categories. These categorical 
placements were determined by the percentage of the number of Jurors 
responding to a certain ranking category of a criterion. This pro­
cedure was explained previously and is shown in Tables III, IV, V,
VI, and VII.
Parenthetical numbers preceding each criterion are the original 
numbers of the criteria; those following each criterion represent 
the percentage assigned to it by the national jurors.
TABLE III
HSRCKHBICE RANK BT THE NUMBER OF RESPONSES OF THE NATIONAL JURORS
TO CRITERIA CONCERNING THE HJRF06B AND PHILOSOPHY OF
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
M  - rax BBWaET Imfokeant JHSSkzK bctaTAN&r
Rank Criterion Jtercentage Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
1 3 82 1 10 51 1 29 39
2 5 80 2 11 1*9
3 6 76 k 20 ^3
*.5 2 73 1* 26 *3
*.5 31 73 k 30 *3
6 1 69 7 12 1*1
7 l* 63 7 22 1*1
9 8 59 7 28 1*1
9 15 59 9 16 35
9 21 59 10 18 33
10.5 9 57
TABI£ III (concluded)
-  - Vkmr imwkbub? D flq en ug  average pgoBaABCB "
Benk Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
10.5 13 57
12 23 55
lk 7 53
lk 2k 53
lk 25 53
16 19 51
17 1*2 *5
18 33 *3
19 17 35
20 14 29
vn
-3
TABLE IV
RRCKNTAGE RANK BY THE NUMBER OF RESPONSES OF THE NATIONAL JURY
TO CRITERIA CONCERNING THE HANNING OF
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION fROGRAMS
vto d p cb iAht pggecANT ivmat importance '
Bank fcrifrloo Percentage Bank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
1 36 68 1.5 62 43 1 35 43
2 48 6? 1-5 66 43 2.5 k9 4l
3 59 66 1*. 64 4l 2.5 56 41
4 58 6o k 67 4l 4 6o 29
5 5k 59 k 68 41
6 69 57
8 38 55 6.5 47 35
8 50 55 6.5 52 35
8 70 55 8 65 3k
10 57 5k 9 40 31
CD
Bft&k
11
12
13.5
13.5
15
16
17
19
19
19
21
TABLE IV (concluded)
H S I  ikPCBTAET DdkKIAHT AVKBAQE IMPCRTABCB
Criterion Percentage Bank Criterion Percentage Bank Criterion Percentage
*+5 53
3* 1*9
39 47
44 47
37 ^5
53 43
61 k2
42 41
46 41
64 4l
63 29
vr
vo
TAB IE V
m cKm c a s  nunc by the number of responses of the national jurors
TO CRITERIA CONCERNING AOtfNISTRATION OF
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
m x  OffwSMT -fiiwflm XVBUU8 W K R C A H  “ .....
BflttK Criterion Bareenteae Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion percentage
1 S7 78 1 98 51 1 75 31
2 106 71 2 80 k9 2 102 29
3 101 63 3 7k kl
*.5 72 59 k 95 k5
*.5 81 59 5 77 U3
6 79 57 7 76 39
7 10k 55 7 78 39
6 70 55 7 89 39
9 91 53 9.5 73 37
10 93 51 9.5 82 37
TABLE V (concluded)
V S T  DTGRTAIT 1MP0BTAHT AVERAGE IMPORTANCE
Bank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
11 83 49 9-5 94 37
12 88 47 9-5 96 37
13 90 *5 13 102 29
14 92 43 14 103 27
15 71 41
16 99 39
17 96 37
18 100 33
19 103 27 •
ON
TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE BANK BY THE NUMBER OF RESPONSES OP THE NATIONAL JURORS
TO CRITERIA CONCERNING PROCEDURES FOR
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION GROUPS
VERY IMPORTANT IMPORTANT AVERAGE IMPORTANCE
Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
1.5 138 78 2-5 111 47 1 150 46
1.5 139 78 2.5 120 47 2.5 156 44
3 141 77 2.5 147 47 2.5 157 44
it 140 76 2.5 15I4 47 5 112 38
5 137 75 5-5 110 ;+5 5 152 38
6.5 116 65 5.5 117 45 5 153 38
6.5 1*5 65 7 155 42 7 119 37
8 125 63 8 146 40 8.5 109 29
9 118 60 9 132 39 3.5 131 29
10 127 59 10 112 38
TABLE VI (continued)
v m  mFOKOurr p r o g u r  averacs x h t c k p u c e
B u k Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
U 130 58 11 M 37
12.5 123 57 12 108 36
12.5 135 57 13 129 35
lk.5 115 55
1^.5 128 55
17 126 53
17 133 53
17 136 53
19 121 51
21.5 107 *5
21.5 117 *5
21.5 122 ^5
21.5 l W ^5
25 Ilk *3 ONU>
TABLE VI (concluded)
msoKUUtr imfokeaht average impokeaiice
W»ift Criterion Percentage Ran* Criterion Percentage Bank Criterion Itercentage
25 12k ^3
25 142 ^3
27 23k 4l
28 132 39
29 143 37
30 108 36
ON
TABLE VII
PERCENTAGE BANK BY THE NUMBER OF RESPONSES OF THE NATIONAL JURORS
TO CRITERIA CONCERNING EVALUATION OF IN-SERVICE
PROGRAMS OF TEACHER EDUCATION
vert mrasABr IMPORTANT AVERACS IMPORTANCE
RsanV Criterion Percentage Bank Criterion Percentage Bank Criterion Percentage
1 185 72 1 175 ^7 1 171 **5
2 17^ 66 2.5 158 2 169 35
3 163 65 2.5 170 ^5 3 172 33
fc.5 179 62 k 167 k2 k 187 30
*.5 106 62 5 159 37
6.5 177 60 6 182 35
6.5 178 60 7 183 33
9 161 59
9 165 59
9 18U 59
TABLE VII (concluded)
m e f mPOREAHT_________  MFCKEAKr__________ AVERAGE BtFOBTABOB______
Bank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage Rank Criterion Percentage
11 181 58
12 162 53
13.5 16k 1*7
13.5 176 1*7
15 166 ^5
16 160 1*1
17 180 36
18 183 33
CT\
c*
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PURP06E AND PHILOSOPHY
Very Important
Sound principles of learning are to be observed. (82)
The in-service education program is considered an Integral 
peurt of the total education program for the school. (80)
The school philosophy encourages in-service training of 
teachers. (7 6 )
In-service activities are to receive direction from and are 
related to the work of teachers in the classroom, the school, 
and the community. (73)
It provides for growth of the child through growth of the 
teacher. (73)
In-service education means a program by which all persons 
engaged in education learn and grow together and not a 
program for making up teacher deficiencies. (6 9)
The in-service program should grow out of a series of problems 
which concern the whole school and initiated by the teachers 
and administration in a combined effort. People work as 
individuals and as members of groups on problems that are of 
significance to them. (6 3 )
In-service education improves knowledge of teaching methods.
(59)
The emotional climate which prevails in the in-service pro­
grams is as Important as the goals sought and largely de­
termines the goals attained. (59)
It is assumed that individuals have a capacity for growth 
throughout their entire life span. (39)
In-service education helps in the development and refinement 
of comon values and goals. (37)
In-service education Increases skill in providing for the 
individual differences among pupils. (57)
The participant is given a chance to share in planning a 
program of Individual and group activities designed to meet 
his needs and those of his fellow-warkers. (5 3)
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(7) In-service education provides familiarity with new knowledge 
and subject matter. (53)
(24) It provides the participant with easy access to the service
of various staff members representing a variety of kinds of
assistance. (53)
(25) Formal and informal association with other participants of 
varied backgrounds contributes to the participant’s thinking 
on his specific problem, broadens his general professional 
orientation, and provides opportunity for experiences in 
cooperative activities. (53)
(19) Whenever possible, in-service participation and activities 
within each school need to be clearly defined so that in- 
service groups will know what problems they are free to 
attack. (51)
(32) It provides guidance at the time the teacher needs it.. (45)
(33) It provides a basis for the consideration of types of activ­
ities which will give direction to learning experiences and 
which will provide opportunity for maximum growth. (43)
(17) The training effort and methods are made to fit the man, not 
the man the training material. (39)
(It) Meetings in which teachers are allowed to Join in group 
activities are profitable meetings. (29)
Important
(10) In-service education improves attitudes and skills involved 
in cooperative action research. (5l)
(20) In-service education programs are characterized by the mixing 
of theory and reality. (43)
(26) The particiapnt's total experience as he studies a specific 
Interest or problem tends to prepare him for the solution of 
other professional problems in the future. (43)
(30) It provides a reciprocal flow of assistance between teachers 
in the field and teacher-training institutions. (43)
(12) In-service education serves as a means of learning a new Job 
or assignment. (4l)
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(22) The participant is given an opportunity to make an intensive 
study of an interest vhlcb has arisen out of his experience 
as a teacher. (Ul)
(28) It prepares teachers in order that they may keep abreast of 
the times. (Ul)
(16) A primary purpose of in-service education programs is the
development in every participant a sensitivity of the view­
points of others. (35)
(18) The program is intensive, extensive, and continuous. (33)
Average Importance
(29) It provides for correction of professional deficiencies of 
teachers. (39)
PLANNING
Very Important
(36) In-service education programs should be organized with defi­
nite goals and objectives. Real and specific problems con­
stitute the basis for in-service activities. (66)
(1*8) The subjects to be studied should be definitely related to 
the needs of teachers. (67)
(59) The nature of the problem and the circumstances surrounding 
it should be made clear to the consultant at the outset. He 
must know whether or not he can make a contribution before 
coming. (66)
(58) A special consultant should be used when deemed necessary by 
the group. (60)
(5^) Provisions should be made to have a professional library in 
the Institution for the use of the faculty. (39)
(69) An interested, fair-minded administrator is essential to the 
success of any in-service program. (57)
(36) In-service education should involve the total professional 
staff. (55)
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Experts and key persons should he present and act as con­
sultants when deemed necessary hy the group. (55)
Careful pre-planning should be done in advance with those 
who will participate - a degree of readiness should be 
attained. (55)
Principals should have as their duty to initiate the program 
and serve to inspire others. They should work to develop 
Insight and thinking of others, rather than impose their own 
viewpoints. (51+)
Continuous attention should be given to individual and to 
group problem solving processes. Individual differences 
among members of each group are to be accepted and utilized. 
(53)
Pre-service preparation of teachers should be taken into 
consideration when planning In-service education programs.
(1+9)
The program should employ all known methods rather than any 
one specific technique. (1+7)
The people who work on the problems Bhould formulate their 
own goals and plan their procedure in accomplishing them. (*+7)
In-service education programs should be organized and 
planned on a long term basis. (1+5)
Opportunities to learn by doing should be planned for all 
present. (1+3)
If a school board or chief administrative officer is committed 
to a certain framework that must be maintained, it is best to 
clarify this to the consultant at the outset. (1+2)
Teachers should be intrinsically motivated to engage in 
meaningful activities. (1+1)
The siiqplest possible means should be developed to move 
through decisions to actions. (1+1)
The needs should be diagnosed and the attack planned. (1+1)
The discovery and identification of problems should be made 
through a systematic survey of the major areas of the 
school. (29)
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(62) Special consideration should be given to the place of the
meetings. A comfortable, attractive, and centrally located 
place should be chosen. (43)
(66) Guidance Is needed in helping the teacher to select some 
learning activity. (43)
(64) The needs should be diagnosed and the attack planned. (4l)
(67) Participation of all teachers should be foremost - not
observation by them. (4l)
(68) The most valuable factors to be considered vhen planning an 
In-service education program is time and leadership. (41)
(47) Activities should be related to pertinent aspects of the
current educational, cultural, political and economic 
Beene. (35)
(52) Accepted best practices should be demonstrated or explained.
(35)
(65) The acceptable purposes of professional growth should be de­
termined. (34)
(40) The context of the program should be founded in the basic
fields of human knowledge such as psychology, sociology, and 
anthropology. (31)
(60) It is well for the consultant to have "local knowledge" rela­
tive to personalities and perennial friction spots in the 
school syBtem. (29)
Average Importance
(35) The distance teachers commute to school should be taken into 
consideration when planning in-service education programs.
(43)
(49) Teaching aids Bhould be promoted through many and varied 
exhibits. (41)
(36) Participants with common interests should be placed in groups 
together. (41)
(60) It is veil for the consultant to have "local knowledge" rela­
tive to personalities and perennial friction spots in the 
school system. (29)
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(87
(106
(101
(72
(81
(79
(104
(91
(93
(83
(88
(90
(92
(71
ADMINISTRATION
Very Important
Teachers are encouraged to carry on experiments, to try new 
procedures, and to do research In their special fields. (78)
Time and money are provided for the proper function of in- 
service activities. (71)
Good communications at each level and between all levels of 
the school society is necessary for the maximum success of 
the in-service guideline in action. (83)
Commendation is given for fine teaching or any other form of 
outstanding achievement. (?9)
Teachers' opinions are requested and their participation is 
sought in evaluating existing administrative procedures and 
in formulating policies for the school. (t>y)
Opportunities are provided for leadership in teachers meet­
ings, in connection wltn such things as defining the problem, 
leading and directing the thinking of the group, and partici­
pating in panel discussions. (^7)
Promotional opportunities are open to those who demonstrate 
that they are growing professionally. (;?5)
Scholarships are secured for teachers of unusual promise. (53)
Teachers are allowed to attend national conventions and con­
ferences, sometimes with expenses paid. (5>1)
Teachers are encouraged to give free oral and written ex­
pression to problems and questions concerning the school.
(**)
Help is given in having good articles accepted for publication 
in professional Journals. (47)
Teachers are encouraged to write and speak for local, state, 
and national audiences. (45)
S u b s id ie s  are provided for attendance at workshops, summer 
schools, and institutes. (43)
The Individuality of the teacher is considered and help 
and praise are given in connection with everyday matters.
(41)
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(99) Anecdotal and/or cumulative records are kept giving evidence 
of the teachers' professional growth, that is, records per­
taining to increased understanding of children, improvement 
in teaching efficiency, cooperation with school and community 
agencies, social development, travel, and all professional 
activities. (39)
(96) Sabbatical leaves are granted, with half salary, for approved 
study, travel, or other self-improvement. (37)
(100) In-service education sessions are.held during the regular 
Bchool day whenever possible. (33)
(103) Merit raises should be provided for in the salary schedule - 
partially baaed on professional growth. (27)
Important
(96) Opportunities are provided to visit and observe in other 
schools and sometimes in other school systems. (51)
(80) Various types of group activities are stimulated and en­
couraged so that faculty members will become better acquaint­
ed with the abilities of their co-workers. (49)
(74) Teachers are placed in the positions believed to be best 
suited to their interests and capacities and are trans­
ferred, In keeping with their success, to other positions 
they may prefer. (47)
(95) Opportunities are sought for teachers to hear experts in
their own fields whenever possible, and special arrangement 
is often made for them to attend general lectures as well.
(45)
(77) Superior teachers are given responsibility as key persons 
with respect to such special functions as testing programs 
or visual aids. (43)
(76) Arrangements are made for superior teachers to demonstrate 
their procedures for others in planned observations. (39)
(76) Outstanding teachers are assigned to important faculty
committees which cooperate in school management and in the 
study of instructional problems - curriculum, textbook, 
social, and various other committees. (39)
(89) Parent-teacher associations and other community groups are 
encouraged to give outstanding teachers a place on their 
programs. (39)
(73) The principal acquaints the entire faculty with the teachers' 
outstanding achievements and makes reports on them to the 
central administrative office and to the hoard of education.
(37)
(82) Use is made cf teachers' hobbies and special skills; for ex­
ample, having teachers show movies which they have made; 
having them give travel talks, arrange exhibits, or give 
demonstrations to some out-of-school accomplishment. (37)
(9^) Teachers are allowed to attend nonschool conventions when
such contacts with lay groups are of particular interest and 
value to the school. (37)
(96) Sabbatical leaves are granted, with half salary, for approved 
study, travel, or other self-improvement. (37)
(102) Teachers should receive extension credit for their efforts 
when the nature of the program warrants it. (29)
(103) Merit raises should be provided for in the salary schedule - 
partially based on professional growth. (27)
Average Importance
(75) Recognition Is given to superior teachers by placing appren­
tices with them. (31)
(102) Teachers should receive extension credit for their efforts 
when the nature of the program warrants it. (29)
PROCEDURES
Very Im portant
(138) The principal has ability to work cooperatively with groups.
(78)
(139) The principal respects individual or human personality. (78}
(lUl) The principal has patience in working with groups. (77)
(l^O) The principal has faith that a group can find reasonably
sound solutions to problems. (78)
(137) The principal has an understanding of the role of education 
in our society. (75)
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(116
(145
(125
(118
(127
(130
(123
(135
(H 5
(128
(126
(133
(136
(121
(107
(117
(122
(144
(114
Constant encouragement is present to test and to try Ideas 
and plans in real situations. (65}
An atmosphere is created that iB conducive to building mutual 
respect, support, permissiveness, and creativeness. (65)
Participants ask many questions. (63)
The professional library is systematically organized, finan­
cially supported, and easily accessible to all teachers. (6c)
Skillful leadership secures group cooperation. (59)
The group arrives at conclusions cooperatively. (58)
The leaders understand the subject they present. (57)
The principal has an understanding of the psychology of 
change. (5 7 )
Multiple and rich resources are made available and are 
used. (55)
The leaders place responsibility upon the members of the 
group for the success of the study group. (55)
A spontaneous atmosphere prevails. (53)
The principal creates a climate for growth. (53)
The principal possesses knowledge of possible types of 
organization for in-service education. (5 3 )
The leaders clarify the purpose of the study group before 
work begins. (51)
Many opportunities sore developed for people to exchange ex­
periences and knowledge. (45)
"How to improve your teaching" atmosphere radiates throughout 
each session. (45)
The study group is democratically conducted. (45)
In-service education is characterised by both status leader­
ship and shared professional leadership. (43)
The processes of change can be productive within the study 
group only if conditions permit reassessment of goals and 
the means of their achievement. (43)
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(12M
(1*2)
(13^)
(132)
(11+3)
(103)
(111)
(120)
(1U7)
(151+)
(110)
(117)
(155)
(146)
(132)
(112)
(148)
The participants ask many questions. (43)
The consultant performs a worthwhile service as a disinterest­
ed "third party" if the basic problem is friction among per­
sonnel In the administrative hierarchy. (43)
The principal serves as a member of the group during in- 
service meetings. (4l)
Leaders open up new experiences for group members. (39)
Consultants should strive for some kind of administrative 
recognition of what has been accomplished. Change is more 
likely to "stick" when sanctioned by top-level authority in 
the administrative hierarchy. (37)
A suggested agendum is prepared and circulated to each staff 
member concerning problems to be studied during the next in- 
service session. (36)
Important
The most sensitive phase of group discussion is that of de­
cision making. (1+7 )
The leader stimulates enthusiasm and interest. (47)
(Types of meetings) Panel discussion by members of leaders' 
committee, followed by open discussion. (47)
(Types of meetings) Leader presentation of subject, followed 
by sectioning of group for study of Individual interest. (47)
The public is informed of in-service education programs 
through the various techniques of public relations. (4^)
"How to Improve your teaching” atmosphere radiates through­
out each session. (45)
(Types of meetings) Leader presentation of subject, followed 
by dividing of group for purposes of learning by doing. (42)
(Types o f  m e e tin g s ) Inform al r o u n d -ta b le  d is c u s s io n .  (40)
Leaders open up new experiences for group members. (39)
I n d iv id u a l b eh a v io r  w ith in  th e  stu d y  groups i s  determ ined  by 
th e  r o le  w hich I s  p r e sc r ib e d  by the group. (33)
(Typeb o f  m e e tin g s )  Thlks by e x p e r ts  in  th e  f i e l d .  (37)
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(108)
(129)
(150)
(156)
(157) 
(112)
(152)
(153)
(119)
(109)
(131)
(1B5)
(17*0
(163)
A suggested agendum Is prepared and circulated to each staff 
member concerning problems to be studied during the next In- 
service session. (36)
The activities of the group are summarized by the leaders.
(35)
Average Importance
(Types of meetings) Pupil demonstration followed by dis­
cussion. (^6 )
(Types of meetings) Each member of the committee speaks for 
limited time, after which questions are asked by group mem­
bers. t^)
(Types of meetings) Exhibition of education materials. t1*^ )
Individual behavior within the study groups is determined by 
the role which is prescribed by the group. (36)
(Types of meetings) Questions and answer program. (38)
(Types of meetings) Planned program for full participation 
in social and physical activities. (38)
The official leader for each in-service session is a person 
designated by a committee or the group. (37)
A recording secretary keeps a careful record of the in-service 
education program meetings. (29)
The group members are encouraged to do what they want to do 
in the group activities. (29)
EVALUATION 
Very Im portant
E v a lu a tio n  th a t  i s  com prehensive em ploys a  v a r ie t y  o f  d e v ic e s  
and te c h n iq u e s . (7 2 )
A co n tin u o u s e v a lu a t io n  o f  th e  in - s e r v ic e  ed u ca tio n  program  
sh o u ld  be made by a l l  s t a f f  members. (6 6 )
In c re a sed  p r o f e s s io n a l  com petency in  such  a r e a s  a s  p e d a g o g ic a l
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(179)
(186)
(177)
(178) 
(161)
(165)
(184)
(181)
(162)
(164)
(176)
(166) 
(l6o)
scholarship, greater breadth of general knowledge, deeper 
understanding of the individual pupil and factors con­
ditioning his development. (65)
All members of the faculty should participate in the 
evaluation. (62)
Evaluation 1b concerned with the means as well as the end.
(62)
The evaluation program should be organized in terms of goals 
set up for the specific project. (60)
The faculty group should develop cooperatively the criteria 
for evaluation. (6 0 )
Increased ability to direct more effectively the teacher's 
own learning activities, as well as those of her pupils. (59)
Desirable changes in professional attitudes and beliefs and 
in emphasis relative to subject matter and total pupil growth 
and development. (59)
Staffs seem more comfortable and willing to work when the 
evaluation process is directed toward ways of working on educa­
tional problems, toward influencing the behavior of children, 
and toward the achievement of common objectives and values, 
and not related toward the change of prestige positions and 
professional roles of teachers. (59)
The characteristics of the evaluation process consists of the 
teachers and committees looking at where they had been, 
seeing where they are at the present, and then trying to dis­
cover where they should go. (58)
Increased ability to discover and to clarify new problems and 
subsequently to evaluate the solutions of them. (53)
Increased ability to use democratic processes of teaching in 
the relationships and work with the pupils. (47)
Each staff member should be provided with a copy of the final 
report and series of group meetings should be held to dis­
cuss the possibilities for improving the program. (47)
Teacher-leader conference, in which the teacher and the in- 
service leader consider together the progress made by the 
teacher in the achievement of her purposes, and during which 
they formulate plans for further study. (45)
Increased ability and confidence to assume the function of 
leadership not only in the program, but in the teacher's 
relationship with the pupils. (41)
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(l80) The faculty should avail itself of resource personnel in 
its evaluation program. (36)
(I83) The presence of careful minutes, records of group work,
memoranda on plans, evaluation sessions at regular intervals, 
regular use of questionnaires to staff, all provide means 
of examining progress and for assessing its values. (33)
Important
(175) A final report concerning accomplishment's and handicaps
encountered through the in-service program during the school 
year should he made at the close of the school session. (*+7)
(158) TOie type and quality of progress made in the achievement of 
the teacher's stated purpose. (^5) (Evaluative purposes)
(170) A written record or diary of the participating teacher's
problems, purposes, activities, resources utilized and re­
sults achieved, aB recorded by the reacher herself. (^5)
(167) Cooperative leader-group appraisal of the group's learning 
activities and their results. (^2)
(159) Increased ability to participate more efficiently and 
cooperatively in all activities of the in-service program. 
(37)
(182) The most difficult part of evaluation is getting agreement 
as to positions of value regarding specific programs. (35)
(183) The presence of careful minutes, records of group work, memo­
randa on plans, evaluation sessions at regular Intervals, 
regular use of questionnaires to staff, all provide means
of examining progress and for assessing its values. (33)
Average Importance
(171) Observation, examination, and evaluation of the teacher's or 
the group's creative work by staff members of the Institute 
supporting the program, or by the parents and patrons of the 
school community, or by the ln-servlce instructor and fellow 
teachers, or by all. (k5) (Evaluative techniques)
(169) Evaluation of the teacher's or the group's learning activities 
and their results. (35) (Evaluative purposes)
(172) Observational records of the study activities, work, methods 
employed, resources utilized, and achievements of the 
participating teachers, as recorded by the in-service leader 
or instructor. (33)
(187) Evaluation is based on evidence gathered through meaningful, 
quantitative indices. (30)
CHAPTER III
APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO AREA I, PURPOSE
AND PHILOSOPHY OF IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
The purpose of this study was to validate a set of proposed 
criteria concerning in-service education by the process described 
and shown in Chapter II. A further purpose was to apply these 
validated criteria to selected schools I;. Louisiana in order to de­
termine how well these Louisiana schools are observing the criteria 
in their in-service programs.
The one hundred seventy-two validated criteria were arranged 
into a questionnaire and mailed to forty-three selected principals 
of schools in Louisiana. These educators were a6ked to apply these 
criteria to their schools by responding to one of five rating cate­
gories for each criterion. They were requested to rate their in- 
service education programs against the criteria by determining if 
these criteria were (1) excellently observed, (2) well observed, 
(3) moderately observed, (d) poorly observed, or (5) not observed 
in their respective schools. There were thirty-eight questionnaires 
returned and are included in this study.
This chapter deals with an analysis of the degree to which the 
criteria in Area One, Purpose and Philosophy, applied to the 
Louisiana schools. An examination of Table VIII, page 85, reveals 
the number and percentage of Louisiana educators responding in each 
rating category. Percentages were rounded off to the nearest per
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cent. The criteria were numbered, in the order occuring in the 
questionnaire sent to Louisiana educators. (Appendix VIII, page
231)
The following illustration may serve to simplify the reading 
of the table. Immediately under the word "criterion" of the first 
column is written the Arabic number one. This number represents 
the first criterion appearing on the questionnaire. The criterion 
reads as follows: "In-service education is a program by which all
persons engaged in education learn and grow together and not a 
program for making up teacher deficiencies." Columns three, "Ex­
cellently observed;" four, "well observed;" five, "moderately ob­
served;" six, "poorly observed," and seven, "not observed" repre­
sent the five rating categories. Seventeen of the Louisiana educa­
tors, constituting forty-five per cent of the responses made re­
garding this criterion, indicated that it was "excellently ob­
served." Thirteen, or thirty-four per cent, responded in the "well 
observed" category. Six Louisiana educators considered this cri­
terion to be "moderately observed," which constituted sixteen per 
cent of the total number of responses. One educator Indicated this 
criterion to be "poorly obsenead" in his school, and one educator 
indicated this criterion to be "not observed" in his school. This 
constituted three per cent of the total responses for each of these 
categories.
Column eight, "moderately and better," shows the total number 
of responses and the representative percentage of the educators who 
considered this criterion to be at least moderately observed in
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their schools. This column represents the totals of the first 
three rating categories, that is, "excellently observed," "well 
observed," and "moderately observed."
Column nine, "less than moderately," shows the total number 
of responses and the representative percentage of the educators 
who considered this criterion to be less than moderately observed, 
or a total of categories four and five, "poorly observed" and "not 
observed."
By further using criterion one as an example, it was found 
that thirty-six of the total of thirty-eight educators responding 
checked this criterion to be at least moderately observed in their 
schools. This represents ninety-five per cent of the total re­
sponses. There were only two educators who indicated this criterion 
to be lees than moderately observed in their schools. This repre­
sents five per cent of the total number responding.
The other thirty-one criteria in Area One are treated in this 
manner and are shown in this table.
Thirty-two of the one hundred seventy-two criteria pertain to 
this chapter, or those criteria listed in Area One, Purpose and 
Philosophy. These criteria are listed in Appendix VIII, page 231, 
itemB one through thirty-two.
Information concerning the application of these thirty-two 
criteria will be treated in the following manner in this chapter:
Criteria rank. The rank order of the criteria in Area One, 
as determined by the Louisiana educators* responses, is presented 
with the comparable rank of the same criteria by the national jury.
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2. Comparison of criteria placement. Following the treatment 
of the data as previously discussed, the rank placement of certain 
criteria by the Louisiana educators will be closely compared with 
the rank placement of the same criteria by the national jury. In 
other words, a presentation will be made of those criteria that are 
placed high or low by the Louisiana educators in rank placement In 
comparison with the placement of the same criteria by the Jury. 
Mention is also made of those criteria receiving similar placements 
in the ranking of the criteria by the Louisiana educators and the 
national jury.
3. Rating categories. The rating category receiving the 
greatest number of responses by the Louisiana educators will be ex­
plained and is shown in Appendix XIII, page 231*
4. Criteria adequately and inadequately observed. The cri­
teria considered inadequately observed by this writer are pointed 
out in this chapter. If forty-nine per cent or less of the Louisiana 
educators considered a criterion to be "poorly observed" or "not 
observed," the criterion was considered inadequately observed. Like­
wise, those criteria receiving a total of fifty per cent or more of 
the responses, indicating them to be at least moderately observed, 
were considered adequately observed.
5* SnmmaT*y. A summary is presented at the end of the chapter.
Criteria rank. The rank placement of the criteria in Area One, 
Purpose and Philosophy, was determined by the responses of the 
Louisiana educators to each criterion. These educators were asked 
to rate each criterion to be either "excellently observed," "well
TABUS VIII
NUMBER AND KRCEftEAGES OF LOUISIANA EDUCATORS APPLYING CRITERIA TO SELECTED 
SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA: AREA 0® ,  PURPOSE AND PHILOSOPHY
Key:
CRITERION - The criteria as listed in Appendix VIII
f - The number of responses made in each of the five 
rating categories 
% - The percentages of responses in each of the five 
rating categories
MQEBRA32LY AND BETTER - Percentages and number of responses to criteria in
categories observed moderately or better - total of 
"excellently observed," "veil observed," and 
"moderately observed" categories 
I2SS THAN MODERATELY - Percentages and manber of responses to criteria in
categories observed less than moderately - total of 
"poorly observed" and "not observed" categories 
SUM TOTAL - The sun total of percentages and number of responses 
to criteria in each rating category
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
Number # and it
Excellently
Observed
Well Moderately Poorly 
Observed Observed Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and Better Moderately TOTAL
1 # 17 13 6 l 1 36 2 38
* *5 3^ 16 3 3 95 5 100
TABUS VIII (continued)
grtekrIch CATBOORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SQM
Excellently Well Moderately Poorly Not Moderately Less Than
Nixnber 4 and i Observed Observed Observed Observed Observed and Better Moderately TOTAL
2 # 15 17 5 1 0 37 1 38
i 39 J+5 13 3 0 97 3 100
3 # 15 15 6 1 1 36 2 38
i 39 39 16 3 3 95 5 100
k # 17 12 7 l l 36 2 38
* *5 32 18 3 3 95 5 I X
5 4 18 10 5 3 l 33 k 37
* 1+9 27 Ik 8 3 89 11 I X
6 # 18 8 5 5 1 31 6 37
It *9 22 ll+ li+ 3 81+ 16 I X
7 # 12 11 13 2 l 35 3 38
* 32 30 3^ 5 3 92 8 I X
8 # 8 U 13 1 1 35 2 37
$ 22 38 35 3 3 95 5 I X
9 4 7 ll+ lk 2 1 3^ 3 37
* 19 38 38 5 3 92 8 I X
10 # 9 19 7 2 l 35 3 38
£ 50 18 5 3 92 8 I X
TABUS VIII (continued)
CRUEHIOM GATBOGRICAL BATIKS TOTAL BATIKS SOM
TOTALHwfcer
Excellently Veil 
Observed Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Sot
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and Better Moderately
11 # 5 10 17 3 3 32 6 38
* 13 26 45 8 8 84 16 100
12 # 6 12 11 6 2 29 8 37
* 16 32 30 l6 5 78 22 100
13 # 7 16 li 1 2 34 3 37
* 18 43 30 3 5 92 8 100
14 # 17 15 4 1 1 36 2 38
45 39 ll 3 3 95 5 100
15 # 14 18 4 1 1 36 2 38
* 37 47 11 3 3 95 5 100
16 # 12 14 6 4 l 32 5 37
16 32 38 16 11 3 86 14 100
IT # 9 12 13 2 1 34 3 37
* 24 32 35 5 3 92 8 100
18 # 8 20 3 6 1 31 7 38
16 21 53 8 16 3 82 18 100
19 # 14 11 9 2 1 34 3 37
* 37 30 24 5 3 92 8 100
TABXE VIII (continued)
CRITERIOK CAlfeGORICAL rXt DCS TOTUx RATINGS SUM
TOTALHumber
E x c e lle n t ly
4 end i Observed
V e il
Observed
M oderately  
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
M oderately 
and B e tte r
Less Than 
M oderately
20 4 ^ 11 11 1 1 36 2 38
i 37 30 30 3 3 95 5 100
21 # 22 11 3 1 l 36 2 38
* 58 30 8 3 3 95 5 100
22 # 8 19 6 3 1 3^ 1+ 38
i 21 50 l6 8 3 89 11 100
23 4 10 18 7 3 0 35 1 38
* 26 1*7 18 8 0 92 8 100
Zk 4 8 20 6 3 1 3^ 1+ 38
i 21 53 16 8 3 89 11 100
25 # 12 16 5 1+ l 33 5 38
$ 32 1+2 13 11 3 86 11+ 100
26 # 9 16 9 3 1 3* 1+ 38
% 2k 1+2 21+ 11 3 89 11 100
27 4 ii 19 5 2 l 35 3 38
1> 30 50 13 5 3 92 8 100
28 4 5 12 15 5 1 32 6 38
i 13 32 39 13 3 81+ 16 100
TABLE VIII (concluded)
' i W H '  ■" CATEGORICAL RAT DCS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
TOTALStnber
Excellently
Observed
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately 
and Better
Less Than 
Moderately
29 # 4 9 19 1* 2 32 6 38
t 11 2lf 50 11 5 81* l6 100
30 # 13 14 8 2 1 35 3 38
* 3^ 37 21 5 3 92 8 100
31 # 8 lU 12 3 l 3^ k 38
* 21 37 32 8 3 89 11 100
32 # 10 16 8 3 1 31* i* 38
* 26 1*2 21 8 3 89 11 100
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observed/' or "not. observed" in the schools included in this study.
A rank placement of these criteria was also determined by tne re­
sponses of the national jury to each criterion to be either "very 
important," "important," of "average importance," of "little im­
portance," or "not important."
The last two categories, "poorly observed" and "not observed" 
were considered ,o be negative indications as to the degree of obser­
vance by the Louisiana schools. Categories one, two, and three, 
"excellently observed," "well observed," and "moderately observed," 
respectively, were considered to show a positive degree of obser­
vance by the Louisiana schools of these criteria. Therefore, total 
numbers and percentages were calculated for the first three cate­
gories or categories snowing a positive degree of ooservance, as 
were total number of responses and percentages for the last two 
categories which were considered to show a negative degree of ob­
servance .
The same procedure was used in determining the totals of the 
average and better categories and the below average categories that 
were used in the evaluation of the criteria by the national jury.
With these factors In mind, the ranking of the criteria was 
determined by the number of responses of the Louisiana educators 
indicating a criterion to be moderately or better observed. A 
ranking of the same criteria by the number of responses of the 
national Jury indicating a criterion to be of average or better in 
importance was also made.
Tbble 1, page 22, presents a list of all the criteria
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evaluated by the jury and shows the number of responses and per cent 
rating the criteria to be average and better and the number of re­
sponses and per cent rating them to be below average in importance.
Table VIII, page 85, presents a list of the criteria applied 
by the Louisiana educators and shows the number of responses and 
per cent rating the criteria to be moderately observed or better 
and the number of responses and per cent rating them to be less 
than moderately observed.
The following is a rank listing of the criteria ranged by 
number of responses of the Louisiana educators. These criteria are 
the thirty-two criteria in Area One, Purpose and Philosophy. The 
Arabic number in the left margin is the number of the criterion, as 
listed on the questionnaire sent to Louisiana educators. The paren­
thetical number appearing at the beginning of each criterion is the 
rank position accorded It by the Louisiana educators. The paren­
thetical number appearing at the end of each criterion Is the rela­
tive rank assigned to the criterion by the national jury.
2. (1) In-service activities are to receive direction from and
are related to the work of teachers in the classroom, the 
school, and the community. (i2)
1. (5) In-service education is a program by which all persons en­
gaged in education learn and grow together and not a program for 
making up teacher deficiencies. (22)
3. (5) Sound principles of learning are observed. (12)
k. (5) The in-service program grows out of a series of problems
which concern the whole school and Initiated by the teachers 
and administratlmn in a combined effort. People work as in­
dividuals and as members of groups on problems that are of 
significance to them. (22)
lU. (5) Meetings in which teachers are allowed to join in group
activities are profitable meetings. (32)
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15. (5) The emotional climate which prevails in the in-service 
programs is as important as the goals sought and largely de­
termines the goals attained. (22)
16. (5) In-service education programs are characterized by the 
mixing of theory and reality. (12)
21. (5) It 1b assumed that individuals have a capacity for growth
throughout their entire life span. (12)
8. (11.5) In-service education improves knowledge of teaching
methods. (IT.5)
7. (11.5) In-service education provides familiarity with new
knowledge and subject matter. (3*5)
10. (11,5) In-service education improves attitudes and skills in­
volved in cooperative action research. (3*t>)
23» (11.5) The participant is given a chance to share in planning
a program of individual and group activities designed to meet
his needs and those of his fellow-workers. (3*5)
27. ( H . 5) It prepares teachers in order that they may keep
abreast of the times. (12)
30. (II.5) It provides for growth of the child through growth of
the teacher. (12)
9. (19) In-service education increases skill in providing for the 
individual differences among pupils. (17.5)
13* (19) In-service education helps in the development and refine­
ment of common values and goals. (3*5)
17. (19) The training effort and methods are made to fit the man, 
not the man the training material. (22)
19* (1-9) Whenever possible, in-service participation and activities
within each school need to be clearly defined so that the in- 
service groups will know what problems they are free to attack. 
(12)
22. (19) The participant is given an opportunity to make an in­
tensive study of an Interest which has arisen out of his ex­
perience as a teacher, (25.5)
2h, (19) It provides the participant with easy access to the ser­
vices of various staff members representing a variety of kinds 
of assistance. (17*5)
26. (19) The participant's total experience as he studies
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an Interest or problem tends to prepare him for the solution 
of other professional problems in the future. (22)
31. (19) It provides guidance at the time the teacher needs it. 
(28.5)
32. (19) It provides a basis for the consideration of types of 
activities which will give direction to learning experiences 
and which will provide opportunity for maximum growth. (28.5)
5. (2^.5) The in-service education program is considered an inte­
gral part of the total education program for the school. (12)
2‘j. (24.^) Formal and informal association with other participants
of varied backgrounds contributes to the participant's thinking 
on his specific problem, broadens his general professional 
orientation, and provides opportunity for experiences in co­
operative activities. (12)
16. (270) A primary purpose of in-service education programs is
the development in every participant a sensitivity of tne view­
points of others. (2^.^)
11. (27*5) In-service education improves attitudes and skills in
utilizing community resources and in working with adults. (3o)
28. (27.!?) It provides for correction of professional deficiencies
of teachers. (28.^)
2y. (27.5) It provides a reciprocal flow of assistance between
teachers in the field and teacher-training institutions. (12)
6 * (31*5) The school philosophy encourages in-service training
of teachers. (I7 .5)
18. (3l*b) The program is intensive, extensive and continuous.
(30o)
12. (32) In-service education serves as a means of learning a 
new Job assignment. (30-9)
Comparison of criteria placement. I~ became obvious during 
the process of analyzing the data which pertained to Area One that 
the criteria, as were observed in practice by the Louisiana educa­
tors, ranged from a close agreement with the degree of importance 
accorded the criteria by the national Jury to a widely contrasting 
degree of agreement with the national Jurors. In the discussion
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that follows, certain of the criteria ranked hy the Louisiana educa­
tors are pointed out when they;
1. ate placed in rank positions similar tc the placement of 
the same criteria by the Jurors,
2. appear approximately in the top twenty-five per cent of 
the rank order but are found approximately in the lower twenty-five 
per cent of the criteria ranked by the national Jury,
3* appear approximately in the lower twenty-five per cent of 
the rank order but appear approximately in the top twenty-five per 
cent of the criteria ranked by the Jurors.
Twenty-five per cent of the thirty-two criteria ranked by the 
Louisiana educatorB constituted eight criteria. Counting down to 
the eighth criterion from the top of the rank order, it was possible 
to establish a point between the frequency distributions of thirty- 
six and thirty-five, because exactly twenty-five per cent of the 
thirty-two criteria appears above the frequency distribution of 
thirty-five responses (Table IX, page 97)*
However, when considering the top twenty-five per cent of the 
criteria ranked by the national jury, it was found that the eighth 
criterion from the top placed the twenty-five per cent limit within 
the frequency distribution of fifty responses. There are nine cri­
teria listed in this distribution, making it impractical to point off 
twenty-five per cent of the criteria for comparative purposes. Thus, 
because the sixth criterion from the top is at the end of the fre­
quency distribution of fifty-one responses, it was decided to use 
the resulting nineteen per cent for purposes of comparing criteria.
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In the lover limits of the rank orders of both groups the dis­
tributions of responses provided a more convenient place to point 
off percentages for purposes of comparison. Below the frequency 
distribution of forty-eight responses of the jurors, there were 
eight criteria which constituted twenty-five per cent of the cri­
teria. Below the frequency distribution of twenty-three responses 
of the Louisiana educators there were seven criteria which consti­
tuted twenty-two per cent of the criteria. This was the closest 
point to a twenty-fifth percentile that could be reached due to the 
frequency distribution.
The middle range, the range that lies approximately between the 
twenty-fifth and seventy-fifth percentile, of the ranking of the 
Louisiana educators' responses constituted seventeen criteria or 
fifty-three per cent of the thirty-two criteria. This percentage 
included all criteria placed between the ranking position of eleven 
and five-tenths and twenty-four and five-tenths.
The middle range of the criteria, ranked according to the number 
of responses of the jurors, included eighteen criteria. This per­
centage range covered all criteria placed between the rank of twelve 
and twenty-five and five-tenths.
Within the top twenty-five per cent the criteria, ranked by the 
responses of the Louisiana educators and the top nineteen per cent 
of the criteria ranked by the Jurors, one criterion, number three, 
appears in both the Louisiana educators' and the jurors* ranking of 
the criteria. The middle fifty-three per cent of the rank order of 
the Louisiana educators' responses and the middle fifty-six per cent
of the rank order of the Jurors* responses produced ten criteria 
of similar rank. These criteria ares five, eight, nine, seventeen, 
nineteen, twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-six, twenty-seven, and 
thirty. The bottom twenty-two per cent of the criteria ranked by 
the Louisiana educators and the bottom twenty-five per cent of the 
criteria ranked by the jurors show criteria twelve, sixteen, eighteen, 
and twenty-eight to be ranked in similar positions by both groups.
Table IX, page 97 , presents a summary of the criteria placed 
in similar rank positions as were determined by tha number of re­
sponses of the Louisiana educators and the national Jurors.
In the observance of the criteria in their schools the Louisiana 
educators showed a sharp contrast from the degree of importance 
accorded them by the national jury on two criteria. These are; 
number fourteen, "Meetings in which teachers are allowed to Join 
in group activities are profitable meetings," and number eleven, "In- 
service education improves attitudes and skills in utilizing community 
resources and in working with adults." The Louisiana educators placed 
criterion fourteen in the top twenty-five per cent of the rank of 
criteria. This criterion was ranked in the lower twenty-five per 
cent of the criteria ranked according to the responses of the jurors. 
Criterion fourteen was placed in fifth place by the Louisiana educa­
tors with a per cent of ninety-five; in thirty-second or last place 
by the Jurors with a per cent of eighty-two. The national jury 
ranked criterion eleven in the top nineteen per cent of their rank 
order of the criteria in this area, whereas the Louisiana educators 
placed this criterion in the bottom twenty-two per cent of the rank
TAB IE IX
RANGE AND RANK FIACEMBHT OF THE CRITERIA ACCORD EC  TO THE RESPONSES OF 
THE LOUISIANA EDUCATORS AND BY THE RATIONAL JURY:
AREA ORE, PURPOSE AND PHILOSOPHY
Key:
I  -  Upper range o f  th e  rank placem ent by th e  L ouisiana educators  
I I  -  Middle range o f  th e  rank placem ent by th e  L ouisiana educators  
I I I  -  Lower range o f  th e  rank placem ent by th e  L ouisiana educators
RANGE CRITERION 
ROBBER
CRITERION RANK PIACEMElfP 
la • Ed. Jurors
HSRCEirOnGES 
la. Ed. Jurors
I 3 Sound principles of learning are observed. 5 3.5 95 100
I I 5 The in - s e r v ic e  edu cation  program i s  con sid ered  an 
In te g r a l p art o f  th e  t o t a l  ed u cation  program fo r  
th e  sc h o o l. 24.5 12 89 98
8 I n -s e r v ic e  ed u cation  improves knowledge o f  te a c h ­
in g  m ethods. 11.5 17.5 95 96
vo
TABUS IX (continued)
RAKE CRITERION CRITERION RANK FIACEWRT IERCEBEAGES
BOWER la. Ed. Jurors la. Ed. Jurors
II 9 In-service education increases skill in providing 
for the individual differences among pupils. 19 17.5 92 96
17 The training effort and methods are made to fit 
the man, not the man the training material. 19 22 02 9U
19 Whenever possible, in-service participation 
and activities vithin each school need to be 
clearly defined so that in-service groups will 
knew what problems they are free to attack. 19 12 92 96
2k It (in-service education) provides the 
participant vlth easy access to the services of 
various staff members representing a variety 
of kinds of assistance. 19 17.5 89 96
25 Formal and informal association vith other 
participants of varied backgrounds contri­
butes to the participant's thinking on his 
specific problem, broadens his general pro­
fessional orientation, and provides opportunity 
for experiences in cooperative activities. 2^.5 12 86 98
26 The participant's total experience as he 
studies a specific interest or problem tends 
to prepare him for the solution of other pro­
fessional problems in the future. 19 22 92 9fc
TAB 12 IX (continued)
RAH3 CRnSRICH
HOMES
CRUBRIOH RAHK FLAdaCHT 
La* Ed* Jurors
I^RCEHTAGks 
Ia. Ed* Jurors
II 27 It (in-service education) teaches in order 
that teachers may keep abreast of the times. 11.5 12 92 98
30 It (in-service education) provides for 
growth of the child through growth of the 
teacher. 11.5 12 92 98
h i 12 In-service education serves as a means of 
learning a new Job or assignment. 32 30.5 78 86
16 A primary purpose of in-service education 
programs is the development in every 
participant a sensitivity of the 
viewpoints of others. 27.5 25.5 86 92
18 The program is intensive, extensive and 
continuous. 31.5 30.5 82 86
TABIZ IX (concluded)
HUGE CSinSRIQH cri?iS riok rabk! PIACBE1IT 
Lb . Ed. Jurors
XGRCEKEM2ES 
Ie. Ed. Jurors
in 28 It (in-service education) provides for correction 
of professional deficiencies of teachers. 27.5 28.5 8U 88
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order of the criteria. The national Jury accorded this criterion 
a rank of three and five-tenths with a per cent of one hundred.
The Louisiana educators ranked this criterion twenty-seven and five- 
tenths with a per cent cf eighty-four.
Table X, page 102 , presents a summary of the ranking of the 
criteria listed in this area.
Rating categories* Criteria in Area One were considered by the 
Louisiana educators to be: (l) excellently observed, (2) well
observed, (3) moderately observed, (t) poorly observed, or (^ >) 
not observed. Appendix XIII, page 231* shows the rating category re­
ceiving the greatest number of responses and the percentages repre­
sented by the responses.
For example, to criterion number one, seventeen Louisiana educa­
tors responded in the "excellently observed" category which was 
forty-five per cent of the total responses. Thirteen responded in 
the "well observed" category which was thirty-four per cent of total 
responses. The category "moderately observed" received six re­
sponses or sixteen per cent of all the responses. One response 
was made in the "poorly observed" category which constituted three 
per cent of the total and the "not observed" category also received 
three per cent of the total responses or one response. The "ex­
cellently observed" category received a higher percentage of re­
sponses than any of the other four and, consequently, was placed 
under category "A" or the "excellently observed" category in the 
table.
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TABLE X
THE RANK ORDER, BY THE NUMBER OF RESPONSES OF LOUISIANA 
EDUCATORS AND THE NATIONAL JURY, OF CRITERIA 
IN AREA ONE, PURPC6E AND PHILOSOPHY
LOUISIANA EDUCATORS NATIONAL JURY
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent
1 2 37 97 3.5 3 51 100
5 1 36 95 3.5 7 51 100
3 36 ^5 3.5 10 51 100
5 U 36 95 3-5 11 51 100
5 14 36 95 3-5 13 51 100
5 15 36 95 3.5 23 51 100
5 20 36 95 12 2 50 98
5 21 36 95 12 5 50 98
11.5 8 35 95 12 19 50 98
11.5 7 35 92 12 20 50 98
11.5 10 35 92 12 21 50 98
11-5 23 35 92 12 25 50 98
11.5 27 35 92 12 27 50 96
H . 5 30 35 92 12 29 50 98
19 9 34 92 12 30 50 98
19 13 34 92 17-5 6 49 96
19 17 34 92 17.5 8 49 96
19 19 34 92 17.5 9 49 96
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TABLE X (concluded.)
LOUISIANA EDUCATORS NATIONAL JURY
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent
19 22 34 89 17.5 24 49 96
19 24 34 89 22 1 48 94
19 26 34 69 22 4 48 94
19 31 34 09 22 15 48 94
19 32 34 89 22 17 46 94
24.5 5 33 89 22 26 48 94
24.5 25 33 86 25.5 16 47 92
27-5 16 32 86 25.5 22 47 92
27.5 11 32 ■34 27 32 46 94
27-5 28 32 84 28.5 28 45 88
27-5 29 32 84 28.5 31 45 88
31.5 6 31 84 30.5 12 44 86
31.5 18 31 82 30.5 18 44 86
32 12 29 70 32 14 42 82
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The table appearing in Appendix XIII preeente the category re­
ceiving the greatest number of responses for each of the thirty-two 
criteria in Area One.
Criteria adequately and inadequately observed. All the criteria 
in Area One, Purpose and Philosophy, were considered to be adequate­
ly observed by the Louisiana educators in applying these criteria to 
their in-service education programs. The smallest per cent respond­
ing to a criterion, declaring it to be observed at least moderately, 
was seventy-eight. This reveals that none of the criteria was con­
sidered by forty-nine per cent or fewer of the respondents to be 
observed less than moderately.
Summary. Fifteen criteria were placed, according to the number 
of responses of the Louisiana educators, in rank placements similar 
to the placement of the same criteria by the responses of the Jurors. 
Criterion three was placed by both groups in the upper nineteen to 
twenty-five per cent of the rank order. Criteria five, eight, nine, 
seventeen, nineteen, twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-six, twenty- 
seven, and thirty were ranked by both groups within the middle fifty- 
three to fifty-six per cent of the ranking order. Criteria twelve, 
sixteen, eighteen, and twenty-eight were placed In the bottom twenty- 
two to twenty-five per cent of the rank order of the criteria.
A sharp contrast of agreement arose over two criteria. These 
criteria were number fourteen, "Meetings in which teachers are allow­
ed to Join in group activities are profitable m e e t i n g s a n d  number 
eleven, "In-service education improves attitudes and skills in 
utilizing community resources and in working with adults."
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The Louisiana educators placed criterion fourteen in the top twenty- 
five per cent of the rank order, but the Jurors placed this criterion 
in the bottom twenty-five per cent of the rank order. Criterion 
eleven was placed by the Louisiana educators in the bottom twenty- 
two per cent of the rank order, and the national Jurors placed this 
criterion in the top nineteen per cent of the rank order.
The thirty-two criteria in Area One were considered to be ade­
quately observed since the smallest per cent of the Louisiana educa­
tors responding to a criterion, indicating it to be observed moderate­
ly or better in their schools was only seventy-eight. None of the 
criteria wa6 considered by forty-nine per cent or less of the 
Louisiana educators to be observed less than moderately in their pro­
grams Of in-service education.
The following chapters, Chapter IV, Chapter V, Chapter VI, and 
Chapter VII present information concerning the application of the 
criteria in Area Two, Planning; Area Three, Administration; Area Four, 
Procedures; and Area Five, Evaluation, respectively. The information 
is presented in these chapters in a similar manner as was the data 
in this chapter. The detailed explanation of the procedures used, 
as presented in this chapter, will suffice when examining the 
following chapters concerning the application of the criteria to the 
schools of Louisiana.
CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO AREA TWO, PLANNING
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
This chapter deals with an analysis of the criteria in Area Two, 
Planning, to determine the degree to which they applied to the 
Louisiana schools used in this Btudy. An examination of Table XI, 
page I07, reveals the number and percentage of the Louisiana educa­
tors responding in each rating category, and the number and per­
centage of the Louisiana educators considering a criterion to be 
observed "moderately or better" as well as the number and per cent 
considering a criterion to be observed "less than moderately." The 
Instructions for reading this table are Identical to those offered 
in Chapter III. The criteria were numbered in the order occuring 
in the questionnaire sent to Louisiana educators, (Appendix VIII,
2 3 1 ).
Thirty-three of the one hundred seventy-two criteria are listed 
in Area Two and are presented in this chapter, (Appendix VIII, items 
thirty-three through sixty-five).
Criteria The following is a ranked list of the criteria
in Area Two. The Arabic number in the left margin situated by each 
criterion is the number of the criterion. The number in parentheses 
at the beginning of each criterion is the rank of the criterion as 
represented by the number of responses of the Louisiana educators; 
the parenthetical number at the end of each criterion is the
TABUS XI
HUMBER ADD PERCENTAGES OF LOUISIANA EDUCATORS APPLYING CRITERIA 
TO SEIECTED SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA; AREA TWO, PLANNING
Key:
CRITERION - The criteria as listed in Appendix VIII
$ - The number of responses made in each of the five 
rating categories 
$ - The percentages of responses in each of the five 
rating categories
MODERATE!! AND BETTER - Percentages and number of responses to criteria in
categories observed moderately or better - total of 
"excellently observed," "veil observed," and 
"moderately observed" categories 
LESS THAN MODERATELY - Percentages and number of responses to criteria in
categories observed less than moderately - total of 
"poorly observed" and "not observed" categories 
SUM TOTAL - The sum total of percentages and number of responses 
to criteria in each rating category
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
Number £  and $
Excellently
Observed
Well Moderately poorly 
Observed Observed Observed
NOt
Observed
MoaerAteiy less xnan 
and Better Moderately TOTAL
33 # 11 12 7 6 2 30 8 30
* 30 32 18 16 5 79 21 100
LO
T
TABU XI (continued)
— ------  --------- ■■ ..mm EWTOrflMISGS "TOTlLftAraSff — 3 W
E x c e lle n t ly V e il M oderately P oorly not M oderately L ess Than
Huadber 4  and i Observed Observed Observed O bserved Observed and B e tte r  M oderately TOTAL
& #  9 10 9 3 7 28 10 38
£ 24 26 24 8 18 74 26 100
35 # 15 13 5 3 2 33 5 38
$ 39 3^ 13 8 5 07 13 100
36 #  13 13 1* k 1* 30 8 38
* 3^ 34 11 11 11 79 21 100
37 #  23 7 2 3 2 32 5 37
* 62 19 5 8 5 86 14 100
30 # 10 14 9 2 1 33 3 36
* 28 39 25 6 13 92 8 100
39 #  0 12 11 5 1 31 6 37
£ 22 32 30 Ik 3 84 16 100
to #  7 11* 12 3 1 33 4 37
i 19 30 32 8 3 89 11 10G
4 l # 9 13 11 3 l 33 4 37
£ 2k 35 30 8 3 09 11 100
to # 9 17 6 4 1 32 5 37
* 21* to 16 11 3 86 14 100 108
TAB IE XI (continued)
GRUKRior CMBBCRIOIL RATINGS TOBAL rH r S SUM
Number 4  and £
E x c e lle n t ly
Observed
W ell
O bserved
M oderately
Observed
P oorly
Observed
Not
Observed
M oderately L ess Than 
and B e tte r  M oderately TOTAL
^3 # 11 14 8 3 1 33 4 37
* 30 38 22 8 3 89 11 100
44 # 9 15 9 2 2 33 4 37
* 24 4 l 24 5 5 89 11 100
45 # 14 11 7 4 1 32 5 37
38 30 19 11 3 86 14 100
k6 # 6 9 15 5 2 30 7 37
* 16 24 41 14 5 81 19 100
47 # 11 15 7 3 1 33 3 37
* 30 41 19 8 3 89 11 100
ltd # l i 12 9 4 1 32 5 37
* 30 32 24 11 3 86 14 100
49 # 10 8 11 7 l 29 8 37
* 27 22 30 19 3 78 22 100
50 # 7 14 7 7 2 28 9 37
* 19 38 19 19 5 76 24 100
51 # 10 12 9 5 1 31 6 37
It 27 32 24 l4 3 84 16 100
TABUS XI (continued)
CRXBRIC* CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SOM
Nwber
E xcellen tly
Observed
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately 
and B etter
le s s  Than 
Moderately TOTAL
52 # 16 15 1* 1 1 35 2 37
^3 1*1 11 3 3 95 5 100
53 # 18 11 1* 3 1 33 1* 37
* 1*9 30 11 8 3 89 11 100
5* # 14 12 6 3 2 32 5 37
* 38 32 16 8 5 86 li* 100
55 # 6 10 15 5 l 31 6 37
* 16 27 1*1 ll* 3 81* 16 100
56 # 12 11 5 7 2 28 9 37
* 32 30 li* 19 5 76 2l* 100
57 # 18 9 6 3 1 33 1* 37
* 1*9 21* 16 8 3 89 11 100
58 # 12 Ik 6 k 1 32 5 37
it 32 38 16 11 3 86 Ik 100
59 # 10 16 9 1 l 35 2 37
i 27 1*3 21* 3 3 95 5 100
60 # 10 16 9 1 1 35 2 37
it 27 ^3 21* 3 3 95 5 100
TABLE XI (concluded)
" "afflras ■" GMtoa&Al rAt u c s “ "■ fasL E 'H A fY iea — w r
totalHuaber ■ f
E x c e lle n t ly
Observed
V e il
Observed
M oderately
O bserved
P oorly
Observed
Hot
Observed
M oderately  
and B e tte r
L ess Than 
M oderately
61 # 8 13 10 6 1 31 7 38
* 21 34 26 16 3 81 19 100
62 # 11 19 4 2 1 34 3 37
* 30 51 11 5 3 92 8 100
63 # 15 9 10 1 2 34 3 37
* 4l 24 27 3 5 92 8 100
64 # 19 14 2 1 1 35 2 37
It 51 38 5 3 3 95 5 100
65 # 14 13 8 1 1 35 2 37
* 38 35 22 3 3 95 5 100
H
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parallel of thc criterion as represented, by the number of responses
to this criterion by the national Jury.
52. (3) Principals have as their duty to initiate the program and 
serve to inspire others. They should work to develop insight 
and thinking of others rather than impose their own viewpoints.
(2k.5)
59. (3) The needs are diagnosed and the attack planned. (17)
60. (3) The acceptable purposes of professional growth is deter­
mined. (22)
61+. (3) An interested, fair-minded administrator is essential to
the success of any in-service program. (9*5)
^5* (3) Careful pre-planning is done in advance with those who
will participate - a degree of readiness is attained. (2.5)
62. (6.5) Participation of all teachers is foremost - not obser­
vation by them. (9*5)
63. (6.5) The most valuable factors considered when planning an 
in-service education program are time and leadership. (2k.5)
35. (12.5) In-service education programs are organized with definite
goals and objectives. Beal and specific problems constitute the 
basis for in-service activities. (9*5)
33. (12.5) The program employs all known methods rather than any
one specific technique. (2k.5)
kO. (12.5) Teachers are intrinsically motivated to engage in mean­
ingful activities. (9*5)
kl. (12.3) The people who work on the problems formulate their own
goals and plan their procedure in accomplishing them. (9*5)
k3. (12.5) The simplest possible means is developed to move through
decision to actions. (9*5)
kk. (12.5) Activities are related to pertinent aspects of the 
current educational, cultural, political and economic scene.
(17)
k7. (12.5) Experts and key persons are present and act as con­
sultants when deemed necessary by the group. (2.5)
53. (12.5) A special consultant is used when deemed necessary by 
the group. (2k.5)
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57. (12.5) Special consideration is given to the place of the 
meetings. A comfortable, attractive, and centrally located 
place is chosen. (9*5)
37* (19 5) In-service education involves the total professional
staff. (22)
k2. (19.5) Continuous attention is given to individual and to
group problem solving processes. Individual differences among 
members of each group are to be accepted and utilized. (9*3)
^5* (19.5) The subjects to be studied are definitely related to
the needs of teachers. (2.5)
U8. (19.5) Accepted best practices are demonstrated or explained.
(27.5)
5I. (19.5} The nature of the problem and the circumstances surround­
ing it is sade clear to the consultant at the outset. He must 
know whether or not he can make a contribution before coming.
(9.5)
58. (l9o) The discovery and Identification of problems is made
through a systematic survey of the major areas of the schools.
(9-5)
39. (2^.5) The context of the program is founded in the basic fields
of human knowledge such as psychology, sociology, and anthro­
pology. (29)
51. (2^.5) Participants with counon interest are placed in groups
together. (30*5)
55. (2U.5) The consultant has "local knowledge" relative to per-
sonalltites and perennial friction spots in the school system.
(32)
6l. (2^.5) Guidance is used in helping the teacher to select some
learning activity. (27.5)
33. (28) Pre-service preparation of teachers is taken into consider­
ation when planning in-service education programs. (17)
36. (28) In-service education programs are organized and planned on
a long term basis. (17)
k6 . (26) Teaching aids are promoted through many and varied ex­
hibits. (17)
k9. (30) Opportunities to learn by doing are planned for all
present. (22)
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34. (32) The distance teachers ccesute to school is taken into
consideration when planning an in-service program. (33)
50. (32) Provisions are made to have & professional library in
the school for the use of the faculty. (2.5)
56. (32) If a school board or chief administrative officer is
committed to a certain framework that must be maintained, the 
consultant is told of this at the outset. (30.5)
Comparison of criteria placement. In the discussion that
follows certain of the criteria ranked by the Louisiana educators
will be pointed out when they:
1. compare closely in rank position with the rank accorded 
them by the national jury,
2. rank approximately in the top fifteen per cent of the rank 
order but rank approximately in the lower fifteen per cent of the 
ranking of the national Jury,
3. rank approximately in the lower fifteen per cent of the 
rank order but rank approximately in the top fifteen per cent of the 
rank by the Jurors.
In keeping with the procedures used in Chapter III, an approxi­
mate percentage of twenty-five was sought to be established at the 
upper and lower limits of the rank order based on the responses of 
both the Louisiana educators and the national Jury. These per­
centages were to be used In comparing the one rank of the criteria 
with the other. However, when considering a convenient place to 
point off approximately twenty-five per cent in each of the ranks 
of criteria it was found that the rank established by the responses 
of the national Jury either had to be divided at a twelve per cent 
upper limit or approximately at the fifty per cent limit. It was 
decided to use an approximate fifteen per cent grouping of
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them. at both the lower and upper limits of the ranks of both groups.
Fifteen per cent of the thirty-three criteria ranked by the 
Louisiana educators constituted five criteria. Counting down to the 
fifth criterion from the top of the ranking order, it was found that 
it was possible to establish a point between the frequency distribu­
tions of thirty-five and thirty-four, because exactly fifteen per 
cent of the criteria appeared above the frequency distribution of 
thirty-four.
When considering the top fifteen per cent of the criteria rank­
ed by the national Jury, it was found that the fifth criterion from 
the top placed the fifteen per cent limit within the frequency dis­
tribution of fifty responses. There are ten criteria listed in this 
distribution; therefore it is Impractical to point off fifteen per 
cent of the criteria for comparative purposes. Because the fourth 
criterion from the top is at the end of the frequency distribution 
of fifty-one responses, it was decided to use the resulting twelve 
per cent for purposes of coopering criteria.
In the lover limits of both lists of ranked criteria the dis­
tribution of responses provided a more convenient place to point 
off fifteen per cent limits for purposes of comparison. Below the 
frequency distribution of forty-six responses of the Jurors, there 
were five criteria which constituted fifteen per cent of the cri­
teria. Belov the frequency distribution of thirty responses of the 
Louisiana educators there were four criteria which constituted 
twelve per cent of the criteria.
The range between the upper fifteen per cent and the lover
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twelve per cent, of the criteria ranked by the Louisiana educators, 
covered twenty-four criteria or seventy-three per cent of the thirty- 
three criteria. This percentage Included all criteria placed between 
the rank of Bix and five-tenths and thirty.
The range between the top twelve per cent and the lower fifteen 
per cent, of the criteria ranked by the national Jury, covered twenty- 
four criteria or seventy-three per cent of the thirty-three criteria. 
This range included all criteria placed between the rank of nine and 
five-tenths and twenty-nine.
Within the top fifteen per cent of the criteria ranked by the 
Louisiana educators and the top twelve per cent of the criteria 
ranked by the responses of Jurors none of the criteria was found to 
be in similar positions.
Within the middle seventy-three per cent of the criteria ranked 
by the Louisiana educators and the Jurors, there were nineteen cri­
teria of similar rank. In the bottom twelve per cent of the cri­
teria ranked according to the number of responses of the Louisiana 
educators and the bottom fifteen per cent of the criteria ranked by 
the Jurors, criteria thirty-four and fifty-six were placed in 
similar positions.
Table XII, page 117 , presents a summary of the criteria placed 
in similar rank positions as were determined by the number of re­
sponses of the Louisiana educators and the national Jurors.
In the observance of the criteria in their schools the Louisiana 
educator shoved a disagreement with the degree of importance accord­
ed criterion fifty by the national Jury. It reads as follows: "Pro-
TABLE XII
BANGS AND BANK PLACEMENT GF THE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THE RESPONSES 
GF THE LOUISIANA EDUCATORS AND THE NATIONAL JURY:
AREA TWO, PUNNING
Key:
I - Upper range of the rank placement by the Louisiana educators 
II - Middle range of the rank placement by the Louisiana educators 
III - Lower range of the rank placement by the Louisiana educators
RAKE CRITERION
NUMBER
CRITERION RANK PLACEMENT PERCENTAGES
La. Ed. Jurors La. Ed. Jurors
I (Hone of the criteria in this range was ranked in similar positions.)
II 62 Participation of all teachers is foremost -
not observation by them. 6.9 9.5 92 9®
63 The most valuable factors considered.when 
planning an in-service education program 
are time and leadership. 6.5 92 92
TABLE XII (continued)
BAMS CBITIRIOB 
NUMBER
CRITERION BABK PIACSNBfT
La. Ed. Jurors
PERCENTAGES 
La. Ed. Jurors
II 35 In-service education programs are organized 
with definite goals and objectives. Real 
and specific probleas constitute the basis 
for in-service activities. 12.5 9.5 87 100
38 The program employs all known methods
rather than any one specific technique. 12.5 24.5 *2 92
40 Teachers are intrinsically motivated to 
engage in meaningful activities. 12.5 9.5 89 96
41 The people who work on the problems formu­
late their own goals and plan their pro­
cedure in accomplishing them. 12.5 9.5 89 96
^3 The simplest possible means is developed 
to move through decisions to actions. 12.5 9.5 89 98
44 Activities are related to pertinent aspects 
of the current educational, cultural, 
political, and economic scene. 12.5 17 89 96
53 A special consultant is used when deemed 
necessary by the group. 12.5 24.5 89 94
57 Special consideration is given to the place 
of the meetings. A comfortable, attractive, 118
TABLE XII (continued)
BAKE CBItHUOB CRITERION RAIK PUCEMERT PERCENTAGES
■UMBER La. Ed. Jurors La. Ed. Jurors
II (coat'd) 57 and centrally located place is chosen. 12.5 9-5 89 98
37 In-service education programs are organ­
ized and planned on a long term basis. 19.5 22 86 9k
k2 Continuous attention is given to individu­
al and to group problem solving processes. 
Individual differences among members of 
each group are to be accepted and utilized.19.5 9.5 86 98
k8 Accepted best practices are demonstrated 
or explained. iy.5 27.5 86 90
5^ The nature of the problea and the circum­
stances surrounding it is made clear to 
consultant at the outset. He must know 
whether or not he can make a contribution 
before coming. 19.5 9.5 66 98
58 The discovery and Identification of pro­
blems is made through a systematic survey 
of the major areas of the schools. 19.5 9-5 86 98
61 Guidance is used in helping the teacher 
to select same learning activity. 2k.5 27.5 81 90
33 Pre-service preparation of teachers is
TABU! XII (concluded)
S AKS CRinftlOff CRITERION BANK PLACEMENT PERCENTAGES
■UMBER La. Ed. Jurors la. Ed. Jurors
II (cont*d) 33 taken into consideration when planning in- 
service education programs. 26 IT 19 100
36 In-service education programs are organized 
and planned on a long term basis. 26 IT Ty 96
k6 Teaching aids are promoted through many 
and varied exhibits. 28 IT 81 96
III 31* The distance teachers commute to school is 
taken into consideration when planning an 
in-service program. 32 33 71 16
56 If a school board or chief administrative 
officer is committed to a certain frame- 
work that must be maintained, the consul­
tant is told of this at the outset. 32 30.5 T6 96
0£
T
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visions arc made to have a professional library in the school for 
the use of the faculty." The Louisiana educators placed criterion 
fifty in the bottom twelve per cent of the criteria in this area.
The national Jury placed this criterion in the top twelve per cent 
of the rank listing of the criteria. Criterion fifty was placed in 
thirty-second position by the Louisiana educators with a per cent 
of seventy-six, and in two and five-tenths position by the national 
jury with a per cent of one hundred.
There were no criteria appearing in the top fifteen per cent of
criteria ranked by the responses of the Louisiana educators that 
appeared in the bottom fifteen per cent of the criteria ranked by 
the responses of the national Jury.
Able XIII, page 122, presents a summary of the rank listing of
the criteria in this area.
Rating categories. The criteria in Area Two were considered 
by the Louisiana educators to be: (l) excellently observed, (2)
well observed, (3) moderately observed, (4) poorly observed, or 
(5) not observed. Appendix XIV, page 256, shows the rating cate­
gory receiving the greatest number of responses and the percentage 
represented by the responses.
For example, to criterion number thirty-three, eleven Louisiana 
educators responded In the "excellently observed" category which 
was thirty per cent of the total responses. Twelve responded in 
the "well observed” catefory which constituted thirty-two per cent 
of the total responses. The category "moderately observed” received 
seven responses or eighteen per cent of all the responses. Six re-
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table; xiii
the; r a n k o r d e r, by t he number OF RESPONSES OIF THE LOUISIANA 
EDUCATORS AND THE NATIONAL JURY, OF CRITERIA 
IN AREA TWO, PIANNING
LOUISIANA EDUCATORS NATIONAL JURY
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cen1
3 52 35 95 2.5 45 51 100
3 59 35 95 2.5 47 51 100
3 60 35 95 2.5 50 51 100
3 64 35 95 2.5 65 51 100
3 65 35 95 9-5 35 50 100
6.5 62 34 92 9-5 40 50 98
6.5 63 34 92 9.5 41 50 98
12.5 35 33 87 9.5 42 50 98
12.5 38 33 92 9.5 43 50 56
12.5 40 33 89 9.5 54 50 98
12.5 41 33 89 9-5 57 50 98
12.5 43 33 89 9.5 58 50 98
12.5 44 33 89 9.5 62 50 98
12.5 47 33 89 9.5 64 50 98
12.5 53 33 89 17 33 49 100
12.5 57 33 89 17 36 49 96
19.5 37 32 86 17 44 49 96
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TABLE XIII (concluded)
LOUISIANA EDUCATORS NATIONAL JURY
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent
19.5 k2 32 86 17 k6 k9 96
19.5 k5 32 86 17 59 k9 96
19.5 k8 32 86 22 37 k8 9k
19.5 5k 32 86 22 k9 k8 9k
19.5 58 32 86 22 60 48 96
2k .5 39 31 8k 2k. 5 38 k7 92
2k .5 51 31 8k 2k. 5 52 k7 9k
2k.5 55 31 8k 2k. 3 53 k7 9k
2k .5 61 31 81 2k.5 63 k7 92
28 33 30 79 27.5 k8 k6 90
28 36 30 79 27.5 61 k6 90
28 k6 30 81 29 39 kk 86
30 k9 29 78 30.5 51 k3 8k
32 3k 28 7k 30.5 56 k3 86
32 50 28 76 32 55 39 76
32 56 28 76 33 3k 38 76
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spouses were made In the "poorly observed" category which constitut­
ed sixteen per cent of the total and the "not observed" category re­
ceived two responses or five per cent of the total responses. The 
"well observed" category received a greater percentage of responses 
than any of the other four; consequently this category was placed 
under coluwi"B" or in the "well observed" category in the tade.
The table appearing in Appendix XIV presents the category re­
ceiving the greatest number of responses for each of the thirty- 
three criteria in Area Two.
Criteria adequately and inadequately observed. All the cri­
teria in Area Two, Planning, were considered to be adequately 
observed by the Louisiana educators in applying these criteria to 
their in-service education programs. Hie smallest per cent re­
sponding to a criterion, declaring it be at least moderately ob­
served In the schools was seventy-four per cent. This revealed 
that none of the criteria was considered by forty-nine per cent or 
less of the respondents to be less than moderately observed.
Summary. Twenty-one criteria were placed, according to the 
number of responses of the Louisiana educators, in rank placements 
similar to the placement of the same criteria by the responses of 
the Jurors. None of the criteria in the upper approximated fifteen 
per cent of the rank order was placed by the Louisiana educators in 
positions similar to those alloted these criteria by the Jurors. 
Criteria sixty-one, sixty-three, thirty-five, fifty-seven, thirty- 
seven, forty-two, forty-eight, fifty-four, fifty-eight, sixty-one, 
thirty-three, thirty-six, and forty-six were ranked by both groups
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within the middle seventy-three per cent of the rank order.
Criteria thirty-four and fifty-six were placed in the bottom twelve 
to fifteen per cent of the rank order of the criteria.
A disagreement arose over criterion fifty, "Provisions are 
made to have & professional library in the school for the use of 
the faculty," The Louisiana educators placed this criterion in the 
lower twelve per cent, but the jurors placed it in the upper twelve 
per cent of the ranked criteria.
The thirty-three criteria in Area Two were considered to be 
observed adequately. None of the criteria was considered by forty- 
nine per cent or fewer of the Louisiana educators to be observed 
less than moderately in their in-service education programs.
CHAPTER V
APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA TO AREA THREE, ADMINISTRATION OF
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
This chapter deals with an analysis of the criteria in Area 
Three, Administration, to determine the degree to which they apply 
to the Louisiana schools used in this study. An examination of 
Table XIV, page 127, reveals the number ana percentage of the 
Louisiana educators responding In each rating category, and the 
number and percentage of the Louisiana euucators considering a 
criterion to be observed "moderately or better" as well as the 
number and per cent considering a criterion to be observed "less 
than moderately". The instructions for reading this table are 
identical to those offered in Chapter III. The criteria are 
numbered in the order occuring in the questionnaire sent to 
Louisiana educators. (Appendix VIII, page 231-)
Thirty-one of the one hundred seventy-two crieria are listed 
in Area Three and are presented in this chapter. (See Appendix 
VIII, items sixty-six through ninety-six.)
Criteria rank. The following is a ranked list of the criteria 
in Area Three. The Arabic number in the left margin, situated 
adjacent to each criterion, I s  the number of the criterion. The 
number in parentheses at the beginning of each criterion is the 
rank of the criterion as represented by the number of responses of 
the Louisiana educators; the parenthetical number at the end of
TABLE IV
BUWKR AHD KRCENTA(3S CT LOUISIANA EDUCATORS APPLIING CRITERIA TO 
SEIECTED SCHOOLS IH LOUISIANA: AREA THREE,ADMINISTRATION
Key:
CRITERION - The criteria as listed in Appendix VIII
£ - The number of responses made in each of the five 
rating categories 
<f> - The percentages of responses in each of the five 
rating categories
MGEERATEUT AND BETTER - Percentages and number of responses to criteria in
categories observed moderately or better —  total of 
"excellently observed," "well observed," and 
"moderately observed" categories 
I2S8 THAI MOERATKLY - Percentages and number of responses to criteria in
categories observed less than moderately —  total of 
"poorly observed" and "not observed" categories 
SUM TOTAL - The sum total of percentages and number of responses 
to criteria in each rating category
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS sm
Number # and 4
Excellently Well Moderately Poorly 
Observed Observed Observed Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and Better Moderately TOTAL
66 # 12 16 k 3 2 31 5 36
* 33 W 11 8 6 86 Ik 100
TAB1S XIV (continued)
« A U T  ■" cJWcRitax a & t n s TOTAL RATINGS £5UM
Busber 4 and %
Excellently
Observed
Veil
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and Better Moderately TOTAL
67 # 14 16 4 2 2 34 4 38
* 37 42 11 5 5 89 11 100
68 4 8 13 10 4 2 31 6 37
t 22 35 27 11 5 84 16 100
69 4 11 12 8 k 2 31 6 37
i 30 32 22 11 5 84 16 100
70 4 2 9 8 11 7 19 18 37
* 5 24 22 30 19 51 49 100
71 4 3 8 11 12 3 22 15 37
* 8 22 30 32 8 59 41 100
72 4 4 12 18 3 1 34 4 38
* 11 32 47 8 3 89 11 100
73 # 6 20 8 2 1 34 3 37
$ 16 5* 22 5 3 92 8 100
74 4 7 19 7 3 1 33 4 37
* 19 51 19 8 3 89 11 100
75 4 6 13 13 k 1 32 5 37
* 16 35 35 11 3 86 14 100
TABIE H V  (continued)
CRUBliOK CATEGORICAL BATHOS TOTAL BATHOS SOM
TOTALlumber 4 and %
E xcellen tly
Observed
V e il
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and B etter Moderately
76 # 13 15 7 2 1 35 3 38
* 3k 39 18 5 3 92 8 100
77 # 3 10 11 10 3 24 13 37
i 8 27 30 27 8 65 35 100
78 # 13 12 7 4 1 32 5 37
* 35 32 19 11 3 86 14 100
79 # l4 13 5 1 3 32 4 36
* 39 36 14 3 8 89 11 100
80 # 5 5 11 12 4 21 l6 37
1^ 14 30 32 11 57 43 100
8 i # 7 9 8 7 4 24 11 35
* 20 26 23 20 11 70 30 100
82 # 4 12 9 7 5 25 12 37
* 11 32 24 19 14 68 32 100
83 # 6 11 10 5 5 27 10 37
i l6 30 27 14 14 73 27 100
84 # 4 2 3 7 21 9 28 37
* 11 5 8 19 57 24 76 100
TABLE XIV (continued)
CEITKBIOi CATEGORICAL RATINGS   TOTAL RATINGS SUM
Excellently Well Moderately Poorly Not Moderately Less Than
MvMber 4 and j Observed Observed Observed Observed Observed and Better Moderately TOTAL
85 6 5 7 5 14 18 19 37
16 14 19 14 38 49 51 100
86 6 2 13 12 4 21 16 37
16 5 35 32 11 ?7 43 100
87 8 9 10 6 4 27 10 37
22 2k 27 16 11 73 27 100
83 13 10 6 3 5 29 8 37
35 27 16 8 14 78 22 100
89 6 11 6 y 4 23 13 36
16 30 16 24 11 65 35 100
90 2 3 12 10 11 17 21 38
5 8 32 26 30 ^3 57 100
91 9 7 8 9 *1 24 13 37
24 19 22 24 11 65 35 100
92 9 12 10 4 2 31 6 37
2k 32 27 11 5 84 16 100
93 11 7 11 5 3 29 8 37
30 19 30 14 8 78 22 100
TAB IE XIV (concluded)
c h u k r i o k CATEGORICAL RATINGS totAl  ratings sutf
Number # and 1*
Excellently
Observed
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and Better Moderately TOTAL
94 # 7 6 4 6 14 17 20 37
* 19 l6 11 16 33 46 54 100
95 # 7 8 8 9 5 23 14 37
i 19 22 22 24 14 62 38 100
96 # 5 9 8 11 4 23 14 37
* i4 24 22 30 11 62 38 100
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each criterion ia the relative rank of the criterion as represented
by the number of responses of the national jury to this criterion.
76. (1) Teachers* opinions are requested and their participation
is sought in evaluating existing administrative procedures and 
in formulating policies for the school. (U .5)
f;7* (3) Commendation is given for fine teaching or any other form
of outstanding achievement. (21)
72. (3) Superior teachers are given responsibility as key persons 
with respect to such special functions as testing programs or 
visual aids. (27.5)
73. (3) Outstanding teachers are assigned to important faculty 
committees which cooperate in school management and in the 
study of instructional problems - curriculum, textbook, social, 
and various other committees. (*+o)
7U. (5) Opportunities are provided for leadership in teachers
meetings, in connection with such things as defining the 
problem, leading and directing the thinking of the group, and 
participating in panel discussions. (11.5)
75. (7 ) Various types of group activities are stimulated and en­
couraged so that faculty members will become better acquainted 
with the abilities of their co-workers. (16.5)
78. (7 ) Teachers are encouraged to give free oral and written ex­
pression to problems and questions concerning the school.
(11.5)
79. (7) Teachers are encouraged to carry on experiments, to try 
new procedures, and to do research in their special fields.
(11.5)
66. (IO.5) The individuality of the teacher is considered and
help and praise are given in connection with everyday matters. 
(21)
68. (IO.5) The principal acquaints the entire faculty with the
teachers* outstanding achievements and makes reports on them 
to the central administrative office and to the board of 
education. (2^*5)
69* (10*5) Teachers are placed In the positions believed to be
best suited to their interests and capacities and are trans­
ferred in keeping with their success, to other positions they 
may prefer. {16.5)
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92. (10.5) Good, communications at each level and between all
levels of the school society is necessary for the maximum 
success of the in-service guideline in action. (21)
88. (13.5) Sabbatical leaves are granted, with half salary, for
approved study, travel, or other self-improvement. (2U.5)
93* (13 • ) Teachers should receive extension credit for their
efforts when the nature of the program warrants it. (27*5)
83» (15*5) Scholarships are secured for teachers of unusual pro­
mise. (k.5)
87. (l5o) Opportunities are sought for teachers to hear experts 
in their own fields whenever possible, and special arrangement 
is often made for them to attend general lectures as well.
(*.5)
82. (17) Teachers are encouraged to write and speak for local,
state, and national audiences. (21)
77. (19) Use is made of teachers' hobbies ana special skills:
for example, having teachers show movies which they have made; 
having them give travel talks, arrange exhibits, or give 
demonstrations to some out-of-school accomplishment. (26)
8l. (19) Parent-teacher associations and other community groups
are encouraged to give outstanding teachers a place on their 
programs. (16.5)
91. (19) In-service education sessions are held during the regular
school day whenever possible. (29)
89. (22) Opportunities are provided to visit and observe in other 
schools and sometimes in other school systems. (*+>5)
95. (22) Promotional opportunities sure open to those who demon­
strate that they are growing professionally. (k.5)
96. (22) Time and money are provided for the proper function of 
in-service activities. (k.5)
71. (2k) Arrangements are made for superior teachers to demon­
strate their procedures for others In planned observations.
(21)
80. (25*5) Help Is given in having good articles accepted for
publication in professional Journals, (k.5)
86. (25.5) Teachers are allowed to attend nonschool conventions
13k
when such contacts with lay groups are of particular interest 
and value to the school. (16.5)
70. (27) Recognition is given to superior teachers by placing
apprentices with them. (31)
8 ';. (2 8 ) Teachers are allowed to attend national conventions and
conferences, sometimes with expenses paid. (11.t)
90. (29.5) Anecdotal and/or cumulative records are Kept giving
evidence of the teachers' professional growth, that is, 
records pertaining to increased understanding of children, 
improvement of teaching efficiency, cooperation with school 
and community agencies, social development, travel, and all 
professional activities. (11.5)
9k. (29.^) Merit raises should be provided for in the salary
schedule - partially based on professional growth. (3^)
9^* (31) Subsidies are provided for attendance at workshops,
summer schools, and institutes. (11.5)
Comparison of criteria placement. In the discussion that 
follows certain of the criteria ranked by the Louisiana educators 
were pointed out when they:
1. compare closely in rank position with the rank accorded the 
criteria by the national Jury,
2 . rank in the top twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of 
the rank order but rank in the lower twenty-five and eight-tenths 
per cent of the rank of the Jurors responses,
3 . rank in the lower twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of 
the criteria but rank in the top twenty-five and eight-tenths per 
cent of the ariteria ranked by the national Jurors.
Twenty-five per cent of the thirty-one criteria in Area Three
was seven and eight-tenths criteria. Since it waB impractical to 
treat a fraction of a criterion in this discussion it was decided 
to use twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the criteria in
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determining the upper and lower limits to he pointed off for 
comparative purposes. 'Twenty-five and eight-tenths of the thirty- 
one criteria is eight criteria. It may be noted, by consulting 
'Table XVI , page 1^1, that exactly eight criteria can be counted off 
at the top and the bottom of each of the ranks of criteria estab­
lished by the responses of the Louisiana educators and the responses 
of the national Jury.
The range falling between the top twenty-five and eight-tenths 
per cent and the bottom twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the 
rank order of both groups consequently received forty-eight and four- 
tenths per cent of the criteria or fifteen criteria.
Within the top twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the 
rank of the Louisiana educators and the top twenty-five and eight- 
tenths per cent of the criteria ranked by the national Jury there 
were two criteria, numbers seventy-six and seventy-three, Of 
similar rank placement. The middle forty-eight and four-tenths 
per cent of the criteria listed in rank order according to responses 
of Louisiana educators and the national Jury shows five criteria to 
rank in similar positions in the ranks of both groups. 'Riese are: 
criteria sixty-six, sixty-nine, ninety-two, eighty-two, and eighty- 
one. In the bottom twenty-five and eight-tenths of the ranking of 
the criteria according to the responses of the Louisiana educators 
and the bottom twenty-five and eight-tenths of the ranking of the 
criteria by the responses of the national Jury, criteria seventy 
and ninety-four were placed in similar positions by both groups.
Table XV, page 136 presents a summary of all the criteria
TABLE XV
RANGE AND RANK PLACEMENT OP THE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THE RESPONSES 
OF THE LOUISIANA EDUCATORS AND BY THE NATIONAL JURY:
AREA THREE, ADMINISTRATION
Key:
I - Upper range of the r&nx placement by the Louisiana educators 
II - Middle range of the rank placement by the Louisiana educators 
III - Lower range of the rank placement by the Louisiana educators
RANGE CRITERION 
NUMBER
CRITERION RANK PLACEMENT 
La. Ed. Jurors
PERCENTAGES 
la. Ed. Jurors
I 76 Teachers* opinions are requested and their 
participation is sought in evaluating exist­
ing administrative procedures and in formu­
lating policies for the school. 1 4.5 92 100
73 Outstanding teachers are assigned to impor­
tant faculty coaaittees which cooperate In 
school management and in the study of in­
structional problems - curriculum, text­
book, social, and various other committees. 3 ^ 5 92 100
TAB IE XV (continued)
RABCSE csMBSXM
m am
' ftiMS’" " .. " s m m m e i i F
I*. Ed. Jurors
— m m s B B -
Ia. Ed. Jurors
II 66 The individuality of the teacher is considered 
and help and praise are given in connection 
with everyday natters. 10.5 21 86 9^
69 Teachers are placed in the positions believed 
to be best suited to their interests and 
capacities and are transferred, in keeping 
with their success to other positions they 
nay prefer. 10.5 16.5 Oh 96
92 Good consunications at each level and be­
tween all levels of the school society is 
necessary for the maxima success of the 
in-service guideline in action. 10.5 21 Ok 96
82 Teachers are encouraged to write and speak 
for local, state, and national audiences. 17 21 86 9t
81 Birent-teacher associations and other commu­
nity groups are encouraged to give out­
standing teachers a place on their programs. 19 16.5 70 96
i n 70 Recognition Is given to superior teachers by
TABLE XV (concluded)
BANGS CRITERION CRITERION RANK P1ACB4EST PERCENTAGES
HJMBER La. Ed. Jurors la. Ed. Jurors
(cont'd) 70 piecing apprentices with them. 27 31 51 78
9k Merit raises should be provided for in the salary
schedule - partially based on professional growth. 29.5 3*-1 ^6 78
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placed. In similar rank positions as was determined, by the number 
of responses of the Louisiana educators and the national Jurors.
In their observance of the criteria in their schools the 
Louisiana educators showed a sharp contrast from the degree of 
importance accorded the criteria by the national Jury on two cri­
teria. These are: criterion seventy-two, "Superior teachers are
given responsibility as key persons with respect to such special 
functions as testing programs or visual aids;" and criterion eighty, 
"Help is given in having good articles accepted for publication in 
professional journals."
The Louisiana educators placed criterion seventy-two in the 
top twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of their ranking of the 
criteria in this area. The national jury placed this criterion in 
the lower twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the rank order 
of the criteria in this area. Criterion seventy-two was ranked in 
third position in the rank order of the Louisiana educators with 
a per cent of eighty-nine, but In twenty-seven and five-tenths 
position by the jurors with a per cent of eighty-six.
Criterion eighty was placed in the bottom twenty-five and 
eight-tenths per cent of the ranking of responses of the Louisiana 
educators, but in the top twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of 
the ranking of the responses of the national Jury. This criterion 
was ranked in twenty-five and five-tenths position by the Louisiana 
educators with a resulting per cent of fifty-seven. The jurors 
ranked this criterion in four and five-tenths position with a per 
cent of one hundred.
Xko
Table XVI, page it I presents a summary of the ranking of the 
criteria listed In this area.
Rating categories. Criteria in Area Three were considered by 
the Louisiana educators to be: (l) excellently observed, (2) well
observed, (3) moderately observed, (4) poorly observed, or (5) not 
observed. Appendix XV, page 2^8 shows the rating category re­
ceiving the greatest number of responses and the percentage repre­
sented by the responses.
For example, to criterion number sixty-six, twelve Louisiana 
educators responded in the "excellently observed" category which was 
thirty-three per cent of the total responses. Sixteen responded in 
the "well observed" category which constituted forty-four per cent 
of the total responses. The category "moderately observed" re­
ceived four responses or eleven per cent of all the responses.
Three responses were made in the "poorly observed” category which 
constituted eight per cent of the total and the "not observed” 
category received two responses or six per cent of the total re­
sponses. This criterion received the greatest percentage of re­
sponses in the "well observed" category; consequently it was placed 
under column "B" or in the "well observed" category in the table.
The table appearing in Appendix XV presents the category re­
ceiving the greatest number of responses for each of the thirty-one 
criteria in Area Three.
Criteria adequately and inadequately observed. Four of the 
criteria in Area Three, Administration, were considered to be 
inadequately observed by the Louisiana educators in their programs
ll+l
TABLE XVI
THE RANK CRIER, BY THE NUMBER OF RESPONSES OF LOUISIANA 
EDUCATORS AND THE NATIONAL JURY, OF CRITERIA 
IN AREA THREE, ADMINISTRATION
loU IsianA , &3UCAt6rs ' iforidwAlL j\jry  '
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent
1 76 35 92 k.5 73 51 100
3 67 3k 89 >*.5 76 51 100
3 72 3k 89 *.5 80 51 100
3 73 3k 92 k.5 83 51 100
5 7k 33 89 k.5 87 51 100
7 75 32 86 *.5 89 51 100
7 78 32 86 k.5 95 51 100
7 79 32 89 k.5 96 51 100
10,5 66 31 86 11.5 7k 50 98
10.5 68 31 8k 11.5 78 50 98
10,5 69 31 81+ 11.5 79 50 98
10.5 92 31 81+ 11.5 81+ 50 98
13.5 88 29 78 11.5 85 50 98
13.5 93 29 78 H . 5 90 50 98
15.5 83 27 73 16.5 69 k9 96
15.5 87 27 73 16.5 75 !+9 96
17 82 25 68 16.5 81 k9 96
TABLE XVI (concluded)
lcAji^iana EpacAir^ " .....  “''TMJEtikL
Rank Criterion Responses ^er Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent
19 77 21+ 65 16.5 86 k9 96
19 8l 24 70 21 66 1+8 91+
19 91 21+ 65 21 67 1+8 91+
22 89 23 65 21 71 1+8 9k
22 95 23 62 21 82 1+8 9k
22 96 23 62 21 92 1+8 96
2k 71 22 59 21+.5 68 1+6 90
25-5 80 21 57 21+.5 88 1+6 90
25.5 86 21 57 26 77 ^5 88
27 70 19 51 27.5 72 1+1+ 86
28 85 18 1+9 27.5 93 1+1+ 86
29.5 90 17 U3 29 91 1+3 81+
29.5 9^ 17 k6 30 9b 1+0 78
31 8U 9 2k 31 70 38 78
1*3
of in-service education. Criterion eighty-five received forty-nine 
per cent of the responses indicating it to be observed at least 
moderately. Criterion ninety, criterion ninety-four, and criterion 
eighty-four received forty-three per cent, forty-six per cent, and 
twenty-four per cent, respectively, of the total number of responsea 
Since forty-nine per cent and fewer responses of the Louisiana edu­
cators to a criterion signified that the criterion was inadequately 
observed, these criteria were considered inadequately observed.
The following is a list of the criteria considered to be in­
adequately observed by the Louisiana educators in their in-service 
education programs. The numbers :.o the left of the criteria are the 
number of the criteria; those in parentheses to the right are the 
per cent of the total responses of the Louisiana educators alloted 
each criterion.
85. Teachers are allowed to attend national conventions and 
conferences, sometimes with expenses paid. (*9)
90. Anecdotal and/or cumulative records are kept giving evi­
dence of the teachers’ professional growth, that is, 
records pertaining to increased understanding of children, 
improvement of teaching efficiency, cooperation with 
school and community agencies, social development, travel, 
and all professional activities. (*3)
9** Merit raises should be provided for in the salary schedule- 
partially based on professional growth. (*6)
8*. Subsidies are provided for attendance at workshops, summer 
Bchools, and Institutes. (2U)
Summary, Nine criteria were placed, according to the number of 
responses of the Louisiana educators, in rank placements similar to 
the placement of the same criteria by the responses of the jurors. 
Criterion seventy-six and seventy-three were placed by both groups
J M
In the upper twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the ranked 
criteria. Criteria sixty-six, sixty-nine, ninety-two, eighty-two, 
and eighty-one were ranked by both groups within the middle forty- 
eight and four-tenths per cent of the criteria ranked by both 
groups. Criteria seventy and ninety-four were placed in the 
lower twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the ranked cri­
teria.
A sharp disagreement arose over two cri.eria, seventy-two, 
"Superior teachers are given responsibility as key persons with 
respect to such special functions us testing programs or visual 
aids," and eighty, "Help is given in having good articles accepted 
for publication in professional ournals." The Louisiana educators 
placed criterion seventy-two in the upper twenty-five and eight-tenths 
per cent of the ranked criteria, but the Jurors placed this criterion 
in the lower twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the criteria. 
Criterion eighty was ranked by the Louisiana educators in the lower 
twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the criteria. It was placed 
in the upper twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the ranked cri­
teria, according to the responses of the Jurors.
T w enty-seven  o f  th e  th ir t y -o n e  c r i t e r i a  in  Area T hree, A dm inis­
t r a t io n ,  were ob serv ed  a d eq u a te ly  by th e  L o u is ia n a  s c h o o ls  a p p ly in g  
them . Four c r i t e r i a  were ob served  in a d eq u a te ly  s in c e  f o r ty -n in e  
p er c e n t and few er o f  th e  L o u is ia n a  ed u ca to rs  c o n s id e r e d  th e s e  c r i ­
t e r i a  t o  be ob serv ed  m od era te ly  or b e t t e r  in  t h e ir  s c h o o ls .  The 
c r i t e r i a  in a d e q u a te ly  ob serv ed  w ere: e i g h t y - f i v e ,  n in e t y ,  n in e t y -
f o u r ,  and e ig h t y - f o u r .
CHAPTER VI
APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA TO AREA FOUR,
PROCEDURES OF IN-SERVICE GROUPS
This chapter deals with an analysis of the criteria in Area Four, 
Procedures, to determine the degree to which they applied to the 
Louisiana schools used in this study. An examination of Tatie XVII 
page 1L6 i reveais the number and percentage of the Louisiana educa­
tors responding in each rating category, and the number and per cent 
of the Louisiana educators considering a criterion to be "moderately 
or better" observed as well as the number and per cent considering 
a criterion to be "less than moderately" observed. The instructions 
for reading this are identical to those offered in Chapters III and 
IV. The criteria were numbered in the order occuring in the (iueetion- 
naire sent to Louisiana educators. (See Appendix VI12, page 231.)
F o r ty -e ig h t  o f  th e  one hundred se v e n ty -tw o  c r i t e r i a  a re  l i s t e d  
in  Area Four and are  p r e se n te d  in  t h i s  c h a p te r . (S ee  Appendix V III , 
item s n in e ty -s e v e n  through one hundred and f o r t y - f o u r . )
C r it e r ia  ran k . The fo l lo w in g  i s  a ranked l l 6 t  o f  th e  c r i t e r i a  
in  Area Four, P ro o ed u res. The A rabic number in  th e  l e f t  m argin, 
s i t u a t e d  a d ja ce n t to  each  c r i t e r i o n ,  i s  th e  number o f  th e  c r i t e r i o n .  
The number in  p a r e n th ese s  a t  th e  b eg in n in g  o f  each  c r i t e r io n  i s  th e  
rank o f  th e  c r i t e r io n  a s  r e p r e se n te d  by th e  number o f  r e sp o n se s  o f  
th e  L o u is ia n a  e d u c a to r s; th e  p a r e n th e t ic a l  number a t  th e  end o f  each  
c r i t e r io n  i s  th e  r e l a t i v e  rank o f  th e c r i t e r io n  a s  r e p r e se n te d  by
TABIE XVII
HUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF LOUISIANA EDUCATORS APPLYING CRITERIA 
TO SEIECTED SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA: AREA FOUR, PROCEDURES
Key:
CRITERION -  The c r i t e r ia  as l i s t e d  in  Appendix V III
#  -  The number o f  respon ses made in  each o f  th e  f iv e  
r a tin g  c a te g o r ie s  
$ -  The percentages o f  respon ses In each o f  th e f iv e  
r a tin g  c a te g o r ie s
MODERATELY AND BETTER -  Percentages and number o f  responses to  c r i t e r ia  in
c a te g o r ie s  observed m oderately or b e t t e r  -  t o t a l  o f  
" e x c e lle n t ly  observed,"  " v e il  observed,"  and 
"moderately observed" c a te g o r ie s  
IESS THAN MODERATELY -  Percentages and number o f  respon ses to  c r i t e r ia  in
c a te g o r ie s  observed l e s s  than m oderately -  t o t a l  o f  
"poorly observed" and "not observed" c a te g o r ie s  
SUM TOTAL -  The sum t o t a l  o f  percen tages and number o f  responses  
t o  c r i t e r ia  in  each r a tin g  category
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
Nuaber #  and <
E x c e lle n t ly
Observed
W ell M oderately Poorly  
Observed Observed Observed
Not M oderately Less Than 
Observed and B e tte r  M oderately TOTAL
97 # 10 8 li 7 l 29 8 37
$ 27 22 30 19 3 78 22 100
TABLE XVII (continued)
M M f l m T ” catBgoric^l ratdcs ~ total rat5c3~ sSS
Em ber
E x c e lle n t ly  
4 And i Observed
W ell
Observed
M oderately
Observed
P oorly
Observed
Hot
Observed
M oderately  
and B e tte r
Less Than 
M oderately TOTAL
98 # 7 8 8 9 5 23 14 37
* 19 22 22 24 14 62 38 100
99 #  8 7 7 8 7 22 15 37
% 22 19 19 22 19 59 4l 100
100 4 2 7 14 8 6 23 14 37
% 5 19 38 22 16 62 38 100
101 4 8 11 14 1 2 33 3 36
i 22 31 39 3 6 92 8 100
102 4 T 14 11 2 3 32 5 37
* 19 38 30 5 8 86 14 100
103 # 9 14 8 3 3 31 6 37
* 24 38 22 8 8 84 16 100
104 # 8 9 16 4 2 31 6 37
*  l6 24 43 11 5 84 16 100
105 #  8 13 11 2 3 32 5 37
$ 22 35 30 5 8 86 14 100
106 4 6 14 12 4 l 32 5 37
$ 16 38 32 11 3 86 14 100
TA2IE XVII (continued)
CR23&K* CUteORlCU. RAT DCS TOTAL RATDCS SOM
TOTALNuniber #  and i
E x cellen tly
Observed
W ell
Observed
M oderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately 
and B etter
Less Than 
Moderately
107 # 4 5 11 12 5 20 17 37
$ 11 14 30 32 14 54 46 100
108 # 13 9 6 8 1 28 9 37
* 35 24 16 22 3 76 24 100
109 # 9 18 6 3 l 33 4 37
24 49 l6 8 3 89 11 100
110 # 11 14 8 3 1 33 4 37
30 38 22 8 3 89 11 100
in # 16 l6 2 l 2 34 3 37
* 43 43 5 3 5 92 8 100
112 # 16 15 3 2 l 34 3 37
It 43 41 8 5 3 92 8 100
113 # 11 13 10 2 1 34 3 37
30 35 27 5 3 92 8 100
ill*  # 7 13 14 2 l 34 3 37
19 35 38 5 3 92 8 100
115 # 12 14 7 3 1 33 4 37
i 32 38 19 8 3 89 11 100
TABIE XVII (continued)
CRBSRKX CATEGORICAL BATHOS TOTAL RAT3HGS SOM
Buriber 4 en d  4
E xcellen tly
Observed
W ell
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and B etter Moderately TOTAL
ll6  4 9 18 7 2 1 31* 3 37
i 2k 1*9 19 5 3 92 8 100
m  4 11 17 6 2 1 3^ 3 37
$ 30 k6 16 5 3 92 8 100
118 # 10 18 6 2 1 3k 3 37
$ 27 1*9 16 5 3 92 8 100
119 4 Ik 15 5 2 1 31+ 3 37
* 38 1*1 li* 5 3 92 8 100
120 4 10 15 8 3 1 33 1* 37
i 27 1*1 22 8 3 89 11 100
121 4 10 16 8 2 1 31* 3 37
* 27 *3 22 5 3 92 8 100
122 4 9 21 5 1 1 35 2 37
* 2k 57 ll* 3 3 95 5 100
123 4 lk 15 5 2 1 3^ 3 37
i 38 1*1 ll* 5 3 92 8 100
12k 4 11 17 7 1 1 35 2 37
% 30 1(6 19 3 3 95 5 100
TABIZ X VH (continued)
— 3SHS5BB--- ..cHfc&ttAL ' t<Ml  ratdos SOM
TOTALHiafcer #  end %
E x cellen tly
Observed
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
Moderately le s s  Then 
and B etter Moderately
125 # 11 20 4 1 1 35 2 37
* 30 5^ 11 3 3 95 5 100
126 # 17 17 1 1 1 35 2 37
i 46 46 3 3 3 95 5 100
127 # 16 15 4 l 1 35 2 37
* **3 4 l 11 3 3 95 5 100
128 f 18 14 3 1 1 35 2 37
* 49 38 8 3 3 95 5 100
129 # 14 18 3 1 1 35 2 37
* 38 k9 8 3 3 95 5 100
130 # 13 17 5 1 1 35 2 37
* 35 116 14 3 3 95 5 100
131 # 10 18 5 3 1 33 4 37
% 27 1*9 l4 8 3 89 11 100
132 # 7 17 9 3 1 33 4 37
* 19 46 24 8 3 89 11 100
133 # 11 17 3 3 1 31 4 35
* 30 46 8 8 3 89 11 100
TABIZ XVII (continued)
CRnkaioB CATEGORICAL BATHOS TOTAL RATINGS SOM
TOTALBusiber # and i
Excellently
Observed
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Hot
Observed
Moderately Less Than 
and Better Moderately
134 # 14 18 2 2 1 34 3 37
t 38 49 5 5 3 92 8 100
135 # 13 18 1 3 2 32 5 37
* 35 49 3 8 5 86 14 100
136 # 10 15 6 3 3 31 6 37
* 27 4 i 16 6 8 84 16 100
137 # 7 15 6 7 2 28 9 37
* 19 41 16 19 5 76 24 100
138 # 3 6 13 10 5 22 15 37
* 8 16 35 27 14 59 4 i 100
139 # 4 9 14 5 5 27 10 37
* 11 24 38 14 14 73 27 100
140 # 7 11 14 2 3 32 5 37
* 19 30 38 5 8 86 14 IOC
l4 l # 9 15 9 1 2 34 3 37
* 24 41 24 3 5 92 8 100
142 # 4 12 16 1 4 32 5 37
* 11 32 > 3 3 11 86 14 100
TABIE XVII {concluded)
CRnkRICH CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL BATIKS SOM
TOTALffuriber #  and 4
E xcellen tly
Observed
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Hot
Observed
Moderately 
and B etter
Less Than 
Moderately
143 # 5 10 9 8 5 24 13 37
% 14 27 24 22 14 65 35 100
144 # 6 9 14 4 4 29 8 37
i 16 24 38 11 11 78 22 100
VJ1
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the
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128, 
I2y. 
130.
111,
112 ,
113.
114. 
116
117
118
119
121
122
131*
number of responses of the national Jury to this criterion.
(4.5) The principal serves as a member of the group during 
in-service meetings. (16.3)
(4.5) The principal has an understanding of the psychology 
of change. (6 0 )
(4.5) The principal possesses knowledge of possible types of 
organization for in-service education. (6.5)
(4 .5) The principal has an understanding of the role of edu­
cation in our society. (£>*5 )
(4.5) The principal has ability to worK cooperatively with 
groups. (I6.5)
(4.5) The principal respects individual or human personality.
(6.5)
(4.5) The principal has faith that a group can find reason­
able sound solutions to problems. (16.3)
(4.3) The principal has patience in working with groups.
(6.5)
(14.5) The study group is democratically conducted. (31)
(14.5) The leaders understand the subject they present. (6.3)
(14.3) The participants ask many questions. (22.3)
(14.5) Participants are motivated to do creative work, (16.5)
(14*3) Skillful leadership secures group cooperation. (22.3)
. (14.3) The leaders place responsibility upon the members of
the group for the success of the study group. (22.3)
(14.3) The activities of the group are summarized by the 
leaders. (26.3)
. (14.3) The group arrives at conclusions cooperatively* (31)
'14,5) Leaders open up new experiences for group members.
f t #
(14.3) The principal creates a climate for growth. (43)
(14.3) An atmosphere is created that is conducive to building 
mutual respect, support, permissiveness and creativeness. (6.3)
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141.
101.
109.
110.
H5.
120.
131.
1 3 2.
102.
105.
1 0 6. 
135. 
140. 
142.
103.
104.
{l4«5) leader presentation of subject, followed by sectioning 
of groups for study of individual interest. (40)
(24) The most sensitive phase of group discussion is that of
decision making. (2 6 .5 )
(24) The leader stimulates enthusiasm and interest. (6 .5 )
(24) The leaders clarify he purpose of the study group
before work begins. (2 2 .5 )
(24) A spontaneous atmosphere prevails. (1 6.5 )
(24) The group members are encouraged to do what they want
to do in the group activities. (46.5)
(24) The consultant performs a worthwhile service a6 a dis­
interested "third party" if the basic problem is friction 
sunong personnel in the administrative hierarchy. (3 1 )
(24) Consultants should strive for some kine of administra­
tive recognition of what has been accomplished. Change is 
more likely to "stick" when sanctioned by top-level authority 
in the administrative hierarchy. (3 5 *5 )
(30.5) Individual behavior within the study groups is deter­
mined by the role which Is prescribed by the group. (4U.5)
(30.5) Constant encouragement is present to test and to try 
ideas and plans in real situations. (6 .5 )
(30*5) "How to Improve your teaching" atmosphere radiates 
throughout each session. (1 6 .5 )
(30.5) (Types of meetings) Informal round-table discussion.
(26.5)
(30.5) (Types of meetings) Planned program for full partici­
pation in social and physical activities. (48)
(30*5) (Types of meetings) Leader presentation of subject,
followed by dividing of group for purposes of learning by 
doing. (35*5)
(3 5 .5) The processes of change can be productive within the 
study group only if conditions permit reassessment of goals 
and the means of their achievement. (33*5)
(3 5 .5 ) Multiple and rich resources are made available and 
are used. (6 .5 )
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133* (35*5) In-service education Is characterized by both status
leadership and shared professional leadership. (31)
136* (35*5) Panel discussion by members of leaders' coonittee,
followed by open discussion. (Types of meetings) (35*5)
97. (38.5) Many opportunities are developed for people to ex­
change experiences and knowledge. (6.5)
144. (3 8 0 ) Exhibition of education materials. (Type of meetings)
(35*5)
108. (^0.5) The official leader for each in-service session is
a person designed by a committee or the group. (kl.5)
137. (^0.5) (Type of meeting) TalkB by experts in the field.
(38.5)
139. (^2) (Type of meeting) Question and answer program. (M+.5)
1^3* (^3) (Type of meeting) Each member of the committee speaks
for Halted time, after which questions are asked by group 
members. (V6.5)
98. (W*-.5) A suggested agendum is prepared and circulated to each 
staff member concerning problems to be studied during the next 
ln-eervlce session. (26.5)
100. (^.5) The public is informed of in-service education pro­
grams through the various techniques of public relations.
(16.5)
99. (U6.5) A recording secretary keeps a careful record of the 
in-service education program meetings. (^1*5)
138. (^6.5) (Type of meeting) Pupil demonstration followed by 
discussion. (31)
107. (*+8) The professional library is systematically organized,
financially supported, and easily accessible to all teachers.
(16.5)
Comparison o f  c r i t e r i a  p lacem en t. In the d is c u s s io n  th a t  
fo l lo w s  c e r ta in  o f  th e  c r i t e r i a  ranked by th e  L ou isian a  ed u cators  
were p o in te d  ou t when th ey  :
1 . compared c lo s e ly  in  rank p o s i t io n  w ith  th e  rank accorded  
th e  c r i t e r io n  by th e  n a t io n a l Jury,
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2 .  ranked, ap p ro x im a te ly  in  th e  upper tw e n ty - f iv e  p er  cen t o f  
th e  rank order but ranked in  th e  low er approxim ated tw e n ty - f iv e  per  
c e n t o f  th e  rank o f  th e  Ju rors r e sp o n se s ,
3 .  ranked ap p ro x im a te ly  in  th e  low er tw e n ty - f iv e  per cen t o f  
th e  c r i t e r i a  but appeared  a p p ro x im a te ly  in  th e  to p  tw e n ty - f iv e  per  
c e n t o f  th e rankin g o f  th e  c r i t e r i a  by th e  J u r o r s .
In  th e  a n a ly s is  and com parison o f  th e  rank p lacem ent o f  th e  
c r i t e r i a  a p p lie d  by th e  L o u is ia n a  ed u ca to rs  w ith  th e  rank p lacem ent 
o f  th e  c r i t e r i a  e v a lu a te d  by th e J u r o r s , an upper and low er tw en ty -  
f i f t h  p e r c e n t i le  was sought to  be e s t a b l is h e d  a t  a p p ro p r ia te  p o in ts  
In each  rank o r d e r . However, when a n a ly z in g  th e  rank order o f  th e  
c r i t e r i a  in  t h i s  a r e a , Area Four, i t  was found th a t  a p e r fe c t  
tw e n ty - f iv e  p e r c e n t i le  c o u ld  n o t be e s t a b l i s h e d  a t  th e  top  and  
bottom  o f  th e  rank order o f  each  group.
T w en ty -fiv e  per c e n t o f  th e  f o r t y - e ig h t  c r i t e r i a  c o n s t i tu te d  
tw e lv e  c r i t e r i a .  The t w e lf th  c r i t e r i a  from th e  top  o f  th e  rank  
order o f  th e  L o u isia n a  ed u ca to rs  was s i t u a t e d  w ith in  th e  rank 
placem ent o f  fo u r te e n  and f i v e - t e n t h s ,  w hich c o n ta in ed  tw e lv e  c r i ­
t e r i a .  T h ere fo re , th e  n e a r e s t  p o in t  t o  th e  d e s ir e d  upper tw en ty -  
f i v e  p er  c e n t th a t  co u ld  be a t t a in e d  in  t h i s  rank was se v e n te e n  per  
c e n t .  S ev en teen  p er  cen t c o n s t i t u t e d  th e  f i r s t  e ig h t  c r i t e r i a  
l i s t e d ,  or th o se  in  th e  rank p lacem ent o f  fo u r  and f i v e - t e n t h s .
I t  was n e c e s s a r y  to  p o in t  o f f  tw e n ty - f iv e  p er  cen t o f  th e  
c r i t e r i a  a p p earin g  in  th e  tp p  o f  th e  rank order by r esp o n se s  o f  
th e  Ju rors s in c e  a  p e r ce n ta g e  com parable t o  th a t  s e t  up fo r  th e  
c r i t e r i a  ranked by th e  L o u is ia n a  ed u ca to rs  was n o t p o s s ib le .
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Seventeen per cent or eight criteria occured within the rank of six 
and five-tenths, which contained twelve criteria.
Twenty-three per cent of the criteria appeared below the dis­
tribution of thirty-one responses of the Louisiana educators, and 
forty-six responses of the Jurors in the bottom of the ranks of each 
group.
The middle range, contained sixty per cent, or twenty-nine, 
of the criteria ranked by the responses of the Louisiana educators. 
The middle range of the criteria, ranked according to responses of 
the jurors, contained twenty-five criteria or fifty-two per cent of 
the forty-eight criteria.
Within the upper seventeen per cent of the criteria ranked 
by the responses of the Louisiana educators and the upper twenty- 
five per cent of the criteria ranked by the national Jury, there 
were five criteria of similar rank. Criteria one hundred twenty- 
four, one hundred twenty-five, one hundred twenty-six, one hundred 
twenty-eight, and one hundred thirty were ranked in four and five- 
tenths position by the Louisiana educators with percentages of 
ninety-five. These criteria were all ranked in the position of 
six and five-tenths by the Jurors with each having one hundred per 
cent of the responses.
The middle sixty per cent of the criteria listed in rank 
order according to responses of Louisiana educators and the middle 
fifty-two per cent of the criteria listed in rank order according 
to responses of the Jurors contained seventeen criteria of compar­
able rank. These criteria were shown in Table XVIII. The bottom
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twenty-three per cent of the ranking of the criteria according to 
the responses of the Louisiana educators and the lover twenty-three 
per cent of the ranking of the criteria by the responses of the 
national Jury produced five criteria of similar rank. These cri­
teria were: one hundred eight, one hundred thirty-seven, one hun­
dred thirty-nine, one hundred forty-three, and ninety-nine.
Table XVIII, page 15^ y, presents a sumnary of all the criteria 
placed in similar rank positions as was determined by the number of 
responses of the Louisiana educators and the national Jurors.
In their observance of the criteria in this area the Louisiana 
educators shoved a sharp disagreement from the degree of Importance 
accorded the criteria oy the national Jury on one criteria, number 
ninety-seven. It reads: "Many opportunities are developed for
people to exchange experiences and knowledge." The Louisiana educa­
tors placed this criterion in the lower twenty-three per cent of 
the criteria; whereas the national Jury placed this criterion in 
the upper twenty-five per cent of the criteria. Criterion number 
ninety-seven was placed in the position of thirty-eight and flve- 
tenths by the Louisiana educators with a per cent of seventy-eight 
but was placed in six and five-tenths position by the Jurors with 
a per cent of one hundred.
Table XIX, page 163 * presents a summary of the ranking of 
the criteria listed in this area.
Rating categories. Criteria in Area Four were considered 
by the Louisiana educators to be: (l) excellently observed,
(2) well observed, (3) moderately observed, (b) poorly observed,
TABI2 XVIII
RANGE AMD RANK FIACEWNT CP THE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THE RESPCHSES OF 
THE LOUISIANA SDUCATGRS AND BY THE NATIONAL JURY:
AREA FOUR, PROCEDURES
Key:
I  -  Upper range o f  the rank placement by the Louisiana educators 
II  -  Middle range o f  the rank placement by the Louisiana educators 
I I I  -  Lower range o f the rank placement by the Louisiana educators
RANGE CRITERION CRITERION RANK HACEMENT HERC2KDM2BS
NOMER l a .  Ed. Jurors L i. Ed. Jurors
I  12k The principal has an understanding o f the psy­
chology o f change. k.5 6.5 95 100
125 The principal possesses knowledge o f possib le  
types o f organization for in -serv ice  education k.5 6.5 95 100
126 The principal has an understanding o f the ro le  
o f education in our so c ie ty . k.5 6.5 95 100
130 The principal has patience in working with 
groups. k.5 6.5 95 100
TAB 12 XVIII
RUGS CRSkRIOV CRHSRICM M U K  PLACBBIT PERCEREAGES
KMUSt l a .  Ed. Jurors l a .  Ed. Jurors
I I  111 The study group I s  d em o cra tica lly  c o n tr o lle d . 14.5 31 92 92
113 The p a r t ic ip a n ts  ask  many q u e s t io n s . 14.5 22.5 92 96
114 P a r tic ip a n ts  are  m otivated  to  do c r e a t iv e  vork . 14.5 16.5 92 98
116 S k i l l f u l  le a d e rsh ip  secu res  group co o p era tio n . 14.5 22.5 92 96
117 The lea d ers  p la c e  r e s p o n s ib i l i t y  upon th e mem­
b ers  o f  th e  group fo r  th e  su ccess  o f  th e study  
group* 14.5 22.5 92 96
118 The a c t i v i t i e s  o f  th e  group are summarized by 
th e  le a d e r s . 14.5 26.5 92 94
119 The group a r r iv e s  a t  co n c lu s io n s  c o o p e ra t iv e ly 14.5 31 92 98
101 The most s e n s i t iv e  phase o f  group d is c u s s io n  
i s  th a t  o f  d e c is io n  making. 24 26.5 89 94
110 The lea d ers  c la r i f y  th e  purpose o f  th e  study  
group b e fo re  vork b e g in s . 24 22.5 89 96
115 A spontaneous atmosphere p r e v a i ls . 24 16.5 89 98
TAB 12 XVHI (continued)
BAJBE C R isniok CRUBRIGH RAHK FIACBCKF JERODICAGES
9DMR l a .  Ed. Jurors l a .  Ed. Jurors
II 131 The consultant performs a worthwhile serv ice  as 
a d is in terested  "third party" I f  the basic  
problem Is fr ic t io n  among personnel in the 
adm inistrative hierarchy. 2h 31 89 92
132 Consultants should s tr iv e  for some kind of  
adm inistrative recognition o f what has been 
accoqplisbed. Change Is mere l ik e ly  to  " stick ” 
when sanctioned by to p -le v e l authority in  the 
adm inistrative hierarchy. 2k 35 89 90
106 "Hew to  improve your teaching" atmosphere 
radiates throughout each se ss io n . 30.5 16.5 86 98
135 (Types o f meeting) Informal round-table 
d iscu ssion . 30.5 26.5 86 96
Ht2 (Types o f meetings) Leader presentation o f  
su b ject, follow ed by divid ing o f group for 
purposes o f learning by doing. 30.5 35.5 86 92
133 In -serv ice  education i s  characterized by both 
sta tu s leadership and shared professional 
leadership . 35.5 31 89 92
136 (Types o f meetings) ftanel d iscussion  by 
members o f leaders' consulttee, followed by 
open d iscu ssion . 35.5 35.5 dk 92
TABUS XVIII (concluded)
RAK2B CRITERKH CRITERION RANK HACBEfr IBRCEBtCAGK
La. Ed. Jurors In . Ed. Jurors
II I  106 Tbs o f f ic ia l  leader for each in -serv ice  session
i s  a person designated by a cocmittee or the
group. 1*0.5 1*1.5 76 81*
137 (Types o f meetings) Talks by experts in the
field. 1*0.5 38.5 76 88
139 (Types of meetings) Question and answer
program. 1*2 1*4.5 73 82
ll*3 (Types o f meetings) Each member o f the
c o m ittee  speaks for lim ited  tim e, a fter
which questions are asked by group members. 1*2 1*6*5 65 30
99 A recording secretary keeps a carefu l record
of the in -serv ice  education program meetings. 1*6. 5 1*1-5 59 85
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TABUS XIX
RANK GREER, BY NUMBER CF RESPONSES OF THE LOUISIANA EDUCATORS 
AND THE NATIONAL JURY, CF CRITERIA IN AREA FOUR,
PROCEDURES
n m ' f m TOgKftRg— NATIONAL j\JHY
Rank C r ite r io n  R esp on ses t e r  Cent Rank C r ite r io n  R esp on ses P er Cent
4 .5 123 35 95 6 .5 97 51 100
4 .5 124 35 95 6 .5 104 51 100
4 .5 125 35 95 6 .5 105 51 100
4 .5 126 35 95 6 .5 109 51 100
^-5 127 35 95 6 .5 112 51 100
4 .5 128 35 95 6 .5 121 51 100
4 .5 129 35 95 6 .5 124 51 100
4*5 130 35 95 6 .5 125 51 100
1^.5 111 34 92 6 .5 126 51 100
14.5 112 34 92 6 .5 128 51 100
14 .5 113 34 92 6 .5 130 51 100
lU .5 114 34 92 6 .5 134 51 100
14 .5 116 34 92 16 .5 100 50 98
14 .5 117 34 92 1 6 .5 106 50 98
14.5 118 3* 92 16 .5 107 50 100
14 .5 119 34 92 16.5 114 50 98
l* .5 121 34 92 16 .5 115 50 98
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TABUS XIX (continued)
maim mmm mu. jto
Ben* C r ite r io n  ^ g j jg B g g g ,* ^  Cent Atonic C r ite r io n  Beaponaee For Copt
14 .5 122 34 92 16 .5 123 50 98
14 .5 134 34 92 1 6 .5 127 50 100
14 .5 l 4 l 34 92 16 .5 129 50 100
24 101 33 92 22 .5 110 49 96
24 109 33 89 22.5 H 3 49 96
24 110 33 89 22 .5 116 49 96
24 115 33 89 22.5 117 49 96
24 120 33 89 26.5 98 48 96
24 131 33 89 26.5 101 48 94
24 132 33 89 26 .5 118 48 94
30 .5 102 32 96 26.5 135 48 96
30 .5 105 32 86 31 111 47 92
30.5 106 32 86 31 119 47 98
30.5 135 32 86 31 131 47 92
30.5 140 32 86 31 133 47 92
30.5 142 32 86 31 138 47 94
35.5 103 31 64 35 .5 132 46 90
35.5 104 31 84 35.5 136 46 94
35.5 133 31 89 35.5 l42 46 92
35.5 136 31 84 35.5 144 46 92
38 .5 97 29 78 38.5 103 45 88
38.5 144 29 78 38.5 137 45 88
TAB 12 XIX (concluded)
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TDOISTRM TnSOMGRS ------ HROU m i  '
Rank C r ite r io n  R esponses Per Cent Rank C r ite r io n  R esponses Per Cent
40.5 108 28 76 40 l 4 l 44 90
40.5 137 28 76 41.5 99 43 84
42 139 27 73 41.5 108 43 84
43 143 24 65 43 122 42 82
44.5 98 23 62 44.5 102 4 l 82
44.5 100 23 62 44.5 139 4 l 82
46.5 99 22 59 46.5 120 40 78
46.5 138 22 59 46.5 143 40 80
48 107 20 54 48 140 38 76
or ( 5 ) n ot ob serv ed  In the I n - s e r v ic e  program s. A ppendix XVI, page 
260 , shows the rating category receiving the greatest number and 
percentage of responses of the Louisiana educators to each of the 
forty-eight criteria in Area Four. The instructions for reading 
this table are the same as were given in Chapter III.
Criteria adequately and Inadequately observed. All the cri­
teria in Area Four, Procedures, were considered to be observed 
adequately by the Louisiana educators in applying these criteria to 
their in-service education programs. The smallest per cent respond­
ing to a criterion, declaring it to be observed at least moderately 
was fifty-four. This revealed that none of the criteria was con­
sidered by forty-nine per cent or fewer of the Louisiana educators 
to be observed moderately or better in their programs of in-service 
education.
Summary. T w enty-seven  c r i t e r i a  were p la c e d , a cco rd in g  to the 
number o f  r esp o n se s  o f  th e  L o u isia n a  e d u c a to r s , in  rank p lacem en ts  
s im ila r  t o  th e  p lacem ent o f  th e  same c r i t e r i a  by th e  r e sp o n se s  o f  th e  
J u r o r s . C r it e r ia  one hundred tw e n ty -fo u r , one hundred t w e n t y - f iv e ,  
one hundred tw e n t y - s ix ,  one hundred tw e n ty - e ig h t ,  and one hundred  
t h i r t y  were p la c e d  by b oth  groups in  th e  upper se v e n tee n  t o  tw en ty -  
f i v e  per cen t o f  th e  ranked c r i t e r i a .  C r i t e r ia  one hundred e le v e n ,  
one hundred t h ir t e e n ,  one hundred fo u r te e n , one hundred s ix t e e n ,  one 
hundred se v e n te e n , one hundred e ig h te e n , one hundred n in e t e e n , one 
hundred o n e , one hundred t e n ,  one hundred f i f t e e n ,  one hundred  
t h ir t y - o n e ,  one hundred t h ir t y - t w o , one hundred s i x ,  one hundred  
t h i r t y - f i v e ,  one hundred f o r ty - t w o , one hundred t h i r t y - t h r e e ,  and
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one hundred thirty-six vere ranked by both groups within the middle 
fifty-two to sixty per cent of the rank order. Criteria one hundred 
eight, one hundred thirty-seven, one hundred thirty-nine, one 
hundred forty-three, and ninety-nine were placed in the bottom 
twenty-three per cent of the ranks of each group.
A disagreement arose over criterion ninety-seven, "Many oppor­
tunities are developed for people to exchange experiences and know­
ledge." The Louisiana educators placed this criterion in the lower 
seventeen per cent of the ranked criteria, but the jurors placed 
it in the upper twenty-five per cent.
The forty-eight criteria in Area Four were considered to be 
observed adequately by the educators in the schools applying them, 
since the smallest per cent responding to a criterion was only 
fifty-four. None of the criteria was considered by forty-nine per 
cent or fewer of the Louisiana educators to be observed less than 
moderately in their in-service programs.
CHAPTER VII
APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA TO AREA FIVE, EVALUATION
OF IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
This chapter deals with an analysis of the criteria in Area 
Five, Evaluation, to determine the degree to which these criteria 
applied to the Louisiana schools used in this study. An examina­
tion of Table XX, page 16m, reveals the numter and percentage of the 
Louisiana educators responding in each rating category, and the num­
ber and per cent of the Louisiana educators considering criteria 
to be observed "moderately or better" as well as the number and per 
cent considering criteria to be observed "less than moderately."
The instructions for reading this are Identical to those offered in 
Chapter III. The criteria were numbered in the order occuring In 
the questionnaire sent to Louisiana educators (Appendix VIII, 
page 231*)
Twenty-eight of the one hundred seventy-two criteria listed 
in Area Five were presented in this chapter (Appendix VIII, items 
one hundred forty-five through one hundred seventy-two).
C r it e r ia  ra n k . The fo l lo w in g  is a ranked list o f  th e  c r i t e r i a  
in  Area F iv e ,  E v a lu a tio n . The A rabic number in  th e  l e f t  m argin, 
s i t u a t e d  a d ja c e n t  t o  each  c r i t e r i o n ,  i s  th e  number o f  th e  c r i t e r i o n .  
The number in  p a r e n th e se s  a t  th e  b eg in n in g  o f  each  c r i t e r io n  i s  th e  
rank o f  th e  c r i t e r io n  as r e p r e se n te d  by th e  number o f  r e sp o n se s  o f  
th e  L o u is ia n a  e d u c a to r s ;  th e  p a r e n t h e t ic a l  number a t  th e  end o f
TABIZ XX
NUMBER ADD IBRCElfCAGES OF LOUISIANA. EDUCATORS AFPLYHC CRITERIA 
TO SEIZCTED SCHOOLS IN LOUIS IAM: AREA FIVE, EVALUATION
Key:
CRITERION -  The c r i t e r ia  as l i s t e d  In Appendix V III
f  -  The number o f  resp on ses made in  each o f  th e  f iv e  
r a t in g  c a te g o r ie s  
$  -  The p ercen tages o f  resp on ses in  each o f  th e  f iv e  
r a t in g  c a te g o r ie s
MOQERATEIX AND BETTER -  P ercentages and number o f  resp on ses to  c r i t e r ia  In
c a te g o r ie s  observed m oderately or b e t t e r  -  t o t a l  o f  
" e x c e l le n t ly  observed ,"  " v e il  observed ,"  and 
"m oderately observed" c a te g o r ie s  
I£8S THAN MODERATELY -  P ercentages and nuaber o f  resp on ses to  c r i t e r ia  in
c a te g o r ie s  observed l e s s  than m oderately -  t o t a l  o f  
"poorly  observed" and "not observed" c a te g o r ie s  
SUM TOTAL -  The sub t o t a l  o f  p ercen tages and number o f  resp on ses  
to  c r i t e r ia  in  each r a t in g  category
CRITERION CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL RATINGS SUM
Number f  and $
E x c e lle n t ly
Observed
W ell
Observed
M oderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
M oderately Less Than 
and B e tte r  M oderately TOTAL
1*5 # 6 20 7 1 2 3* 3 37
* 16 57 19 3 5 92 8 100 o\vo
TA£I£ XX (continued)
CRUKBIOH CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOBAL RATINGS SQM
TOTALHuaber
E xcellen tly  
4 and I Observed
V eil
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Hot
Observed
Moderately 
and Better
Less Than 
Moderately
llf6 4 10 15 8 3 1 33 4 37
t 27 4 l 22 8 3 89 11 100
147 4 9 21 3 3 1 33 4 37
$ 24 57 8 8 3 89 11 100
146 4 8 16 11 l 1 35 2 37
i 22 43 30 3 3 95 5 100
149 #  6 20 8 2 1 34 3 37
t 16 54 22 5 3 92 8 100
150 #  6 15 14 1 1 35 2 37
* 16 4 l 38 3 3 95 5 100
151 #  7 25 2 1 2 34 3 37
* 19 68 5 3 5 92 8 100
152 #  6 20 8 1 2 34 3 37
* 16 54 22 3 5 92 8 100
153 #  1 18 14 2 2 33 4 37
*  3 49 38 5 5 89 U 100
154 #  6 15 12 2 2 33 4 37
* 16 4 l 32 5 5 89 U 100
TAB IE XX (continued)
CRldERIOff CATEGORICAL RATINGS TOTAL BATIKS SON
Ntnber #  end %
E x c e lle n t ly
Observed
W ell
Observed
M oderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
Not
Observed
M oderately  
and B e tte r
Less Than 
M oderately TOTAL
155 # 5 14 13 3 2 32 5 37
$ 14 38 35 8 5 86 14 100
156 # 5 8 14 5 5 27 10 37
i Ik 22 38 14 14 73 27 100
157 # 3 13 14 3 4 30 7 37
i 8 35 38 8 11 81 19 100
156 # 4 10 17 5 1 31 6 37
* 11 27 1(6 14 3 84 l6 100
159 # 12 15 7 2 1 3k 3 37
* 32 4 l 19 5 3 92 8 100
160 # 9 18 7 1 2 3* 3 37
* 24 49 19 3 5 92 8 100
161 # 13 12 8 2 2 33 4 37
* 35 32 22 5 5 89 11 100
162 # 14 11 9 1 2 3* 3 37
* 38 30 24 3 5 92 8 100
163 # 12 18 4 l 2 3^ 3 37
i 32 49 11 3 5 92 8 100
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TABIE XX (concluded)
CA2BGCR1CAL RATHBS TOTAL RATDGS smi
TOTALftaber 4  and 4
E xcellen tly  
Ob served
Well
Observed
Moderately
Observed
Poorly
Observed
not
Observed
Moderately Leas Than 
and B etter Moderately
164 # 23 7 4 2 1 34 3 37
4 62 19 11 5 3 92 8 100
165 * 13 13 7 3 1 33 4 37
4 35 35 19 8 3 89 11 100
166 # 13 16 5 2 1 34 3 37
4 35 43 14 5 3 92 8 100
167 # 5 20 9 2 1 34 3 37
4 14 54 24 5 3 92 8 100
168 # 7 13 12 2 3 32 5 37
4 19 35 32 5 8 86 14 100
169 # 11 19 4 1 2 34 3 37
4 30 51 11 3 5 92 8 100
170 # 12 15 7 2 l 34 3 37
4 32 4 l 19 5 3 92 8 100
m  # 13 18 3 2 1 34 3 37
4 35 49 8 5 3 92 8 100
172 # 10 20 4 1 2 34 3 37
4 27 54 11 3 5 92 8 100
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each c r ite r io n  I s  the r e la t iv e  rank of the c r ite r io n  as represented
by the number of responses of the national jury to this criterion.
148. (1.5) Increased ability to direct more effectively the
teacher's own learning activities, as well as those of her 
pupils. (Purpose of evaluation.) (7*5)
150. (1.5) Increased professional competency in such areas as
pedagogical scholarship, greater breadth of general knowledge, 
deeper understanding of the individual pupil and factors con­
ditioning his development. (Purpose of evaluation) (1.5)
1^5. (10) The type and quality of progress made in the achieve­
ment of the teacher's stated purpose. (Purpose of evaluation)
(15-5)
l4y. (10) Increased ability to discover and to clarify new problems
and subsequently to evaluate the solutions of them. (Purpose 
of evaluation.) (7*5)
151. (10) Increased ability to use democratic processes of
teaching In the relationships and work with the pupils. 
(Purpose of evaluation.) (7*5)
152. (10) Desirable changes in professional attitudes and beliefs
and in emphasis relative to subject matter and total pupil 
growth and development. (Purpose of evaluation.) (1.5)
15'?. (10) A continuous evaluation of the in-service education
program should be made by all staff members. (7*5)
160. (10) A final report concerning accomplishments and handicaps
encountered through the in-service program during the school 
year should be made at the close of the school session. (21)
162* (10) The evaluation program should be organized in terms of
goals set up for the specific project. (7*5)
163. (10) The fa cu lty  group should develop cooperatively  the c r i ­
te r ia  for  eva lu ation . (19*5)
l 6k . (10) A ll  members o f  the fa cu lty  should p a rtic ip a te  in the 
eva lu ation . (2 2 . 5 )
166 . (10) The c h a r a c ter is t ic s  o f  the evaluation  process c o n sis ts
o f the teachers and committees looking a t  where they had 
been, seein g  where they are a t the presen t, and then trying  
to  discover where they should go. (7*5)
167. (10) The most d i f f i c u l t  part o f  evaluation  i s  g e ttin g  agree­
ment as to  p o s itio n s  o f value regarding sp e c if ic  programs. (26)
17*
169• (10) Staff* seem more comfortable and willing to work when the
evaluation process is directed toward ways of working on educa­
tional problems, toward influencing the behavior of children, 
and toward the achievement of common objectives and values, 
and not toward the change of prestige positions and profession­
al roleB of teachers. (15.5)
170. (10) Evaluation that is comprehensive employs a variety of
devices and techniques. (15*5)
171. (10) Evaluation is concerned with the means as well as the
end. (15*5)
172. (I0) Evaluation is based on evidence gathered through mean­
ingful, quantitative Indices. (2^.5)
116. (2O.5) Increased ability to participate more efficiently and
cooperatively In all activities of the In-service program, 
(purpose of evaluation.) (7o)
1-1+7 . (2O.5) Increased ability and confidence to assure the func­
tion of leadership not only In the program, but in the 
teacher's relationship with the pupils. (Purpose of evalua­
tion.) (7 .5)
153. (2O.5) Teacher-leader conference, in which the teacher and
the in-service leader consider together the progress made 
by the teacher in the achievement of her purposes, and during 
which they formulate plans for further study. (Evaluative 
techniques.) (7*5)
l^h, (20.5) Cooperative leader-group appraisal of the group's
learning activities and their results. (Evaluative tech­
niques.) (7*5)
161. (20.5) Each staff member should be provided with a copy of
the final report and series of group meetings should be held 
to discuss the possibilities for improving the program. (15.5)
165. (2O.5) The faculty should avail Itself of resource personnel
in its evaluation program. (15.5)
155* (2^.5) Evaluation of the teacher's or the group's learning
activities and their results. (Evaluative technique.)
(2**5)
168. (2^.5) The presence of careful minutes, records of group
work, memoranda on plans, evaluation sessions at regular in­
tervals, regular use of questionnaires to staff, all provide 
means of examining progress and for assessing its values.
(19.5)
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158. (26) Observational records of the study activities, work
methods employed, resources utilised, and achievements of 
the participating teachers, as recorded by the in-service 
leader or instructor. (Evaluative technique.) (28)
157. (27) Observation, examination, and evaluation of the teacher's
or the group's creative work by staff members of the institute 
supporting the program, or by the parents and patrons of the 
school community, or by the in-service instructor and fellov 
teachers, or by all. (Evaluative technique.) (27)
156. (28) A written record or diary of the participating teacher's
problems, purposes, activities, resources utilized and results 
achieved, as recorded by the teacher herself. (Evaluative 
technique.) (22.5)
Comparison of criteria placement. In the analysis and com­
parison of the rank placement of the criteria applied by the Louisi­
ana educators with the rank placement of the criteria evaluated by 
the Jurors, an upper and lower twenty-fifth percentile was sought 
to be established at appropriate points in each rank order. When 
analyzing the rank order of the criteria it was found that because 
of the nature of the distribution of responses by the Louisiana edu­
cators it was impossible to establish a group of criteria that could 
be considered to be near am upper twenty-five per cent of the cri­
teria. Therefore, the method of comparing an approximated upper and 
lower twenty-fifth per cent, as well as comparing an approximated 
middle fiftieth per cent of each group's rank of criteria was not 
feasible in this chapter. Because this situation presented no 
meaningful system by which to divide the criteria Into percentiles 
for comparative purposes, the methods previously used were modified.
In attempting to determine which criteria were to be consider­
ed to rank in similar positions it was decided to point out cri­
teria when they were placed in positions by the Louisiana educators
that constituted & difference of not more than thirteen positions 
from the placement of the same criteria by the jurors. There were 
twenty-eight criteria in this area; therefore a difference of thirteen 
in rank placement shoved that there was an agreement as evidenced by 
the ranking of criteria into positions that constituted a difference 
between placements of not more than forty-nine per cent of the total 
rank order. Criteria ranked by both groups in positions that differ 
in placement by thirteen places or less were considered to be ranked 
similarly. Those that were considered to be ranked similarly by 
both groups constituted twenty-six criteria and were presented in 
this chapter, pages 169 through lTlj together with the rank place­
ment of all the criteria in this area by the Louisiana educators and 
the national Jurors. These criteria were: numbers one hundred
forty-eight, one hundred fifty, one hundred forty-five, one hundred 
forty-nine, one hundred fifty-one, one hundred fifty-two, one 
hundred fifty-nine, one hundred sixty, one hundred sixty-two, one 
hundred sixty-three, one hundred sixty-four, one hundred sixty-six, 
one hundred sixty-nine, one hundred seventy, one hundred seventy- 
one, one hundred forty-six, one hundred forty-seven, one hundred 
fifty-three, one hundred fifty-four, one hundred sixty-one, one 
hundred sixty-five, one hundred fifty-five, one hundred sixty-eight, 
one hundred fifty-eight, one hundred fifty-seven, and one hundred 
fifty-six.
All the criteria listed above were considered to be ranked 
similarly by both groups, but it was felt that four of these cri­
teria should be pointed out and further discussed. These four
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criteria were conspicuous in their placements because they were 
placed in rank positions which constituted a difference of thirteen 
rank positions from the ranks accorded these criteria by the jurors; 
a difference of fourteen rank placements constituted a disagreement. 
Since criteria one hundred forty-six, one hundred forty-seven, one 
hundred fifty-three, and one hundred fifty-four were ranked as 
previously indicated, it can be assumed that, even though they were 
considered to be ranked similarly, they can not te considered as 
similar in their rank placements as were the other twenty-two.
Criteria that were placed in positions, according to the 
responses of the Louisiana educators, that were ranked in positions 
by the Jurors which differed by fourteen places or more in rank 
order, were considered to show that the degree of observance of 
them by the Louisiana educators contrasted to the relative degree 
of importance accorded them by the Jurors. There were two criteria 
that were ranked in contrasting positions. They were; criterion 
one hundred sixty-seven, "The most difficult part of evaluation 
is getting agreement as to positions of value regarding specific 
programs;" and criterion one hundred seventy-two, "Evaluation is 
based on evidence gathered through meaningful, quantitative indices.” 
Criterion one hundred sixty-seven was placed in tenth position by 
the Louisiana educators' responses with a per cent of ninety-two; 
in tventy-slxth position by the Jurors with a per cent of eighty- 
two. This represented a difference of sixteen rank positions. Cri­
terion one hundred seventy-tvo was ranked also in tenth position 
by the Louisiana educators with a per cent of ninety-two; in twenty-
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four and five-tenths position by the Jurors vith a per cent of eighty- 
tvo. This represented a difference of fourteen and five-tenths in 
rank positions.
Table XXI, page 179, presents a summary of the ranked criteria 
listed in this area.
Rating categories. The criteria in Area Five were considered 
by the Louisiana educators to be: (1) excellently observed, (2)
well observed, (3 ) moderately observed, (h ) poorly observed, or 
(5 ) not observed in their in-service programs of teacher education. 
Appendix XVII, page 263, shows the rating category receiving the 
greatest number of responses and the percentage represented by the 
responses of the Louisiana educators for each of the twenty-eight 
criteria in Area Five. The instructions for reading this table are 
the same as those in Chapter III.
Criteria adequately and Inadequately observed. All the cri­
teria in Area Five, Evaluation, were considered to be observed ade­
quately by the Louisiana educators in applying these criteria to 
their in-service education programs. This revealed that none of the 
criteria was considered by forty-nine per cent or fewer of the 
Louisiana educators to be observed moderately or better in their 
programs of in-service education. The smallest per cent responding 
to a criterion, declaring it to be observed at least moderately was 
seventy-three.
gusnar£. Due to the unusual distribution of responses of the 
Louisiana educators to criteria in Area Five, comparisons of the 
placement of the criteria were made on a different basis than was
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TABUS XXI
RANK ORDER, BY NUMBER GF RESPONSES OF THE LOUISIANA EDUCATORS 
AND THE NATIONAL JURY, OF CRITERIA IN AREA FIVE,
EVALUATION
LdbiiiXHA BDUcAfdRS ' MgydBLL 35ry
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Par Cent
1.5 148 35 95 1.5 150 51 100
1.5 150 35 95 1.5 152 51 100
10 145 34 92 7.5 146 50 98
10 149 34 92 7.5 147 50 98
10 151 34 92 7.5 148 50 98
10 152 34 92 7.5 149 50 98
10 159 34 92 7.5 151 50 98
10 160 34 92 7.5 153 50 98
10 162 34 92 7.5 154 50 100
10 163 34 92 7.5 159 50 100
10 l64 34 92 7.5 162 50 100
10 166 34 92 7.5 166 50 100
10 167 34 92 15.5 145 49 96
10 169 34 92 15.5 161 49 100
10 170 34 92 15.5 165 49 98
10 171 34 92 15.5 169 49 96
10 172 34 92 15.5 170 49 98
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TABLE XXI (concluded)
LOUISIANA EDUCATORS KATI6hAl  jtlRY*
Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent Rank Criterion Responses Per Cent
20.5 ll*6 33 89 15.5 171 *9 98
20.5 ll*7 33 89 19.5 163 1*8 96
20.5 153 33 89 19.5 168 1*8 9*
20.5 15* 33 89 21 160 1*6 9*
20.5 161 33 89 22.5 156 *5 92
20.5 165 33 89 22.5 161* *5 90
2U.5 155 32 86 21*.5 155 1*1 06
21*.5 168 32 86 2l*.5 172 1*1 82
26 158 31 81* 26 167 1*0 82
27 157 30 81 27 157 39 80
28 156 27 73 28 158 38 78
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previously used In this study. It was decided to point out criteria 
when there was a difference of not more than thirteen in rank 
position of the placement of the same criteria by each group. A 
difference of thirteen in rank placement showed that there was an 
agreement as evidenced by the ranking of criteria into positions 
that constituted a difference between placements of not more than 
forty-nine per cent of the total rank order. The Louisiana educa­
tors, In the general placement of criteria into rank order according 
to their responses, indicated that twenty-six criteria were to be 
placed in positions similar to those accorded the same criteria 
evaluated by the Jurors.
A sharp contrast of agreement arose over two of the criteria. 
They were: criterion one hundred sixty-seven, "Tne most difficult
part of evaluation is getting agreement as to positions of value 
regarding specific programs;" and criterion one hundred seventy-two, 
"Evaluation is based on evidence gathered through meaningful, 
quantitative indices."
The twenty-eight criteria in Area Five were considered to be 
observed adequately by the Louisiana educators since the smallest 
per cent responding to a criterion indicating It to be observed at 
least moderately in their schools was seventy-three. This revealed 
that all of the criteria was considered by fifty per cent or more 
of the Louisiana educators to be observed moderately or better in 
their programs of in-service education.
CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary
The purpose of this study was to validate a set of proposed 
criteria which concerned in-service education of teachers. These 
validated criteria were to be applied to selected schools in Louisi­
ana whose in-service programs were recognised by officials in the 
Louisiana State Department of Education.
A selected list of proposed criteria were compiled from the 
literature which pertained to in-service education. This list was 
composed not from single or isolated utterances of the authors, hut 
from recurring patterns of thought.
In the selection of the national Jury to be used in the vali­
dation of the proposed criteria nominations were sought from key 
persons in the field of education In each state in tne union and 
the District of Columbia, excluding Alaska and Hawaii. One hundred 
specialists were selected and sent questionnaires containing the 
one hundred eighty-seven proposed criteria.
The Jurors were to consider each criterion to be, either, (l) 
very important, (2) important, (3) of average Importance, (h) of 
little importance, or (5) not important. Fifty-one of the Jurors 
returned properly completed questionnaires and these were used in 
this study.
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One hundred seventy-two of the proposed one hundred eighty- 
seven criteria were considered valid as was determined by the re­
sponses of the national Jury. A criterion was considered to be 
sufficiently valid when seventy-five per cent or more of the Jurors 
Indicated it to be of average or better in importance. Fifteen cri­
teria were considered invalid. (List of the invalid criteria in 
Appendix XII, page 250.)
The validated criteria were assembled into a questionnaire 
and sent to selected school principals in Louisiana who were asked 
to apply these criteria to their programs of in-service education. 
They were requested to determine if these criteria were: (l) ex­
cellently observed, (2) well observed, {3) moderately observed,
(U) poorly observed, or (5} not observed in their in-service pro­
grams. Thirty-eight of the forty-three Louisiana school principals 
returned their questionnaires properly completed, and these question­
naires were used in this study.
The five areas of in-service education used in this study 
were: (l) purpose and philosophy, (2) planning, (3) administra­
tion, (U) procedures, and (5) evaluation. In determining the de­
gree to which these criteria applied to the in-service programs of 
the schools used in this study, the data were presented in the 
following manner:
Criteria rank. The rank order of the criteria in each area, 
as determined by the responses of the Louisiana edueators, was pre­
sented with the comparable rank of the same criteria by the national 
Jury.
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Comparison of criteria placement. The rank placement of cer­
tain criteria by the Louisiana educators was compared With the rank 
placement of the same criteria by the national jury. Those criteria 
were pointed out that were placed high or low by the Louisiana educa­
tors, but were placed in contrasting rank positions by the jurors. 
Mention was also made of those criteria receiving similar placements 
by the Louisiana educators and the national jury. Comparisons of 
criteria placements were pointed out when certain of the criteria 
ranked by the Louisiana educators: (1) were placed in rank positions
similar to the placement of the same criteria by the jurors, (2) 
appeared approximately in the top twenty-five per cent of the rank 
order but were found approximately in the lower twenty-five per cent 
of the ranking of the criteria by the national Jury, or (3) appear­
ed approximately in the lower twenty-five per cent of the rank 
order but appeared approximately in the upper twenty-five per cent 
of the criteria ranked by the Jurors.
Rating categories. The rating categories receiving the great­
est number of responses by the Louisiana educators were explained aad 
shown in Appendix XXII, page 253.
Criteria adequately and Inadequately observed. The criteria 
considered to be observed adequately by this writer were pointed 
out in each chapter. When forty-nine per cent or fewer of the 
Louisiana educators considered a criterion to be "poorly observed" 
or "not observed," the criterion was considered to be observed in­
adequately. Likewise, those criteria receiving a total of fifty 
per cent or more of the responses Indicating them to be observed at
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least moderately were considered to be observed adequately.
Area One. Purpose and Philosophy
The criteria listed in Area One were intended to guide in the 
revision of, or to aid in obtaining an understanding of the objectives, 
aims, philosophy, and the "reasons why" the in-service education of 
teachers is an important aspect of the total educational picture.
Chapter III, dealt with an analysis of the degree to which the 
criteria in Area One applied to the Louisiana schools used in this 
study. Items one through thirty-two of the one hundred seventy-two 
criteria in Appendix VIII pertained to this area.
Fifteen criteria were placed, according to the number of re­
sponses of the Louisiana educators, in rank placements similar to 
the placement of the same criteria by the responses of the Jurors. 
Criterion three was placed by both groups in the upper nineteen to 
twenty-five per cent of the rank order. Ten criteria were placed by 
both groups within the middle fifty-three to fifty-six per cent of 
the ranked criteria. Criteria twelve, sixteen, eighteen, and 
twenty-eight were placed In the lower twenty-two to twenty-five per 
cent of the rank order of the criteria.
A sharp disagreement arose over two criteria. These criteria 
were: number fourteen, "Meetings in which teachers are allowed to
Join in group activities are profitable meetings;" and number eleven, 
"In-service education Improves attitudes and skills in utilizing 
community resources and in working with adults.”
The thirty-two criteria in Area One were considered to be
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observed adequately. None of the criteria was considered by forty- 
nine per cent or fever of the Louisiana educators to be observed 
less than moderately in their programs of in-service education.
Area Two, Planning
Area Two presented a list of those guidelines that should be 
observed when preparations are being made for the activation of a new 
program or the revision of an on-going program of in-service educa­
tion.
Thirty-three of the one hundred seventy-two criteria were list­
ed in Area Two and presented in Chapter IV. The criteria in this 
chapter were analyzed in order to determine the degree to which they 
applied to the Louisiana schools. Criteria for planning in-service 
programs, items thirty-three through sixty-five, are found in 
Appendix VIII, page 231.
There was general agreement of the Jurors and the Louisiana 
educators In the rank placement of twenty-one criteria. None of the 
criteria, in the upper approximated fifteen per cent of the ranked 
list, was placed by the Louisiana educators in positions similar to 
those allotted by the national Jurors. Eighteen criteria were rank­
ed by both groups in similar positions within the middle seventy- 
three per cent of the criteria rank. Criteria thirty-four and 
fifty-six were placed in the lower twelve to fifteen per cent of 
the rank order of the criteria in this area.
A sharp disagreement arose over criterion, number fifty, 
"Provisions are made to have a professional library in the school
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for the use of the faculty.” It was placed in the lower twelve per 
cent by the Louisiana educators and in the upper twelve per cent by 
the Jurors.
The thirty-three criteria in Area Two were observea adequately 
by the Louisiana schools applying the criteria. None of the criteria 
was considered by forty-nine per cent or less to be observed less 
than moderately.
Area Three, Administration
Area Three included criteria relative to the administration of 
in-service programs. These criteria were concerned with the roles 
of the administrators, teachers, and various other factors involved 
in the administration of in-service education programs.
Chapter V, dealt with an analysis of the degree to which the 
thirty-one criteria in this area applied to the programs of in-ser­
vice education in the Louisiana schools. Criteria on administration 
of in-service programs, - items sixty-six through ninety-six, are list­
ed in Appendix VIII, page 231.
There was general agreement of the Jurors and the Louisiana 
educators in the rank placement of nine criteria. Criteria seventy- 
six and seventy-three were placed by both groups in the upper twenty- 
five and eight-tenths per cent of the rank order. Criteria sixty-six, 
sixty-nine, ninety-two, eighty-two, and eighty-one were ranked by 
both groups within the middle forty-eight and four-tenths per cent 
of the ranked criteria.
A sharp disagreement arose over two criteria. They were:
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number seventy-two, "Superior teachers are given responsibility as 
key persons vith respect to such special functions as testing pro­
grams or visual aids;" and number eighty, "Help is given in having 
good articles accepted for publication in professional Journals."
The Louisiana educators placed criterion seventy-tvo in the upper 
twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the rank order, but the 
Jurors placed it in the lower twenty-five and eight-tenths per 
cent of the criteria rank. Criterion eighty was placed in the lower 
twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of the criteria ranked by the 
Louisiana educators. It was ranked in the upper twenty-five and 
eight-tenths per cent by the national Jury.
Twenty-seven criteria in Area Three, Administration, were con­
sidered to be observed adequately; four were observed Inadequately. 
The criteria considered to be observed inadequately were: number
eighty-five, "Teacners are allowed to attend national conventions 
and conferences, sometimes with expenses paid;" number ninety, 
"Anecdotal and/or cumulative records are kept giving evidence of 
the teachers' professional growth...;1 number ninety-four, "Merit 
raises should be provided for in the salary schedule - partially 
based on professional growth;" and number eighty-four, "Subsidies 
are provided for attendance at workshops, summer schools, and in­
stitutes
Area Four, Procedures
Area Four listed criteria that will guide the in-service 
groups during meetings, group activities, and projects. Chapter
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VI, dealt with an analysis of the degree to which the criteria In 
this area applied to the programs of in-service education in the 
Louisiana schools examined in this study. Criteria on Procedures, 
items ninety-seven through one hundred forty were listed in Appendix 
VIII, page 231.
There was general agreement of the jurors and the Louisiana 
educators in the rank, placement of twenty-seven criteria. Five of 
these criteria were placed in the upper seventeen per cent of the 
criteria ranked by both groups; seventeen were ranked within the 
middle fifty-two to sixty per cent of the criteria; and five were 
placed by both groups in the lower twenty-three per cent of the rank­
ed criteria.
A sharp disagreement arose over criteria number ninety-seven, 
"Many opportunities are developed for people to exchange experiences 
and knowledge." The Louisiana educators placed this criterion in 
the lower seventeen per cent of the ranked criteria, but the Jurors 
placed it in the upper twenty-five per cent.
The forty-eight criteria in Area Four were observed adequate­
ly. None of the criteria was considered by forty-nine per cent or 
fewer of the Louisiana educators to be observed less than moderately 
in their in-service programs of teacher education.
Area Five. Evaluation
Chapter VII, dealt with an analysis of the degree to which 
the criteria in Area Five applied to the programs of in-service 
education in the Louisiana schools used in this study. Criteria
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concerning evaluation, items one hundred forty-five through one 
hundred seventy-two were listed in Appendix VIII, page 231.
Due to the unusual distribution of responses of the Louisiana 
educators to criteria in Area Five, comparisons of the placement of 
the criteria were made on a different basis than was used previously 
in this study. A difference of thirteen In rank placement showed 
that there was an agreement as evidenced by the ranking of criteria 
into positions that constituted a difference between placements of 
not more than forty-nine per cent of the total rank order. The 
Louisiana educators indicated that twenty-six criteria were to be 
placed in positions similar to those accorded the same criteria 
evaluated by the Jurors.
There was disagreement over two of the criteria: number one
hundred sixty-seven, "The most difficult part of evaluation is getting 
agreement a& to positions of value regarding specific programs;" and 
criterion one hundred seventy-two, "Evaluation is based on evidence 
gathered through meaningful, quantitative indices."
The twenty-eight criteria in Area Five were observed adequate­
ly. This revealed that none of the criteria was considered by 
forty-nine per cent or fewer of the Louisiana educators to be 
observed less than moderately in their programs of in-service educa­
tion.
Conclusions
1. The criteria validated in this study provide an appropriate
frame of reference for the evaluation of a program of in-service
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education for professional personnel In elementary and secondary 
Bchools.
2. Since the Jury validating the criteria were selected from all 
sections of the United States these criteria are applicable 
to programs of in-service education in schools of other states.
3* According to the degree to which the criteria in each area were 
observed by the Louisiana educators in the schools applying 
them, it is apparent, tha'. various phases of the in-service pro­
grams in these schools need re-evaluation. Some of the criteria 
in each area *ere observed by the Louisiana educators to a less­
er degree than the relative degree of importance accorded them 
by the jurors. Several criteria in Area Three, Administration, 
were observed inade4.uately.
1. In light of the methods and techniques of the study it is
evident that similar studies could be made of in-service educa­
tion for the non-professional personnel of the elementary and 
secondary schools of Louisiana.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX I
QUESTIONNAIRE
VALIDATION Of CRITERIA FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS
IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
For Guidance in Setting Up or Revising a Program of In-Service 
Education in the Elementary and Secondary School
KEY
Please read each proposed criterion and indicate 
its validity by encircling the proper letter in the right margin.
A - Very important 
B - Important 
C - Average importance 
D - Little importance 
F - Not important
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PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR IE-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR 
TEACHERS IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
I. The Purpose and Philosophy
VALIDITY
1 . In -se r v ic e  education means a program by which a l l  A B C D F
persons engaged in  education learn, and grow together
and not a  program for making up teacher d e f ic ie n c ie s .
2. In -se rv ice  a c t i v i t i e s  are to  rece iv e  d ir ec tio n  from A B C D F
and are r e la te d  to the work o f  teachers in  the c la s s -
room, the sch o o l, and the community.
3* Sound p r in c ip le s  o f learn ing  are to  be observed. A B C D F
k. The in -se r v ic e  program should grow out o f  a s e r ie s  A B C D F
o f problems which concern the whole school and in i t ia t e d  
by the teachers and adm in istration  in  a combined e f fo r t .
People work as in d iv id u a ls  and as members o f groups on 
problems th at are o f s ig n if ic a n c e  to  them.
5 . The in -se r v ic e  education program i s  considered an in t e -  A B C D F
g ra l part o f the t o t a l  education program, for the school.
6 . The sch oo l philosophy encourages in -se r v ic e  tra in in g  A B C D F
o f teachers •
7. In -se rv ice  education provides fa m ilia r ity  w ith new A B C D F
knowledge and su bject m atter.
8 * In -se rv ice  education improves knowledge o f teaching A B C D F
methods•
9 . In -se rv ice  education Increases s k i l l  in  providing for A B C D F
the in d iv id u a l d iffe re n c es  among p u p ils .
10. In -se rv ice  education improves a t t itu d e s  and s k i l l s  A B C D F
Involved in  cooperative a c tio n  research .
11. In -se r v ic e  education improves a t t itu d e s  and s k i l l s  in  A B C D F
u t i l i s in g  community resources and in  working with
a d u lt s •
12. In -se rv ice  education serves as a means o f  learning a A B C D F
new Job or assignm ent.
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13-
14.
15.
16.
17.
18. 
19-
20.
21.
22.
23.
24. 
25*
26.
In-service •ducation helps In the development and re- A B C D F 
flneaent of common values and goals.
Meetings in which teachers are allowed to Join in A B C D F
group activities are profitable meetings.
The emotional climate which prevails in theln*service A B C D F 
programs is as important as the goals sought and 
largely determines the goals attained.
A primary purpose of in-service education programs is A B C D F
the development in every participant a sensitivity of 
the viewpoints of others.
The training effort and methods are made to fit the A B C D F
man, not the man the training material-
The program is intensive, extensive and continuous* A B C D F
Whenever possible, in-service participation and actlv- A B C D f
lties within each school need to be clearly defined 
so that In-service groups will know that problems they 
are free to attack-
In-service education programs are characterized by the A B C D F
mixing of theory and reality-
It is assumed that individuals have a capacity for A B C D F
growth throughout their entire span of life.
The participant is given an opportunity to make an in- A B C D F
tensive study of an interest which has arisen out of 
his experience as a teacher .
The participant is given a chance to share in planning A B C D T  
a program of Individual and group activities designed 
to meet his needs and those of his fellow-workers•
It provides the participant with easy access to the ser-A B C D F
vices of various staff members representatlng a variety of 
kinds of assistance*
Formal and informal association with other participants A B C D F 
of varied backgrounds contributes to the participant's 
thinking on his specific problem, broadens his general 
professional orientation, and provides opportunity for 
experiences in cooperative activities.
The participant's total experience as he studies a A B C 0 F
specific interest or problem tends to prepare him
for the solution of other professional problems in 
the future.
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27* It affords-opportunities for balanced living, since 
in-servics education is concerned not only with the 
professional problems of teachers but with his life 
as an individual as well.
28. It prepares teachers in order that they may keep a* 
breast of the times.
29* It provides for correction of professional de­
ficiencies of teachers .
30. It provides a reciprocal flow of assistance between 
teachers in the field and teacher-training Insti­
tutions .
31* It provides for growth of the child through growth 
of the teacher.
32. It provides guidance at the time the teacher needs it.
33* It provides a basis for the consideration of types of 
activities which will give direction to learning ex­
periences and which will provide opportunity for maxi­
mum growth.
II. Planning
3^. Pre-service preparation of tegchers should be taken in- A B C D F 
to consideration when planning in-service education 
programs.
35. The distance teachers commute to school should be A B C D F
taken Into consideration when planning an in-service
program.
36. In-service education programs should be organized with A B C D F 
definite goals and objectives. Real and specific
problems constitute the basis for in-service activities.
37* In-service education programs should be organized and A B C D F
planned on a long term basis•
38. In-service education should involve the total pro- A B C D F
fesslonal staff.
39. The program should employ all known methods rather A B C D F
than any one specific technique.
A B C D F
A B C D F 
A B C D F  
A B C D F
A B C D F
A B C D F
A B C D F
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40. The context of the program should be founded in the A B C D F
basic fields of human knowledge such as psychology, 
sociology, and anthropology*
41. An understanding should exist throughout the admin- A B C D F
istrative hierarchy that growth is a slow, laborious, 
undramatic undertaking that can be harvested only after
many years of backbreaking effort*
42. Teachers should be intrinsically motivated to engage A B C D F
in meaningful activities*
43. Refreshments and Bocial period should be a regular A B C D F
phase of the in-service education program*
44. The people who work on the problems should formulate A B C D F
their own goals and plan their procedure in accom­
plishing them*
45. Continuous attention should be given to Individual A B C D F
and to group problem solving processes. Individual 
differences among memebers of each group are to be
accepted and utilized*
46. The simplest possible means should be developed to A B C D F
move through decisions to actions*
47. Activities should be related to pertinent aspects of A B C D F
the current educational, cultural, political and
economic scene*
48. The subjects to be studied should be definitely relat- A B C D F
ed to the needs of teachers •
49. Teaching aids should be promoted through many and A B C D F
varied exhibits•
30. Experts and key persons should be present and act A B C D F
as consultants when deemed necessary by the group*
51. Announcements and placsurds should be used to direct A B C D F
teachers to study groups of their interest*
52. Accepted best practices should be demonstrated or ex- A B C D F
plained*
53. Opportunities to learn by doing should be planned A B C D F
for all present*
54. Provisions should be made to have a professional A B C D F
library in the school for the use of the faculty*
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55 • Th« official leader of each session should be planned A B C D 7
on a rotating basis, with each teacher having a turn 
as chairman.
56. Participants with common interest should be placed in A B C D F
groups together.
51, Principals should have as their duty to initiate the A B C D F
program and serve to inspire others. They should 
work to develop Insight and thinking of others, 
rather than impose their own viewpoints •
58. A special consultant should be used when deemed nec- A B C D F
essary by the group.
59. The nature of the problem and the circumstances A B C D F
surrounding It should be made clear to the con­
sultant at the outset* He must know whether or not
he can make a contribution before coming.
60. It is well for the consultant to have "local knowledge" A B C D F
relative to personalities and perennial friction spots
in the school system.
61. If a school board or chief adminstrative officer is A B C D F
committed to a certain framework that must be main­
tained, it is best to clarify this to the consultant
at the outset.
62. Special consideration should be given to the place of A B C D F  
the meetings. A comfortable, attractive, and centrally 
located place should be chosen.
63. The discovery and identification of problems should be A B C D F  
made through a systematic survey of the major areas of
schools.
6k, The needs should be diagnosed and the attack planned. A B C D F
65. The acceptable purposes of professional growth should A B C D F  
be determined*
66. Guidance is needed in helping the teacher tc select A B C D F  
some learning activity*
67. Participation of all teachers should be foremost - not A B C D F  
observation by them*
68. The most valuable factors to be considered when A B C D F  
planning an in-service education program is time
and leadership.
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6 9. An interested, fair-minded administrator 1* essential A B C D F 
to the success of any In-service program*
70. Careful pre-planning should, he done in advance with A B C D F  
those who vill participate - a degree of readiness
should he attained*
III. Administering for Professional Growth
71. The individuality of the teacher is considered and help A B C D F  
and praise are given in connection with everyday
matters*
72. Commendation is given for fine teaching or any other A B C D F
form of outstanding achievement.
73. The principal acquaints the entire faculty with the A B C D F
teachers' outstanding achievements and stakes reports
on them to the central administrative office and to 
the hoard of education.
7k. Teachers are placed in the positions believed to he A B C D F
heat suited to their Interests and capacities and are 
transferred, in keeping with their success, to other 
positions they may prefer.
75. Recognition is given to superior teachers hy placing A B C D F
apprentices with them.
76. Arrangements are made for superior teachers to demon- A B C D F
strate their procedures for others in planned observa­
tions .
77. Superior teachers are given responsibility as key A B C D F
persons with respect to such special functions as
testing programs or visual aids. A B C D F
78. Outstanding teachers are assigned to Important A B C D F
faculty committees vhich cooperate in school
mersgimint and in the study of instructional pro­
blems - curriculum, textbook, social, and various other 
committees.
80. Various types of group activities are stimulated and A B C D F
encouraged so that faculty members will become better 
acquainted with the abilities of their co-vorkers .
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81. Teachers' opinions arc req.uasted and their partlclpatlonA B C D f 
is sought in evaluating existing administrative procedures
and in formulating policies for the school.
82. Use is made of teachers'fcfltboies and special skills: A B C D F
for example, having teachers show movies which they
have made; having them give travel talks, arrange 
exhibits, or give demonstrations to some out-of-school 
accomplishment.
83. Teachers are encouraged to give free oral and written A B C D F
expression to problems and questions concerning the
school.
84. Recognition comes through membership in an honorary A B C D F
organization for teachers recognized as masters
in their respective fields .
85. A salary bonus is granted for teachers who earn a A B C D F
certain number of university credits within a given
period, or for other outstanding achievements.
86. Special titles are conferred such as key teacher, sub- A B C D F
Ject analyst, and so forth. Such teachers often act
as advisers to others in the building.
87* Teachers are encouraged to carry on experiments, to A B C D F
try new procedures, and to do research in their 
special fields.
88. Help is given in having good articles accepted for A B C D F
publication in professional Journals.
89. Parent-teacher associations and other community groups A B C D F
are encouraged to give outstanding teachers a place on
their programs •
90. Teachers are encouraged to write and speak for local, A B C D F
state, and national audiences.
91. Scholarships are secured for teachers of unusual A B C D F
promise•
92. Subsidies are provided for attendance at workshops, A B C D F
summer schools, and institutes.
93. Teachers are allowed to attend national conventions A B C D F
and conferences, sometimes with expenses paid.
94. Teachers are allowed to attend nonschool conventions A B C D F
when such contacts with lay groups are of particular
Interest and value to the school.
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95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
Opportunities are sought for teachers to hear experts A B C D F  
in their own fields whenever possible! and special 
arrangements are often made for them to attend general 
lectures as veil.
Sabbatical leaves are granted, with half salary, for A B C D F  
approved study, travel, or other self-improvement.
Semester or annual leave is granted at almost any time A B C D F  
for approved professional activities.
Opportunities are provided to visit and observe in A B C D F
other schools and sometimes in other school systems.
Anecdotal and/or cumulative records are kept giving A B C D F
evidence of the teachers' professional growth, that is, 
records pertaining to Increased understanding of 
children, improvement in teaching efficiency, coopera­
tion with school and coanunity agencies, social develop­
ment, travel, and all professional activities.
In-service education sessions are held during the 
regular school day whenever possible.
Good communications at each level and between all 
levels of the school society is necessary for the 
maximum success of the in-service guideline in 
action*
A B C D F
A B C D F
Teachers should receive extension credit for their A B C D F
efforts when the nature of the program warrants it.
Merit raises should be provided for in the salary A B C D F
schedule - partially based on professional growth.
Promotional opportunities are open to those who A B C D F
demonstrate that they are growing professionally.
Board policy requires that teachers attend summer schoolA B C D F 
at stated intervals *
Time and money are provided for the proper function of A B C D F  
in-service activities.
IV. Procedures for In-Service Groups
Many opportunities are developed for people to ex- A B C D F  
change experiences and knowledge.
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108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120. 
121.
122.
123.
124.
A suggested agendum Is prepared and circulated to each A B C D F  
staff member concerning problems to be studied during 
the next In-service session.
A recording secretary keeps a careful record of the A B C D F
in-service education program meetings.
The public is Informed of in-service education pro- A B C D F
grams through the various techniques of public re­
lations .
The most sensitive phase of group discussion is that A B C D F
of decision making.
Individual behavior within the study groups is de- A B C D F
termined by the role which is prescribed by the
groups
Study groups usually develop a formal social structure A B C D F
as a method of performing their work.
The processes of change can be productive within the A B C D F
study group only if conditions permit reassessment of 
goals and the means of their achievement.
Multiple and rich resources are made available and are A B C D F
used.
Constant encouragement is present to teBt and to try A B C D F
ideas and plans in real situations.
"How to improve your teaching” atmosphere radiates A B C D F
throughout each session.
The professional library is systematically organized, A B C D F
financially supported, and easily accessible to all
teachers.
The official leader for each in-service session is a A B C D F
person designated by a committee or the group.
The leader stimulates enthusiasm and interest. A B C D F
The leaders clarify the purpose of the study group A B C D F
before work begins .
The study group is democratically conducted. A B C D F
The leaders understand the subject they present. A B C D F
The participants ask many questions* A B C D F
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126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
Participants are motivated to do creative work. A B C D F
A spontaneous atmosphere prevails. A B C D F
Skillful leadership secures group cooperation. A B C D F
The leaders place responsibility upon the members A B C D F
of the group for the success of the study group.
The activities of the group are summarized by the A B C D F
leaders.
The group arrives at conclusions cooperatively. A B C  D F
The group members are encouraged to do what they vant A B C D F
to do in the group activities .
Leaders open up new experiences for group members. A B C D F
The principal creates a climate for growth. A B C D F
The principal serves as a member of the group during A B C D F
in-service meetings*
The principal has an understanding of the psychology A B C D F
of change.
The principal possesses knowledge of possible types A B C D F
of organization for in-service education.
The principal has an understanding of the role of A B C D F
education In our society.
The principal has ability to work cooperatively with A B C D F
the groups.
The principal respects individual or human personality. A B C D F
The principal has faith that a group can find reasonablyA B C D F 
sound solutions to problems.
The principal has patience in working with groups. A B C D F
The consultant performs a worthwhile service as a A B C D F
disinterested "third party" if the basic problem is 
friction among personnel in the administrative 
hierarchy.
Consultants should strive for soow kind of administra- A B C D F
tive recognition of what has been accomplished. Change 
is more likely to "stick" when sanctioned by top-level 
authority in the administrative hierarchy*
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144. In -se rv ice  education Is  characterised  by both sta tu s  A B C D F  
lead ersh ip  and shared p r o fess io n a l lead ersh ip .
145. An atmosphere is created that is conducive to building A B C D F  
mutual respect, support, permissiveness and creativeness.
Types of meeting procedures:
146. Informal round-table discussion* A B C D F
147. Panel discussion by members of leaders' committee, A B C D F
followed by open discussion.
148. Talks by experts in the field. A B C D F
149. Unplanned extemporaneous discussion. A B C D F
150. Pupil demonstration followed by discussion. A B C D F
151. Demonstrations with teachers substituting for pupils. A B C D F
152. Question and answer program. A B C D F
153. Planned program for full participation in social and A B C D F
physical activities*
154. Leader presentation of subject, followed by sectioning A B C D F
of group for study of Individual interest.
155. Leader presentation of subject, followed by dividing A B C D F
of group for purposes of learning by doing*
156. Each member of the committee speaks for limited time, A B C D F
after which questions are asked by group members.
197* E xh ib ition  o f  education m aterials* A B C D F
s
7. Evaluation
Purposes: Evaluation should be made to  determine:
198. The type and q u a lity  o f  progress made in  the ach ieve- A B C D F
ment o f  the tea ch er 's  s ta te d  purpose*
159. Increased a b i l i t y  to  p a r tic ip a te  more e f f i c i e n t ly  and A B C D F
coop era tively  in  a l l  a c t i v i t i e s  o f  the in -se r v ic e  pro­
gram.
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160• Increased ability and confidence to assume the function A B C D F
of leadership not only in the program, but in the teacher's 
relationship with the pupils.
161. Increased ability to direct more effectively the teacher's A B C D F  
own learning activities, as well as those of her pupils.
162. Increased ability to discover and to clarify new problemsA B C D F  
and subsequently to evaluate the solutions of them.
163. Increased professional competency in such areas as peda-A B C D F 
gogical scholarship, greater breadth of general
knowledge, deeper understanding of the individual pupil 
and factors conditioning his development.
164. Increased ability to use democratic processes of teachlngA B C D F 
in the relationships and work with the pupils.
165. Desirable changes in professional attitudes and beliefs A B C D F  
and in emphasis relative to subject matter and total
pupil growth and development.
Evaluative techniques that may be applied:
166. Teacher-leader conference, in which the teacher and A B C D F  
the in-service leader consider together the progress
made by the teacher in the achievement of her purposes, 
and during which they formulate plans for further study.
167* Cooperative leader-group appraisal of the group's A B C D F
learning activities and their results.
168. Evaluation of an individual teacher through observe- A B C D F
tion of her work by the in-service leader, or by a
group of fellow teachers, or both.
169. Evaluation of the teacher's or the group's learning A B C D F
activities and their results.
170. A written record or diary of the participating teacher'sA B C D F 
problems, purposes, activities, resources utilised and
results achieved, as recorded by the teacher herself.
171. Observation, examination, and evaluation of the teacher 'sA B C D F  
or the group's creative work by staff members of the in­
stitute supporting the program, or by the parents and
patrons of the school community, or by the in-service 
Instructor and fellow teachers, or by all.
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172. Observational records of the study activities, work A B C D F  
methods employed, resources utilized, and achieve­
ments of the participating teachers, as recorded by 
uhe in-service leader or instructor.
173. Use of various tests and evaluative instruments to A B C D F
determine the initial statue of, and tne subsequent 
changes in, the teacher's professional attitudes, b e ­
liefs, and teaching procedures: and later, to measure
her growth in knowledge and teacning competency.
General Characteristics:
Ifk. A continuous evaluation of the in-service education A B C D F
program should be made by all staff members.
173. A final report concerning accomplishments and handi- A B C D F
caps encountered through the in-service program during 
the school year should be made at the close of the 
school session.
176. Each staff member should be provided with a copy of A B C D F
the final report and series of group meetings should 
be held to discuss the possibilities for improving 
the program.
177* The evaluation program should be organized in terms A E C D F
of goals set up for the specific project.
178. The faculty group should develop cooperatively the A B C D F
criteria for evaluation.
179. All members of the faculty should participate in the A B C D F
evaluation.
180. The faculty should avail itself of resource personnel A B C D F
in its evaluation program.
181. The characteristics of the evaluation process consists A B C D F
of the teachers and committees looking uc where they
had been, seeing where they are at t;.*. present, and 
then trying to discover where they t. • >u„.d go.
182. The most difficult part of evaluation is getting A B C D F
agreement as to positions of value regarding specific
programs.
l8 3 « The presence of careful minutes, records of group work, A B C D F  
memoranda on plans, evaluation sessions at regular inter­
vals, regular use of questipnnaires to staff, all provide 
means of examining progress and for assessing its values.
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l8U. Staffs seem more comfortable and willing to work when A B C D F
the evaluation process is directed toward ways of 
working on educational problems, toward influencing 
the behavior of children, and toward the achievement of 
coemion objectives and values, and not related toward 
the change of prestige positions and professional roles 
of teachers •
185. Evaluation that is comprehensive employs a variety A B C D F
of devices and techniques.
186. Evaluation is concerned with the means as well as the A B C D F
end-
187. Evaluation is based on evidence gathered through A B C D F
meaningful, quantitative indices.
TO ADJUDICATORS: Please list as many criteria as you wish that
will augment those already considered. Also, any comments 
that you may wish to make concerning the above criteria are 
solicited.
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APPENDIX 11
LETTER SENT TO TH06E PERSONS FROM WHOM NOMINATIONS TO THE 
NATIONAL JURY WERE SOUGHT
January 1, 1959 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Dear Sir:
Under the direction of the College of Education of Louisiana 
State University, I hare assembled a list of criteria which will 
be applied to the various programs of in-service education for 
teachers in the State of Louisiana. To assist in determining 
the degree of validity of each criterion, the judgement of ex­
perts in the field of professional growth of teachers will be 
solicited. Will you kindly supply the names and addresses of 
three educators whose opinions in in-service education you con­
sider reliable? At least one of these should be active in the 
state in which you live.
A self-addressed, stamped card is enclosed for your con­
venience .
Thanking you for your prompt cooperation, I am
Sincerely,
E. L. Self 
Box 5841, LSU
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APPENDIX III
CARD ON WHICH NOMINATIONS TO THE 
NATIONAL JURY WERE PLACED
Dear Mr. Self:
I regard the following educators to be specialists in the 
field of teacher in-service education: (Please print).
NAME POSITION ADDRESS
1.____________________________________________________________________
2 ._____________________________________________________
3._______________________________________________________________________
(Signed)
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APPENDIX IV
LETTER TO JURORS WHO ASSISTED IN VALIDATING THE CRITERIA
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
January 13, 1959
Dear Sir:
Recently, I obtained from the deans of education of the leading 
universities in each state the names of those persons whom they 
thought to be authorities in the area of teacher in-service educa­
tion. You have been recognized by your colleagues in our field of 
education as an expert in this area.
One of my doctoral candidates and I are making a study, under 
the auspices of our department of education, of the in-service pro­
grams of teacher education in operation in Louisiana. In order to 
obtain an appraising standard, certain criteria are being validated. 
We would like to enlist your experience and judgment in this endea­
vor. Will you be kind enough to devote a few minutes of your time 
in assisting us in this sorely needed project?
The enclosed questionnaire contains statements in the form of 
criteria, drawn from the literature, which may be applied in the 
evaluation of in-service education programs. Also, a self-address­
ed stamped envelope is enclosed for your convenience.
Due to a pressing time element, it is hoped that you will re­
turn this questionnaire, completed if possible, uncompleted if im­
possible to do so, at your very earliest convenience.
We extend, in advance, our thanks for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Ralph L. W. Schmidt 
Associate Proffessor of 
Education
RLWStJh 
Encl. i
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APPENDIX V
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO JURORS WHO ASSISTED IN VALIDATING THE CRITERIA
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
February 3, 1959
Dear Sir:
Recently you were mailed a questionnaire listing a number 
of criteria relative to in-service education of teachers. You 
were asked to evaluate them and return the questionnaire as 
soon as possible. As of this mailing date I have not received 
your questionnaire.
I realize that the questionnaire is rather long and I am 
sure you are busy with your own affairs, but it would be great­
ly appreciated if you could find the time to complete it. Time 
is getting short and your completed questionnaire is needed in 
order to finish my tabulations.
If you cannot complete the questionnaire, please return it 
to me so that I may send it to someone else to be completed. A 
stamped envelope was enclosed with the original letter and the 
questionnaire for this purpose.
Thanking you for your cooperation and assistance, I remain
Sincerely,
Ralph L. W. Schmidt 
Associate Professor of 
Education
JUJWSiels
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APPENDIX VI
MEMBERSHIP OP THE NATIONAL JURY
Adams, L. D., Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Richmond, Virginia
Albright, A. D., Director of Extended Programs, University of 
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
Alford, M. E., Assistant Superintendent, Norfolk County Schools, 
Nosbaum Building, Norfolk, Virginia
Armstrong, W. Earl, Director, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, Mills Building, 17th St. and Pennsylvania 
Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Baker, Newton H., Director Teacher Education, Vermont State Depart­
ment of Education, Montpelier, Vermont
Barnes, Melvin, Superintendent of Schools, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Barr, A. S., College of Education, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wisconsin
Benjamin, H. H., School of Education, University of New Hampshire, 
Durham, New Hampshire
Berry, Ray M., Head, Department of Education, University of Idaho, 
Moscow, Idaho
Booth, Clarence, Superintendent of Schools, Lewiston, Idaho
Carpenter, Roland, College of Education, University of Maine,
Qrono, Maine
Carson, C. A., Associate Superintendent, Tucson Public Schools, 
Tucson, Arlsoaa
Combs, A. B., Director, Division of Elementary and Secondary Schools, 
State Department of Education, Raleigh, M. C.
Corbally, John, Jr., Coordinator of Field Studiea and Services,
College of Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus 10, 
Ohio
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Doolin, Rule, Superintendent of Public Schools, North Kansas City, 
Kansas City, Missouri
Doxtator, R. J., School of Education, University of New Hampshire, 
Durham, New Hampshire
Flanagan, William F., Director of Graduate Division, Rhode Island 
College of Education, Providence, Rhode Island
Franks, Milford, Department of Education, Montana State College, 
Bozeman, Montana
Ginger, lyman, Dean, College of Education, University of Kentucky, 
Lexington, Kentucky
Hansen, Richard, Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools, St.
Paul, Minnesota
Harvey, Morris, Director of Extension, Department of Education, 
University of Idaho, Moscov, Idaho
Hedges, William D., Assistant Professor of Education, University of 
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Hobson, Clay S., Professor of Education, School of Education, Univer­
sity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
Hubert, Frank, Superintendent of Schools, Orange, Texas
Klokr, Paul R., Assistant Dean and Coordinator of the instructional 
Program, College of Education, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus 10, Ohio
Landry, Thomas, State Department of Education, Capital Building,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Levis, Arthur J., Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Liddicoat, Paul, Superintendent of Schools, Morrilton, Arkansas
MacCampbell, James, College of Education, University of Me4re,
Qrono, Maine
Marshall, Mrs. Mary, State Department of Education, Frankfort, 
Kentucky
Marvel, John A., Director, Division of Adult Education and Community 
Service, University of Wyoming, Old Main, laramie, Wyoming
McCall, W. M., Director, Teacher Certification, Montgomery, Alabama
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McLain, Dub, Director of School and Community Services, College of 
Education, Extension Division, University of Oklahoma, Norman, 
Oklahoma
Mills, H. H., College of Education, University of Colorado, Boulder, 
Colorado
Moore, Bruce K., Superintendent, Phoeniz Union High School, Phoenix, 
Arizona
Mocre, V. A., Extension Division, College of Education, University 
of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
Parker, J. Cecil, School of Education, University of California, 
Berkeley *+, California
Phay, John E., Director, Summer Session and Professor of Education, 
University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi
Pierce, Truman, Dean, School of Education, Auburn University, Auburn, 
Alabama
Shqherd* Bryon L., Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Tulsa,
Oklahoma
Sprovles, Lee, Department of Education, University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia
Smith, Doyne M., Chairman, Educational Administration, University of 
Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Smith, Elmer, Professor of Education, Brovn University, Providence, 
Rhode Island
St. Clair, John T., Assistant Superintendent of Schools, State Depart­
ment of Education, Charleston, West Virginia
Stone, James, Director of Teacher Education, University of California, 
Berkeley, California
Taylor, Claude, State Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky
Temple, Futrelle, Chairman, In-Service Education, College of Education, 
University of Alabama, University, Alabama
Tucker, Thomas T., Professor of Education, School Administration, 
University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada
Wardlav, H. Fat, Assistant Btate Commissioner of Education,
Jefferson City, Missouri
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Weber, Robert A., School of Education, University of South 
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina
Whigham, E., Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Instruction, 
511 West 8th Street, Wilmington, Delaware
Williams, F. L., Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Dallas, 
Texas
Wilson, Harold, Principal, Wakefield High School, Arlington, 
Virginia
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APPENDIX VII
STATES REPRESENTED BY MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL JURY
Alabama
McCall, W. M., Director of Teacher Certification, Montgomery,
Alabama
Pierce, Truman, Dean, School of Education, Auburn University, Auburn, 
Alabama
Temple, Futrelle, Chairman, In-Service Education, College of 
Education, University of Alabama, University, Alabama
Arizona
Carson, C. A., Associate Superintendent, Tucson Public Schools, Tucson, 
Arizona
Moore, Bruce K., Superintendent, Phoenix Union High Schools, Phoenix, 
Arizona
Arkansas
Liddlcoat, Paul, Superintendent, Public Schools, Morrllton, Arkansas
California
Parker, J. Cecil, School of Education, University of California, 
Berkeley, California
Stone, James, Director of Teacher Education, University of California, 
Berkeley, California
Colorado
Mills, H. H., College of Education, University of Colorado, Boulder, 
Colorado
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Delaware
Whigham, E., Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Instruction, 511 
West 8th Street, Wilmington, Delaware
District of Columbia
Armstrong, V. Earl, Director, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, Mills Building, 17th Street and Pennsylvania 
Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Georgia
Sprowles, Lee, Department of Education, University of Georgia, Athens, 
Georgia
Smith, Doyne M., Chairman, Educational Administration, University of 
Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Idaho
Berry, Ray M., Head, Department of Education, University of Idaho, 
Moscow, Idaho
Booth, Clarence, Superintendent of Schools, Lewiston, Idaho
Harvey, Morris, Director of Extension, Department of Education, 
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho
Kansas
HobBon, Clay S., College of Education, University of Kfcnsas, Lawrence, 
KansaB
Kentucky
Albright, A. D., Director of Extended Programs, University of Kentucky, 
Lexington, Kentucky
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Singer, Lyman, Dean, College of Education, University of Kentucky, 
Lexington, Kentucky
Marshall, Mrs. Mary, State Department of Education, Frankfort, 
Kentucky
Taylor, Claude, State Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky
Louisiana
Landry, Thomas, State Department of Education, Capital Building, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Maine
MacCampbell, James, College of Education, University of Maine,
Otrono, Maine
Carpenter, Roland, College of Education, University of Maine, Qrono, 
Maine
Minnesota
Hansen, Richard, Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools, St. Paul, 
Minnesota
Levis, Arthur J., Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mississippi
Phay, John E., Director, Summer Session and Professor of Education, 
University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi
Missouri
Doolin, Rule, Superintendent, Public Schools, North Kansas City,
Kansas City, Missouri
Vardlav, H. Pat, Assistant State Commissioner of Education, Jefferson, 
Missouri
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Montana
Franks, Milford, Department of Education, Montana State College, 
Bo zeman, Montana
Nevada
Tucker, Thomas T., Professor of Education, School Administration, 
University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada
North Carolina
Combs, A. B., Director, Division of Elementary and Secondary Schools, 
State Department of Education, Raleigh, North Carolina
Nev Hampshire
Benjamin, H. H., School of Education, University of New Hampshire, 
Durham, New Hampshire
Doxtator, R. J., School of Education, University of Mew Hampshire, 
Durham, New Hampshire
(Silo
Corbally, John, Jr., Coordination of Field Studies and Services, 
College of Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus 10, 
Ohio
Klokr, Paul R., Assistant Dean and Coordinator of the Instructional 
Program, College of Education, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus 10, Ohio
Oklahoma
Barnes, Melvin, Superintendent of Schools, Oklahoma City, Norman, 
Oklahoma
McLain, Dub, Director of School and Cosnmnlty Services, College of 
Education, Extension Division, University of Oklahoma, Norman, 
Oklahoma
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Shepherd, Byron D., Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma
Oregon
Moore, V. A., Extension Division, College of Education, University 
of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
Rhode Island
Flanagan, William F., Director of Graduate Division, Rhode Island 
College of Education, Providence, Rhode Island
Smith, Elmer, School of Education, Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Weber, Robert A., School of Education, University of South Carolina, 
Columbia, South Carolina
Texas
Hubert, Frank, Superintendent of Schools, Orange, Texas
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APPENDIX VIII
QUESTIONNAIRE
APPLICATION OF CRITERIA FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR 
EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
For Guidance in Setting Up or Revising a Program of In-Service 
Education in the Elementary and Secondary School
KEY
The following criteria hare heen validated by a Jury of author­
ities in the field of in-service education of teachers.
Please encircle the proper letter in the right margin to indi­
cate the extent to which, in your judgment, each criterion is being 
observed in your program of in-8ervice education of teachers.
A - Excellently observed 
B - Well observed 
C - Moderately observed 
D - Poorly observed 
F - Not observed
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CRITERIA FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS 
IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
I .  The Purpose and P h ilo so p h y
VALIDITY
1 . I n - s e r v ic e  ed u ca tio n  i s  a program by v h ic h  a l l  p erso n s A B C D F 
engaged in  e d u c a tio n  le a r n  and grow to g e th e r  and not a  
program fo r  making up te a c h e r  d e f ic ie n c ie s *
2 .  I n - s e r v ic e  a c t i v i t i e s  sore to  r e c e iv e  d ir e c t io n  from A B C D F
auid a r e  r e la t e d  t o  th e  work o f  te a c h e r s  in  th e  c la ssro o m ,
th e  s c h o o l ,  and th e  community.
3 .  Sound p r in c ip le s  o f  le a r n in g  a r e  o b serv ed . A B C D F
k.  The in - s e r v ic e  program grows out o f  a  s e r ie s  o f  A B C D F
problem s which concern  th e  w hole s c h o o l and i n i t i ­
a te d  by th e  te a c h e r s  and a d m in is tr a t io n  in  a combined  
e f f o r t .  P eo p le  work a s  in d iv id u a ls  and as  members o f  
groups on problem s th a t  a r e  o f  s ig n i f i c a n c e  t o  them .
5 . The in - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  program i s  c o n s id e r e d  an i n t e -  A B C D F 
t r a l  p a r t o f  th e  t o t a l  e d u c a tio n  program f o r  th e  s c h o o l.
6 .  The s c h o o l p h ilo so p h y  en cou rages in - s e r v ic e  t r a in in g  A B C D F
o f  t e a c h e r s .
7 .  I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  p r o v id e s  f a m i l ia r i t y  w ith  new A B C D F
knowledge and s u b je c t  m atter.
8 .  I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  im proves knowledge o f  te a c h in g  A B C D F 
m eth od s.
9 .  I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  in c r e a s e s  s k i l l  in  p r o v id in g  A B C D F
fo r  th e  in d iv id u a l  d i f f e r e n c e s  among p u p i l s .
1 0 . I n - s e r v ic e  ed u ca tio n  im proves a t t i t u d e s  and s k i l l s  A B C D F
In v o lv e d  in  c o o p e r a t iv e  a c t io n  r e s e a r c h .
1 1 . I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  im proves a t t i t u d e s  and s k i l l s  A B C D F
id  utilising community resources and in  working w ith
adults.
1 2 . I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  s e r v e s  a s  a  means o f  le a r n in g  a  A B C D F
new Job or a ssig n m en t.
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13-
Ik.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20. 
21. 
22.
23. 
2k.
25.
26.
I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  h e lp s  in  th e  developm ent and A B C D F
re fin em en t o f  cooeton v a lu e s  and g o a ls .
M eetin gs in  w hich te a c h e r s  a re  a llo w e d  t o  J o in  in  A B C D F
group a c t i v i t i e s  a re  p r o f i t a b le  m eetin g s.
The em o tio n a l c lim a te  which p r e v a i l s  in  th e  i n - s e r v ic e  A B C D F 
programs i s  a s  Im portant a s  th e  g o a ls  sought and la r g e ly  
meana th e  g o a ls  a tta in ed *
A prim ary purpose o f  in - s e r v ic e  ed u c a tio n  programs i s  
th e  developm ent in  ev ery  p a r t ic ip a n t  a s e n s i t i v i t y  
o f  th e  v ie w p o in ts  o f  o th ers*
The t r a in in g  e f f o r t  and methods a re  made t o  f i t  th e  
man, not th e  man th e  t r a in in g  m ateria l*
The program i s  I n t e n s iv e ,  e x te n s iv e  and con tin u ou s.
Whenever p o s s ib l e ,  in - s e r v ic e  p a r t ic ip a t io n  and a c t i v i ­
t i e s  w ith in  each  s c h o o l need  t o  be c l e a r ly  d e f in e d  so  
th a t  in - s e r v ic e  groups w i l l  know th a t  problem s th ey  a re  
f r e e  to  a tta ck *
I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  programs a re  c h a r a c te r iz e d  by th e  
m ixin g  o f  th eo ry  and r e a l i t y .
I t  i s  assum ed th a t  I n d iv id u a ls  have a  o a p a c lty  f o r
growth throughout t h e ir  e n t ir e  l i f e  span.
The p a r t ic ip a n t  I s  g iv e n  an o p p o rtu n ity  to  make an  
in t e n s iv e  stu d y  o f  an i n t e r e s t  w hich has a r is e n  ou t  
o f  h i s  e x p e r ie n c e  a s a  tea ch er .
The p a r t ic ip a n t  i s  g iv e n  a  chance t o  sh are  in  p la n n in g  
a program o f  I n d iv id u a l and group a c t i v i t i e s  d es ig n ed  
t o  m eet h i s  needs and th o se  o f  h is  fe llo w -w o r k e r s .
I t  p r o v id e s  th e  p a r t ic ip a n t  w ith  ea ey  a c c e s s  t o  th e  
s e r v ic e s  o f  v a r io u s  s t a f f  members r e p r e s e n t in g  a  
v a r ie t y  o f  k in d s o f  a s s i s t a n c e .
Formal and in fo rm a l a s s o c ia t io n  w ith  o th er  p a r t i c i ­
p a n ts  o f  v a r ie d  backgrounds c o n tr ib u te s  t o  th e  p a r t i c i ­
p a n t 's  th in k in g  on h i s  s p e c i f i c  problem , broadens h is  
g e n e r a l p r o f e s s io n a l  o r ie n t a t io n ,  and p r o v id e s  oppor­
t u n i t y  fo r  e x p e r ie n c e s  in  c o o p e r a t iv e  a c t i v i t i e s .
The p a r t ic ip a n t ' s  t o t a l  e x p e r ie n c e  a s  he s t u d ie s  a  sp e c i-A  B C D F 
f i c  i n t e r e s t  or problem  ten d s  t o  prepare him fo r  th e  s o lu ­
t io n  o f  o th e r  p r o f e s s io n a l  problem s in  th e  fu tu r e .
A B C D F
A B C D F
A B C D F 
A B C  D F
A B C D F 
A B C D F 
A B C D F
A B C D F
A B C D F
A B C D F
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27.  I t  p r e p a r es  te a c h e r s  in  ord er  th a t  th e y  aay keep  A B C D F
a b r e a s t  o f  th e  t i n e s
2d* I t  p r o v id e s  f o r  c o r r e c t io n  o f  p r o f e s s io n a l  d e f i c -  A B C D F
ie n c i e s  o f  t e a c h e r s .
2 9 . I t  p r o v id e s  a  r e c ip r o c a l  f lo w  o f  a s s i s t a n c e  betw een  A B C  D f
te a c h e r s  in  th e  f i e l d  and t e a c h e r • t r a in in g  i n s t i ­
t u t io n s  •
3 0 . I t  p r o v id e s  f o r  grow th o f  th e  c h i ld  th rou gh  grow th A B C D F
o f  th e  te a c h e r .
3 1 . I t  p r o v id e s  g u id a n ce  a t  th e  t i n e  th e  te a c h e r  n eed s i t .  A B C D F
3 2 . I t  p r o v id e s  a  h a s1b f o r  th e  c o n s id e r a t io n  o f  ty p e s  o f  A B C D F
a c t i v i t i e s  w hich  w i l l  g iv e  d ir e c t io n  t o  le a r n in g  e x ­
p e r ie n c e s  and w hich w i l l  p ro v id e  o p p o r tu n ity  f o r
maximum grow th .
I I * .  P la n n in g
33. P r e - s e r v ic e  p r e p a r a t io n  o f  t e a c h e r s  i s  ta k en  in t o  c o n - A B C D F
s ld e r a t io n  when p la n n in g  i n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a t io n  program s.
3 ^ . The d is ta n c e  te a c h e r s  commute t o  s c h o o l i s  ta k en  in t o  A B C D F
c o n s id e r a t io n  when p la n n in g  an i n - s e r v i c e  program .
33* I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  program s a r e  o r g a n is e d  w ith  A B C D F
d e f i n i t e  g o a ls  and o b j e c t i v e s .  R ea l and s p e c i f i c  
problem s c o n s t i t u t e  th e  b a s i s  fo r  i n - s e r v i c e  a c t i v i t i e s .
36. I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  program s a r e  o r g a n iz e d  and p la n n ed  A B C D F
on a  lo n g  term  b a s i s  •
37* I n - s e r v ic e  e d u c a tio n  In v o lv e s  th e  t o t a l  p r o f e s s io n a l  A B C D F
s t a f f *
3 d . The program em ploys a l l  known m ethods r a th e r  th a n  any A B C D F
one s p e c i f i c  te c h n iq u e .
39* The c o n te x t  o f  th e  program i s  fou n d ed  in  th e  b a s ic  A B C D F
f i e l d s  o f  human know ledge su ch  a s  p sy c h o lo g y , s o c i o ­
lo g y ,  and a n th r o p o lo g y .
4 0 . T each ers  a r e  i n t r i n s i c a l l y  m o tiv a te d  to  engage in  A B C D F
m ea n in g fu l a c t i v i t i e s .
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4l. The people who work on the problems formulate their own A B C D F
goals and plan their procedure in accomplishing them.
42* Continuous attention is given to individual and to A B C D F
group problem solving processes. Individual differ­
ences among members of each group are to be accepted and 
utilized.
A3. The simplest possible means is developed to move through A B C D F
decisions to actions.
44. Activities are related to pertinent aspects of the A B C D F
current educational, cultural, political and econo­
mic scene.
45. The suujec^s to be studied are definitely related to A B C D F
the needs of teachers .
46. T eaching a id s  are promoted through many and varied A B C D F
e x h ib i t s .
47. E xp erts and key persons are present and act as con- A B C D F
s u l t a n t s  when deemed necessary by the group.
48. Accepted best practices are demonstrated or explained. A B C D F
49. Opportunities to learn by doing are planned for all A B C D F
present.
30. Provisions are made to have a professional library in A B C D F
the school for the use of the faculty.
51. Participants with common Interest are placed in groups A B C D F
together *
52. Principals have as their duty to initiate the program A B C D F
and serve to inspire others. They should work to develop 
insight and thinking of others, rather than impose their
own viewpoints.
53• A special consultant Is used when deemed necessary by A B C D F
the group >
54. The nature of the problem and the circumstances sur- A B C D F
rounding It is made clear to the consultant at the out­
set. He must know whether or not he can make a contribu­
tion before coming*
55. The consultant has "local knowledge" relative to person- A B C D F
alltles and perennial friction spots in the school system.
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56. I f  a  s c h o o l board or c h ie f  a d m in is tr a t iv e  o f f i c e r  I s  A B C D F
com m itted t o  a  c e r ta in  framework th a t  must be m ain­
ta in e d ,  th e  c o n s u lta n t  i s  t o ld  o f  t h i s  a t  th e  o u t s e t .
57. Special consideration ie given to the place of the A B C D F
meetings. A comfortable, attractive, and centrally
located place is chosen.
58. The discovery and identification of problems is made A B C D F
through a systematic survey of the major areas of the
schools.
59. The needs are diagnosed and the attack planned. A B C D F
60. The acceptable purposes of professional growth is A B C D F
determined.
61. Guidance is used in helping the teacher to select Bome A B C D F
learning activity.
62. Participation of all teachers is foremost - not obser- A B C D F
vation by them.
63. The most valuable factors considered when planning an A B C D F
in-service education program are time and leadership.
6U. An interested, fair-minded administrator is essential A B C D F
to the success of any in-service program,
65. Careful pre-planning is done in advance with those who A B C D F
will participate -  a degree of readiness is attained.
I I I .  A d m in ister in g  fo r  P r o f e s s io n a l  Growth
6 6 . The in d iv id u a l i t y  o f  th e  te a c h e r  i s  c o n s id e r e d  and h e lp  A B C D F  
and p r a is e  a r e  g iv e n  in  co n n e c tio n  w ith  everyd ay  m atters.
67. Commendation i s  g iv e n  fo r  f in e  te a c h in g  or any o th e r  form A B C D F  
o f  o u ts ta n d in g  a ch ievem en t.
6 8 . The p r in c ip a l  a c q u a in ts  th e  e n t ir e  f a c u l t y  w ith  th e  A B C D F  
te a c h e r s '  o u ts ta n d in g  ach ievem en ts and makes r e p o r ts
on them t o  th e  c e n t r a l  a d m in is tr a t iv e  o f f i c e  and t o  
th e  board  o f  e d u c a tio n .
69. T eachers a r e  p la c e d  in  th e  p o s i t io n s  b e l ie v e d  to  be b e s t  A B C D F  
s u i t e d  t o  t h e i r  i n t e r e s t s  and c a p a c i t ie s  and a r e  monred,
in  k eep in g  w ith  t h e ir  s u c c e s s ,  t o  o th er  p o s i t io n s  th ey  may 
p r e fe r .
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70. Recognition is given to superior teachers by placing A B C D F
apprentices with then.
71. Arrangements are made for superior teachers to demon- A B C D F
strate their procedures for others in planned observa­
tions.
72. Superior teachers are given responsibility as key per- A B C D F
sons vlth respect to such special functions as testing
programs or visual aids.
73* Outstanding teachers are assigned to Important faculty A B C D F
committees which cooperate in school management and 
in the study of Instructional problems - curriculum, 
textbook, social, and various other committees'
7U. Opportunities are provided for leadership in teacherb A B C D F
meetings, in connection vlth such things as defining 
the problem, leading and directing the thinking of the 
group, and participating in panel discussions.
75. Various types of group activities are stimulated and A B C D F
encouraged so that faculty members will become better 
acquainted with the abilities of their co-vorkers.
76. Teachers' opinions are requested and their partlcipa- A B C D F
tlon is sought in evaluating existing administrative 
procedures and in formulating policies for the school,
77. Use is made of teachers' hobbies and special skills; A B C D F
for example, having teachers show movies which they have
madej having them give travel talks, arrange exhibits, 
or give demonstrations to Borne out-of-school accom­
plishment •
7d. Teachers are encouraged to give free oral and written A B C D F
expression to problems and questions concerning the 
school.
79* Teachers are encouraged to carry on experiments, to try A B C D F
new procedures, and to do research in their special fields.
80. Help is given in having good articles accepted for A B C D F
publication in professional Journals.
81. Parent-teacher associations and other conunity groups A B C D F
are encouraged to give outstanding teachers a place on
their programs.
82. Teachers are encouraged to write and speak for local, A B C D F
state, and national audiences.
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83. Scholarships arc secured for teachers of unusual A B C D F
promise.
8k. Subsidies are provided for attendance at workshops, A B C D F
eumer schools, and institutes.
8 .^ Teachers are allowed to attend national conventions A B C D F
and conferences, sometimes with expenses paid.
86. Teachers are allowed to attend nonschool conventions A B C D F
when such contacts with lay groups are of particular
Interest and value to the school.
87. Opportunities are sought for teachers to hear experts A B C D F
in their own fields whenever possible, and special 
arrangement is often made for them to attend general
lectures as well •
88. Sabbatical leaves are granted, with half salary, for A B C D F
approved study, travel, or other self-improvement.
89. Opportunities are provided to visit and observe in A B C D F
other schools and sometimes in other school systems.
90. Anecdotal and/or cumulative records are kept giving A B C D F
evidence of the teachers' professional growth, that is,
records pertaining to Increased understanding of chil­
dren, improvement in teaching efficiency, cooperation with 
school and community agencies, social development, travel, 
and all professional activities.
91. In-service education sessions are held during the A B C D F
regular school day whenever possible.
92. Good communications at each level and between all A B C D F
levels of the school society is necessary for the
success of the in-service guideline in
action.
93. Teachers should receive extension credit for their A B C D F
efforts when the nature of the program warrants it.
9k. Merit raises should be provided for in the salary sche- A B C D F
dule - partially based on porfessional growth.
95. Promotional opportunities are open to those who demon- A B C D F
strate that they are growing professionally.
96. Time and money are provided for the proper function of A B C D F
in-service activities.
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97.
98.
99. 
100.
101.
102.
103*
104.
105.
106. 
107*
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
IV. Procedures for In-Service Groups
Many opportunities are developed for people to exchange A B C D F  
experiences and knowledge.
A suggested agendum is prepared and circulated to each A B C D F  
staff member concerning problems to be studied during 
the next in-service session .
A recording secretary keeps a careful record of the A B C D F
in-service education program meetings*
The public Is informed of in-service education pro- A B C D F
grams through the various techniques of public re­
lation*
The most sensitive phase of group discussion is deter- A B C D F
mined by the role which 1b prescribed by the group ,
Individual behavior within the study groups is deter- A B C D F
mined by the role which is prescribed by the groups
The processes of change can be productive within the A B C D F
study group only if conditions permit reassessment 
of goals and the means of their achievement*
Multiple and rich resources are made available and are A B C D F
used.
Constant encouragement is present to test and to try A B C D F
ideas and plans in real situations.
"How to improve your teaching" atmosphere radiates A B C D F
throughout each session.
The professional library is systematically organized, A B C D F
financially supported, and easily accessible to all 
teachers.
The official leader for each in-service session is a A B C D F
person designated by a committee or the group.
The leader stimulates enthusiasm and interest. A B C D F
The leaders clarify the purpose of the study group A B C D F
before work begins.
The study group is democratically conducted. A B C D F
The leaders understand the subject they present. A B C D F
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
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The participants ask many questions. A B C D F
Participants are motivated to do creative work. A B C D F
A spontaneous atmosphere prevails. A B C D F
Skillful leadership secures group cooperation. A B C D F
The leaders place responsibility upon the members A B C D F
of the group for the success of the study group.
The activities of the group are summarized by the A B C D F
leaders
The group arrives at conclusions cooperatively. A B C D F
The group members are encouraged to do what they want A B C D F
to do in the group activities.
Leaders open up new experiences for group members. A B C D F
The principal creates a climate for growth. A B C D F
The principal serves as a member of the group during A B C D F
in-service meetings.
The principal has an understanding of the psychology A B C D F
of change.
The principal possesses knowledge of possible types of A B C D F
organization for in-service education.
The principal has an understanding of the role of A B C D F
education in our society.
The principal has ability to work cooperatively with A B C D F
groups.
The principal respects individual or human personality. A B C D F
The principal has faith that a group can find reasonably A B C D F
sound solutions to problems.
The principal has patience in working vlth groups. A B C D F
Tbe consultant performs a worthwhile service as a dis- A B C D F
interested "third party" if the basic problem is 
friction among personnel in the administrative hierarchy.
Consultants should strive for some kind of administratlveA B C D F 
recognition of what has been accomplished. Change is more 
likely to "stick" when sanctioned by top^level authority 
in the adminstratlve hierarchy.
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133* In-service education Is characterized by both statue A B C D F
leadership and shared professional leadership.
134. An atmosphere Is created that Is conducive to building A B C D F 
mutual respect, support, permissiveness and creative­
ness .
Types of meeting procedures:
133* Informal round-table discussion. A B C  D F
136. Panel discussion by members of leaders' committee, A B C D F
followed by open discussion.
137* Talks by experts in the field. A B C D F
138» Pupil demonstration followed by discussion. A £ C D F
139. Question and answer program. A B C D F
140. Planned program for full participation in social and A B C D F
physical activities.
141. Leader presentation of subject, followed by sectioning A £ C D F
of group for study of individual interest.
142. Leader presentation of subject, followed by dividing A B C D F
of group for purposes of learning by doing.
143. Each member of the committee speaks for limited time, A B C D F
after which questions are asked by group members.
144. Exhibition of education materials. A B C D F
V. Evaluation
Purposes: Evaluation should be made to determine;
145. The type and quality of progress made in the achieve- A B C D F 
ment of the teacher's stated purpose.
146. Increased ability to participate more efficiently and A B C D F
cooperatively in all activities of the in-service
program.
147. Increased ability and confidence to assume the function A B C D F 
of leadership not only in the program, but in the teacher's 
relationship with the pupils.
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148, Increased ability to direct more effectively the A B C D F
teacher's ova learning activities, as veil as those
of her pupils.
149. Increased ability to discover and to clarify nev A B C D F
problems and subsequently to evaluate the solutions
of them.
150. Increased professional competency in such areas as A B G D F
pedagogical scholarship, greater oreadth of general 
knowledge, deeper understanding of the individual 
pupil and factors conditioning his development.
l^l* Increased ability to use democratic processes of A £ C D F
teaching in the relationships and work with the 
pupils.
I52. Desirable changes in professional attitudes and A B G D F
beliefs and in emphasis relative to subject matter 
and total pupil growth and development.
Evaluative techniques that may be applied:
153* Teacher-leader conference, in which the teacher and A B C D F
the In-service leader consider together the progress 
made by the teacher in the achievement of her purposes, 
and during which they formulate plans for further study.
154. Cooperative leader-group appraisal of the group's A B C D F
learning activities and their results.
155. Evaluation of the teacher's or the group's learning A B C D F
activities and their results.
Ip6. A written record or diary of the participating teacher's A £ C D F
problems, purposes, activities, resources utilized and 
results achieved, as recorded by the teacher herself.
I37. Observation, examination, and evaluation of the teacher's A B C D F 
or the group's creative work by staff members of the in­
stitute supporting the program, or by the parents and 
patrons of the school community, or by the in-service in­
structor and fellow teachers, or by all.
158. Observational records of the study activities, work A B C D F
methods employed, resources utilized, and achievements 
of the participating teachers, as recorded by the in- 
service leader or instructor.
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General Characteristics:
159* A continuous evaluation of the in-service education pro- A B C D F 
gram should he made by all staff members.
160. A final report concerning accomplishments and handicaps A B G D F 
encountered through the in-service program during the
school year should be made at the close of the school 
session.
161. Each staff member should be provided vith a copy of the A B C D F
final report and series of group meetings should be held
to discuss the possibilities for Improving the program.
162. The evaluation program should be organized in termB of A B C D F
goals set up for the specific project.
163. The faculty group should develop cooperatively the cri- A B C D F
teria for evaluation.
164. All members of the faculty should participate in the A B G D F
evaluation.
l6>. The faculty should avail itself of resource personnel A B C D F
in its evaluation program.
166. The characteristics of the evaluation process consists A B C D F
of the teachers and committsss looking at where they
had been, seeing where they are at the present, and then 
trying to discover where they should go.
167. The most difficult part of evaluation is getting agree- A B C D F
ment as to positions of value regarding specific pro­
grams.
166. The presence of careful minutes, records of group work, A B C D F
memoranda on plans, evaluation sessions at regular in­
tervals, regular use of questionnaires to staff, all 
provide means of examining progress and for assessing 
its values.
169. Staffs seem more comfortable and willing to work when A B C  D F  
the evaluation process la directed toward ways of 
working on educational problems, toward influencing 
the behavior of children, and toward the achievement 
of common objectives and values, and not related toward 
the change of prestige positions and professional roles 
of teachers.
170. Evaluation that is comprehensive employs a variety A B C D F
of devices and techniques.
171. Evaluation Is concerned, with the means as well as the A B C D F 
end.
172. Evaluation is based on evidence gathered through A B C D F
meaningful, quantitative indices.
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APPENDIX IX
LETTER TO LOUISIANA EDUCATORS WHO ASSISTED IN APPLYING
THE VALIDATED CRITERIA
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
February 24, 1959
Dear Sir:
I am making a study, under the direction of Dr. Ralph Schmidt 
of the Department of Education, that I feel will benefit those per­
sons who are Interested in in-service education and professional 
growth of teachers. The study involves the compilation, validation,
and trial application of a set of criteria concerning in-service
education (faculty study, etc.) of teachers. These criteria were de­
signed to guide in the establishment of new or the revision of on­
going programs of in-service education.
Certain educators are being selected in Louisiana schools to 
assist us in applying these criteria to their local programs of in- 
service education. No school or educator will be referred to by 
name, symbol, or locale in this study.
Dr. Thomas Landry, Mr. Raphie1 Teagle, and Mr. Hubert Bankston, 
whom you know from our State Department of Education, suggested that 
I contact you and solicit your cooperation. Will you be kind enough 
to evaluate what you are doing in the in-service programs of your
school by completing the enclosed questionnaire?
Each criterion contained in this questionnaire has been validated 
by a Jury whose membership was composed of specialists in in-service 
education from each state in the nation. Your responses will be weigh­
ed against those of this Jury and consequently we will be able to de­
termine how closely we, in Louisiana's schools, are coming to the ideal. 
Since only a few recoinsnded educators are selected for use in this 
study Z need not re-emphasise the importance of your response to this 
questionnaire.
Will you please mail this information right back to me? We are 
laboring under a very pressing time element. A self-addressed, stamped 
envelope is enclosed for your convenience.
Sincerely,
ELS/as
E. L. Self
Box ^841, LSU
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APPENDIX X
.FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO THE LOUISIANA EDUCATORS WHO
APPLIED THE VALIDATED CRITERIA
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
March 10, 1959
Dear Sir:
On February 24, a questionnaire and cover letter were mailed 
to you requesting your help in making a study. Your indulgence in 
completing and returning the questionnaire vould be appreciated.
Ordinarily the length of time that has elapsed since the date 
and this would not be considered great; however, because of the 
rapidly advancing dead-line for the completion of the study, I ask 
you to please send the questionnaire back to me as soon as you 
possibly can.
As indicated in the original letter, only a very few school 
principals were selected to be used in this study and unless I get a 
100 per cent return the study will not be valid.
I ask you agAin - please return the questionnaire today. (If 
you have already done so, kindly disregard this and accept my thanks.)
Thanking you again, I remain
Sincerely,
E* L* Self 
Box $841, LSU
ELS/as
APPENDIX XI
LOUISIANA EDUCATORS APPLYING THE CRITERIA
Campbell, Mrs. Kate T., Standard Heights Elementary School, East Baton 
Rouge Parish, 1075 Seneca Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Campbell, W. C., Fort Necessity High School, Franklin Parish, Fort 
Necessity, Louisiana
Cayard, Ernest, Scott High School, Lafayette Parish, Scott, Louisiana
Cottlngham, Barney E., Ogden High School, Franklin Parish, Route 2, 
Winnsboro, Louisiana
Delafleld, G. A., Woodlawn High School, East Baton Rouge Parish,
Route 2, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Deslattes, Mother M., Academy of the Sacred Heart, St. landry Parish, 
Grand Coteau, Louisiana
Doland, R. 0., Lake Arthur High School, Jefferson Davis Parish, Box 276 
Lake Arthur, Louisiana
Fairchild, J. V., Jefferson Junior High School, Jefferson Parish, 3900 
Jefferson Highway, New Orleans, Louisiana
Fakler, Theophlle, Thlbodaux High School, Lafourche Parish, Thibodaux, 
Louisiana
Fortlnberry, H. W., Chesbrough High School, Tangipahoa Parish, Kentwood 
RFD, Louisiana
Frederick, Brother, Cathedral High, Lafayette Parish, 8LQ St. John, 
Lafayette, Louisiana
Glass, C. G., Ajax High School, Natchitoches Parish, Martbaville, 
Louisiana
Hall, Wendell B., St. Franclsrllle High School, West Feliciana Parish, 
St. Francisville, Louisiana
Harvey, B. R., Pitkin High School, Vernon Parish, Pitkin, Louisiana
Hulsey, J. 0., Woodland High School, St. Helena Parish, Route 3,
Amite, Louisiana
2kQ
Hurst, Harry M., Deatrchan High School, St. Charles Parish, Destrehan, 
Louisiana
Kilgore, L. L., lake Providence, East Carroll Parish, Lake Providence, 
Louisiana
Lampkin, Frank, Bossier City High, Bossier Parish, Coleman Street,
Bossier City, Louisiana
Lazrone, Carl, Kenner Junior High, Jefferson Parish, 1516 Third Street, 
Kenner, Louisiana
Mahfouz, Payne, Opelousas High, St. landry Parish, Opelousas, Louisiana
Manning, C. £., Bogalusa High School, Third Street, Bogalusa, Louisiana
McGehee, C. 0., Glasgow Junior High, East Baton Rouge Parish, Hyacinth 
and Glasgow Streets, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
McGrav, W. S., Hornbeck High School, Vernon Parish, Hornbeck, Louisiana
Mclavy, Frank R., Westdale Junior High, East Baton Rouge Parish, 565° 
Claycut Road, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Meadors, Reed R., Greensburg High School, St. Helena Parish, Greensburg, 
Louisiana
Miller, Leonard J., Golden Meadow High School, Lafourche Parish. Golden 
Meadow, Louisiana
Napper, J. H., Simsboro High School, Lincoln Parish, Simeboro, Louisiana
Parker, Clea E., Mandeville High School, St. Tammany Parish, Mandeville, 
Louisiana
Prather, Wallace E., Heweliton High School, Tensas Parish, Newellton, 
Louisiana
Ramsay, John, Delcaabre High, Iberia Parish, Delcambre, Louisiana
Rhodes, 0. R., Monterey High School, Concordia Parish, Monterey, Louisians
Robert, P. C., Glen Oaks High School, East Baton Rouge parish, 5300 
Monarch Street, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Rougeau, Elias, Chataignler High School, Evangeline Parish, Chataignier, 
Louisiana
Shows, Judson, Ragley High School, Beauregard Parish, Ragley, Louisiana
Sonnier, Willie, Rayne High School, Acadia Parish, Rayne, Louisiana
Southerland, T. P., Alexandria Junior High, Rapides Parish, Maryland 
Avenue, Alexandria, Louisiana
Strickland, 1. C., Ouachita Parish High, 71^ St. John, Monroe, Louisiana
Walton, Joe G., Linvood Junior High, ^01 West Seventieth Street, Caddo 
Parish, Shreveport, Louisiana
APPENDIX XII
INVALID CRITERIA
CRnSRION CRITERION RELCV AVERAGE TOTll
NUMBER Responses Per Cent RESPONSES
27 It (in-service education) affords opportunities for balanced 
living, since in-service education is concerned not only with 
the professional problems of teachers but with their life as 
an individual as veil 13 26 51
4l An understanding should e^is- throughout the administrative 
hierarchy that growth is a slow, laborious, undramatic 
undertaking that can be harvested only after many years of 
backbreaking effort. 13 26 51
43 Refreshments and a social period should be a regular phase 
of the in-service education program. 17 34 50
51 Announcements and placards should be used to direct teachers 
to study groups of their interest. 20 39 51
55 The official leader of each session should be planned on a 
rotating basis, with each teacher having a turn as chairman. 21 42 50
84 Recognition conies through membership in an honorary organiza­
tion for teachers recognised as masters In their respective 
fields. 14 28 51
APJEMDH X H  (continued)
criteric*
BOWER
CRITERION below Average total
Responses Per Cent RBSPGBSES
85 A salary bonus Is granted for teachers who earn a certain 
nuriber of university credits vlthin a given period, or for 
other outstanding achievements. 17 3k 51
86 Special titles are conferred - such as key teacher, subject 
analyst, and so forth. Such teachers often act as advisers 
to others in the building. 27 52 51
97 Semester or annual leave Is granted at almost any time for 
approved professional activities. 13 26 51
105 Board policy requires that teachers attend sunnier school 
at stated intervals. 13 26 51
113 Study groups usually develop a formal social structure as 
a method of performing their vork. 13 26 51
lh9 (Types of meetings) Unplanned extemporaneous discussion. 18 36 U9
151 (Types of meetings) Demonstrations with teachers substituting 
for pupils. 15 25 50
168 (Evaluative techniques) Evaluation of an Individual teacher 
through observation of her work by the in-service leader. 16 32 50
AFIEKD2X XII (concluded)
(SOTBRiai CRUERICH BKKV AVERAGE TOTAL
HOMER Responses Per Cent HBSFOICgS
173 (Evaluative techniques) Use of various tests and evaluative 
instruments to determine the initial status of, and the 
subsequent changes in, the teacher's professional attitudes, 
beliefs, and teaching procedures; and later, to measure her
growth in knowledge and teaching competency, 12 25 1*8
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APPENDIX XIII
RATING CATEGORIES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGES OF
RESPONSES AS INDICATED BY LOUISIANA EDUCATORS:
AREA ONE, PURPOSE AND PHILOSOPHY
Key:
A - Criteria considered to be observed
excellently
B - Criteria considered to be observed
veil
C - Criteria considered to be observed
moderately
D - Criteria considered to be observed
poorly
F - Criteria considered to be not observed
CRITERION - Criteria as listed in Appendix VIII 
PERCENTAGES - The percentage representing the largest 
number of responses to a criterion in a 
rating category
CRITERION RATINGS PERCENTAGE
A B C D F
1 X *5
2 X k5
3 X X 39*
k X ^5
5 X k9
6 X k9
7 X 3U
6 X 36
9 X X 30*
Li X T£
Li X o£
OS X 63
6£ X 93
05 X Lz
3+? X 93
3+r X 63
£5 X +T3
JL+i X £3
o£ X 33
95 X 13
1£ X 03
o£ X 61
£5 X 9T
5£ X il
e£ X 91
A+i X 6T
X +rt
£+* X £T
zi X 3T
5+i X IT
o£ X OT
J g 0 g V
aovaaap s m  m o i m i h o
(pannf^aoo) m x  XKDISMV
+*53
APPENDIX XIII (concluded)
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OTifflkjIow PERCENTAGE
K B d D F
32 X k2
♦Categorlee receiving the sane percentagea
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APPENDIX XIV
RATING CATEGORIES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST PERCE WEAGES OF
RESPONSES AS INDICATED BY LOUISIANA EDUCATORS:
AREA TWO, PLANNING
Key:
A - Criteria considered to be observed excellently
B - Criteria considered to be observed veil
C - Criteria considered to be observed moderately
D - Criteria considered to be observed poorly
F - Criteria considered to be not observed 
CRITERION - Criteria as listed in Appendix VIII 
PERCENTAGE - The percentage representing the largest number
of responses to a criterion in a rating category
CRITERION RATINGS FkRCtehTAGE
A B C D F
33 X 32
31+ X 26
35 X 39
36 X X 34*
37 X 62
38 X 39
39 X 32
40 X 38
Ul X 35
42 X 46
43 X 38
APPENDIX XIV (concluded)
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CRITERION R^TiNDS ri3»CENIA0E
A fe C D
1+1+ X 1+1
*5 X 38
1+6 X i+l
1+7 X l+l
1+8 X 32
1+9 X 30
50 X 38
51 X 32
52 X 1+3
53 X 1+9
5U X 38
55 X l+l
56 X 32
57 X 1+9
58 X 38
59 X *3
60 X 1+3
6i X 31+
62 X 51
63 X l+l
61+ X 51
65 X 38
♦Categories receiving ti» same number of responses
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APPENDIX XV
RATING CATEGORIES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGES OF 
RESPONSES AS INDICATED BY LOUISIANA EDUCATORS:
AREA THREE, ADMINISTRATION
Kay
A - Criteria considered to be observed excellently
B - Criteria considered to be observed well
C - Criteria considered to be observed moderately
D - Criteria considered to be observed poorly
F - Criteria considered to be not observed 
CRITERION - Criteria as listed in Appendix VIII 
PERCENTAGE - The percentage representing the largest number
of responses to a criterion in a rating category
CRrjlRlUN RATINGS PERCENTAGE
A B C D F
66 X kk
67 X k2
68 X 35
69 X 32
70 X 30
71 X 32
72 X ^7
73 X 51*
X 51
75 X X 35*
76 X 39
2b*
APH2NDIX XV (concluded)
t i W H M PERCENTAGE
A B c D p
77 X 30
78 X 35
79 X 39
80 X 32
81 X 26
82 X 32
83 X 30
Qk X 57
85 X 38
86 X 35
87 X 27
88 X 35
89 X 30
90 X 32
91 X 2k
92 X 32
93 X X 30*
9k X 38
95 X 2k
96 X 30
♦Categories receiving equal percentages of responses
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APPENDIX XVI
RATING CATEGORIES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGES OF
RESPONSES AS INDICATED BY LOUISIANA EDUCATORS:
AREA FOUR, PROCEDURES
Key:
A
B
C
D
F
CRITERION
HIRCENIAGE
Criteria considered to be observed excellently
Criteria considered to be observed veil
Criteria considered to be observed moderately
Criteria considered to be observed poorly
Criteria considered to be not observed 
Criteria as listed in Appendix VIII 
The percentage representing the largest number 
of responses to a criterion in a rating category
r^M kYow r a t ires PERCENTAGE
A B c D F
97 X 30
98 X 2k
99 X 22
100 X 38
101 X 39
102 X 38
103 X 38
10U 1 X ^3
105 X 35
106 X 38
107 X ‘32
26l
APPENDIX XVI (continued)
«j~;~2^^~2SZZZ^SIS^^ZZZZ^SS£SSS^& 9IH BBH BBSSSK & SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS& BBM & I^3!B
cki'i^kiun WBOtm
5-----
I
T 5 ------- -»■
108 X 35
109 X 49
110 X 38
111 X X 43*
112 X 43
113 X 35
114 X 38
115 X 38
116 X 49
117 X 46
118 X 49
119 X 4i
120 X 4l
121 X 43
122 X 57
123 X 4l
124 X 46
125 X 54
126 X X 46*
127 X 43
128 X 49
129 X 49
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APPENDIX XVI (concluded)
RATINGS &RCENTAGE
A B C D F
130 X 1*6
131 X 1*9
132 X 1*6
133 X 1*6
I3fc X 1*9
135 X 1*9
136 X 1*1
137 X 1*1
133 X 35
139 X 33
ll*0 X 38
ll*l X 1*1
1U2 X 1*3
ll*3 X 27
li*i* X 38
•Categories receiving equal percentages
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APPENDIX XVII
RATING CATEGORIES REPRESENTING THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGES OF
RESPONSES AS INDICATED BY LOUISIANA EDUCATORS:
AREA FIVE, EVALUATION
Key:
A - Criteria considered to be observed excellently
B - Criteria considered to be observed veil
C - Criteria considered to be observed moderately
D - Criteria considered to be observed poorly
F - Criteria considered to be not observed 
CRnERION - Criteria as listed in Appendix VIII 
H3RCENTAGE - The percentage representing the largest number
of responses to a criterion in a rating category
CRITERION RATINGS
A B C D F
145 X 57
146 X 4i
147 X 57
1 48 X 43
149 X 54
150 X 41
151 X 68
152 X 54
153 X 49
154 X 4l
155 X 38
156 X 38
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APPENDIX XVII (concluded)
CRITERION RATINGS PERCENTAGE
A B C D F
157 X 38
158 X 46
159 X 4l
160 X 49
l6l X 35
162 X 38
163 X 4 9
164 X 62
165 X X 35*
166 X ^3
167 X 5^
168 X 35
169 X 51
170 X 4l
171 X ^9
172 X 54
"Categories receiving equal percentages
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
The writer was Dorn at Many, Louisiana, located in Sabine 
Parish, on July 36, 1926, and was the first chiud of >ir. and Mrs. 
Floyd F. Sell'. His elementary and secondary school education was 
received in tne public schools at Many and he graduated from Many 
High School in the May graduation of I9V7. At the beginning of the 
fall semester he en-ered Nortnwesttm State College, Natchiloches, 
Louisiana, to study In the Department of Education; the Bachelor or 
Science Degree was awardee, in the August graduation exercises of 
1950.
Following graduation from college he taugnt at Arcadia High 
School, Bienville. Parish, Louisiana, until 1^6, at which time he 
obtained a leave'of absence lo complete work on the Master's Degree 
in Education. • this degree was awarded in August, 1956. He resigned 
his teaching position at Arcadia High School and accepted a graduate 
assistantship at Louisiana S ate University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 
and began work on the Doctor of Philosophy Degree at the beginning of 
the fall semester, 1956.
The writer spent two years in the United States Navy, having 
served from 19^4 to 19^6. He spent thirteen months of this Bervice 
in the Pacific Theater of operations during World War II.
On October 14, 195°j 6e married the former Alma Thomas, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. William Howard Thomas of queen City, Texas. The 
couple have no children.
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The writer was recently employed as a teacher in the College of 
Education of Lamar State College of Technology, located in Beaumont, 
Texas.
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